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Taming Strings in Dynamic Languages
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by Vincenzo ARCERI
In the recent years, dynamic languages such as JavaScript, Python or PHP, have
found several fields of applications, thanks to the multiple features provided, the
agility of deploying software and the seeming facility of learning such languages. In
particular, strings play a central role in dynamic languages, as they can be implicitly
converted to other type values, used to access object properties or transformed at
run-time into executable code. In particular, the possibility to dynamically gener-
ate code as strings transformation breaks the typical assumption in static program
analysis that the code is an immutable object, indeed static. This happens because
program’s essential data structures, such as the control-flow graph and the system of
equation associated with the program to analyze, are themselves dynamically mu-
tating objects. In a sentence: "You can’t check the code you don’t see". For all these
reasons, dynamic languages still pone a big challenge for static program analysis,
making it drastically hard and imprecise.
The goal of this thesis is to tackle the problem of statically analyzing dynamic
code by treating the code as any other data structure that can be statically analyzed,
and by treating the static analyzer as any other function that can be recursively
called. Since, in dynamically-generated code, the program code can be encoded
as strings and then transformed into executable code, we first define a novel and
suitable string abstraction, and the corresponding abstract semantics, able to both
keep enough information to analyze string properties, in general, and keep enough
information about the possible executable strings that may be converted to code.
Such string abstraction will permits us to distill from a string abstract value the ex-
ecutable program expressed by it, allowing us to recursively call the static analyzer
on the synthesized program.
The final result of this thesis is an important first step towards a sound-by-
construction abstract interpreter for real-world dynamic string manipulation lan-
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Dynamic languages, such as JavaScript, PHP or Python, in the last years have faced
an important growth in a very wide range of fields and applications, thanks to the
several features that dynamic languages provide and the agility offered by these lan-
guages in deploying applications. Dynamic language common features are implicit
type conversion, dynamic typing, the multiple usages of strings (e.g., used to access
object-properties) and string-to-code statements, only to cite few. In particular, the
possibility to transform strings into executable code at run-time is one of the most
challenging features to statically analyze, since it breaks the standard assumption in
static analysis that the code we aim to analyze is, indeed, static.
In this chapter, we introduce the problem of statically analyzing string manip-
ulation programs, also those that may turn strings into executable code. In par-
ticular, we first motivate the need and the importance of analyzing string-to-code
statements in dynamic languages, presenting also the difficulties and the challenges
that these languages pose from the point of view of static program analysis. Then,
we go into details of a particular dynamic language, namely JavaScript, chosen as
representative of the class of dynamic languages, giving an overview of its dynamic
features that we aim to analyze in this thesis.
The goal of this thesis is to tackle the problem of statically analyzing dynamic
code. Hence, in the last part of this chapter, we present an overview of the contribu-
tion of this thesis, presenting the several steps we have intended to take in order to
reach our goal.
1.1 Why is it important to analyze dynamic code?
String-to-code statements allow developers to transform strings into executable code
at run-time. If from the one hand this practice permits developers to simplify writ-
ing programs, on the other hand it introduces statically unpredictable executions in
deployed applications, which may make programs harder to understand and error-
prone. As we have already mentioned before, programs that turn strings into ex-
ecutable code are hard to statically analyze. This happens because of program’s
essential data structures, such as the control-flow graph and the system of recursive
equations associated with the program to analyze, are themselves dynamically mu-
tating objects. In a sentence: ”You can’t check code you don’t see” [Bessey et al., 2010].
Despite several tools proposed in the last years to reason about dynamic code,
static analysis is still extremely hard if not even impossible. Indeed, the only sound
way analyses have to overcome the execution of code they “don’t see" is to sup-
pose that a string-to-code statement can do anything, i.e., it can generate any possible
memory. Hence, when reaching such a statement, an analysis may continue by ac-
cepting to lose any previously gathered information. Let us show this situation on
a simple but expressive enough JavaScript example. In JavaScript, it is possible to
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transform strings into executable code by calling the global function eval. Consider
the code on the left, where there is a variable x independent from what is dynami-
cally executed in y. Suppose we are interested in analyzing
1 x = 1;
2 a = 1;
3 y = "a++;";
4 while (x<10) {




the interval of the variable x inside the loop, i.e.,
at line 5. Executing the code, we can observe that
the interval of x at line 5 is precisely [1, 9], and
this would be the result of any interval analy-
sis on the code without line 6. Unfortunately,
the presence of eval makes it impossible for the
analysis to know whether there is any “hidden"
(dynamically generated) modification of x, and
therefore it cannot properly compute the interval of x. This is a very simple use
of eval, but anyway it is not even suitable for code rewriting techniques removing
(when possible) eval by replacing it with equivalent code without eval [Jensen, Jon-
sson, andMøller, 2012]. Indeed, in the example, the eval parameter is not hard-coded
but dynamically generated.
The only way to make the analysis aware of the fact that the execution of eval
does not modify x is to compute, or at least to over-approximate, what is executed in
eval. Moreover, it should be clear that any analysis of dynamically-generated code
cannot be independent from string analysis. Unfortunately, existing static analyzers
for dynamic languages, may fail to precisely analyze strings in dynamic contexts.
For instance, in the example, existing static analyzers such as TAJS [Jensen, Møller,
and Thiemann, 2009], SAFE [Lee et al., 2012] and JSAI [Kashyap et al., 2014] lose
precision on the eval input value, losing any information about it. Namely, the
issue of analyzing dynamic languages, even if tackled by sophisticated tools as the
cited ones, still lacks formal approaches for handling the more dynamic features of
string manipulation, such as dynamic code generation.
For all these reasons, we believe that the analysis of dynamic code is not some-
thing that can be ignored forever.
In this thesis, we choose a representative of the class of dynamic languages,
JavaScript. This choice is guided by the fact that JavaScript is the most popular
language and it seems to be the most misunderstood dynamic language. For exam-
ple, let us consider the 2017 Stack Overflow survey 1. Here, we can observe that
JavaScript is, for the seventh year in a row, the most common used programming
language (67.8% of the questions posted are tagged with #javascript). Moreover,
looking at the Stack Overflow ranking of the most common web frameworks and
libraries, at the first three positions we find jQuery (first position), React (second po-
sition) and AngularJS (third position), all libraries for JavaScript. Even the GitHub
surveys confirm the language as the most common and popular programming lan-
guage, with more than 1.5 million pull requests in 2016 and 323.938 active reposito-
ries in 20142.
At the first impact, JavaScript can offer a wide range of features and function-
alities, since it supports several programming paradigms, but given its dynamic
nature, the resulting applications can open potential security holes, leading to leak-
age of data or compromise of data integrity. The behavior of JavaScript is provided
by the informal ECMA specification that can lead to misunderstandings and unex-
pected behaviors during the program execution. More dangerous, JavaScript pro-
vides string-to-code primitives that allow programmers (but also malicious agents)
1https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2019#technology
2https://octoverse.github.com/
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to execute arbitrary code in web applications. String-to-code statements constitute
a serious security problem and very few solutions have been proposed in order to
solve this issue.
In the next section, we go deeper into some of the most unexpected, weird, and
critical behaviors of a dynamic language such as JavaScript (according to the formal
semantics reported in [Maffeis, Mitchell, and Taly, 2008]) explaining the challenges
behind static analysis of JavaScript programs and applications.
1.2 JavaScript overview
JavaScript is a dynamically typed scripting language, born in 1995 as a client-side
scripting language to interact at run-time with the HTML object during the web
navigation. Nowadays JavaScript is implemented in every major browser and a
must-requirement for web developers. The JavaScript interpreter does not provide
a static semantics, i.e. a type system, and during the program execution it assigns a
type to each variable. For example, let var x = 5 be a typical JavaScript assignment.
The type of x is not provided by the programmer when the variable is declared but
rather it is derived at run-time by the interpreter. Hence, in JavaScript it is legal, for
example, to write x = true after the previous declaration. Similarly to other typical
scripting languages, in JavaScript dynamic typing occurs together with implicit type
conversion. Let us consider the expression 5 + true. Obviously the sum operation
cannot be performed in this form because of the second operand. Hence, unlike
strongly-typed languages (e.g., Java), the interpreter is not stuck with a type error but
rather it implicitly converts true value to 1, making the sum feasible and returning 6.
Now consider the expression 5 / 0. Unlike other typical programming languages,
the division by zero is allowed in JavaScript and returns the JavaScript global object
Infinity. This makes the division a polymorphic function, since it may return either
a number or Infinity, in the division-by-zero case. Most of the JavaScript operators
and functions have two or more return-types and this may compromise readability
and data consistency [Pradel and Sen, 2015]. Implicit type conversion is a key feature
of the world of scripting languages since it lightens the development process, often
sacrificing code readability and making the code bug-prone.
JavaScript is also an object-oriented programming language based on prototypal
inheritance. Any object has an internal property called __proto__ that points to the
constructor prototype, from which it inherits its properties. The property lookup is
performed searching the property on the prototype chain and it is very simple: if the
object contains the property, the execution returns the value of its property, other-
wise it is recursively searched in its prototype object. This operation stops when the
root of the prototype chain, i.e., Object.prototype, is reached. JavaScript prototypal
inheritance makes very easy to perform some object modifications to any object built
with a specific constructor, even for the standard built-in objects such as Number or
String, leading programs to be error-prone and more unreadable.
Further, the possibility of dynamically building code instructions as the result
of text manipulation is a key aspect in dynamic programming languages such as
JavaScript. By using reflection, programs can turn text, which can be built at run-
time, into executable code. These features are often used in code protection and tam-
per resistant applications, employing camouflage for escaping attack or detection,
in malware, in mobile code, in web servers, in code compression, and in code op-
timization, e.g., in Just-in-Time (JIT) compilers employing optimized run-time code
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obj = {a: 20, b: 30};
p = getPropName ();
eval(" result = obj." + p)
(A)
obj = {a: 20, b: 30};
p = getPropName ();
result = obj[p];
(B)
FIGURE 1.1: (a) Object property lookupwith eval, (b) Object property
lookup without eval.
generation. In JavaScript it is possible to transform strings into executable code by
calling the global function eval.
While the use of eval may simplify considerably the art and performance of pro-
gramming, this practice is also highly dangerous, making the code prone to un-
expected behaviors and malicious exploits of its dynamic vulnerabilities, such as
code/object-injection attacks for privilege escalation, data-base corruption, andmal-
ware propagation. The most suggested best practice for JavaScript-based web appli-
cation developers is
"The eval function is the most misused feature of JavaScript. Avoid it."[Crockford, 2008]
Indeed, most of the eval usages are often not necessary and can be replaced by a
more clear and secure JavaScript semantic-equivalent statement, such as in the case
of JSON deserialization and library loading [Richards et al., 2011].
For example, let us consider the program reported in Figure 1.1a. The getPropName
function may return "a" or "b" and then the code stores into the variable result the
value of the obj property calling the function eval. Here the call to eval is com-
pletely unnecessary and dangerous. The getPropName function may retrieve some
data from users and then access them into the eval code, causing a potential code
injection. In this case, JavaScript best practice suggests to avoid eval and use the
typical object property access, shown in Figure 1.1b.
1.2.1 eval in the wild
An important survey on eval usage (and other string-to-code statements such as
setInterval and Function) has been presented in [Richards et al., 2011], showing
that eval is still popular in benevolent web applications. In the recent years, string
obfuscation and the use of eval to hidemalicious intents have also become very pop-
ular in JavaScript malware [Xu, Zhang, and Zhu, 2012]. Its classical usage is depicted
in Figure 1.2. Let NUCLEAR_BOMB be a function with malicious intents (e.g., creates an
ActiveXObject to open a shell). In the example, the string value NUCLEAR_BOMB is
obfuscated and it is manipulated by string manipulation operations in order to ob-
tain the plain string. Finally, when the string is deobfuscated, it is transformed into
executable code by eval, in order to perform the attack. We wonder: How popu-
lar is eval in JavaScript malware in order to hide malicious actions? In order to answer
this question, we have performed a simple investigation on a JavaScript malware
collection [Petrack, 2018]. We have focused on the benchmark related to malware
collected in the year 2017, consisting of 192 JavaScript malware samples. Focusing
on the explicit eval calls (i.e., explicit in the program code and not obfuscated) we
have found that:
• 52% of the samples have no explicit eval calls;
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s = "qxfohdu_erpe ()";
i = 0; f = "";








eval(f.toUpperCase ()); // NUCLEAR_BOMB ()
FIGURE 1.2: JavaScript obfuscated malware example.
• 33% of the sample have 1 explicit eval call;
• 15% of the samples have >1 explicit eval calls.
Further, we have analyzed dynamic eval calls (i.e., potentially obfuscated eval
calls), discovering that 23.5% of the JavaScript samples has at least an obfuscated
eval call. Summarizing, more than 50% of the JavaScript samples has at least an
eval call (implicit or explicit). Moreover, even if it is not a common practice to use
nested eval calls, we have found that a subset of this benchmark uses this strategy
to highly obfuscate malicious intents (almost the 10%).
In this simple analysis of eval usage in JavaScript malware, it should be clear
that using string-to-code primitives to hide a malicious attack is a common practice
and the lack of static analyses of these kind of statements could increase the trend.
Moreover, eval (dynamic code in general) can be used also for protecting benevolent
code: there already exist obfuscator tools3 that may transform a removable eval (re-
placeable with an eval-free equivalent code fragment) [Jensen, Jonsson, and Møller,
2012] in an eval that can not be removed, providing also malware with powerful
obfuscation techniques against existing JavaScript analyzers.
1.3 Contributions and structure of the thesis
In this thesis, we focus on the problem of statically analyzing the dynamic features
concerning strings reported in previous sections. The contribution of this thesis is
twofold:
• We first focus on the problem of statically reasoning about program strings
properties. In particular, we first present the string analyses of existing ab-
stract interpretation-based static analyzers, systematically improving the pre-
cision of their string abstractions w.r.t. an operation of interest. Then, we will
discuss the need of designing a novel string abstract domain, preparing the
ground for the core contribution of this thesis, namely the eval analysis. We
aim at a strings abstraction collecting, as faithfully as possible, the set of pos-
sible values that a string variable may receive before eval executes it. It surely
3https://www.daftlogic.com/projects-online-javascript-obfuscator.htm,
http://www.danstools.com/javascript-obfuscate/
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has to approximate the set of possible string values, hence it has to be a lan-
guage, it has also to keep enough information allowing us to extract code from
it, but it has also to keep enough information for analyzing properties of string
variables that are never executed by an eval during computation. In particu-
lar, we will formally present the finite state automata abstract domain. Then,
we focus on the characterization of the abstract semantics of the most common
string manipulation operations, inspired by the JavaScript semantics, taking
into account also implicit type conversion. Since strings plays a crucial role
also in objects, in dynamic languages, we will exploit finite state automata do-
main also in analyzing objects.
• Then, we exploit the finite state automata abstract domain and the correspond-
ing string analysis in order to tackle the problem of soundly analyzing dy-
namic code. The idea behind our approach is that of treating code as any
other dynamic structure that can be statically analyzed by abstract interpre-
tation [Cousot and Cousot, 1977], and to treat the abstract interpreter as any
other program function that can be recursively called on a piece of code. In par-
ticular, once we have designed the novel string abstract domain, since we have
to analyze the code potentially executed by an eval call, we need to extract
from the abstract argument of eval (i.e., from an automaton), an abstraction of
the code that this collectionmay contain. Hence, once we have extracted an ap-
proximated code representation from an automaton, the idea is to recursively
call the abstract interpreter, for the performed analysis, on this approximated
code. The result is a first step towards a static analyzer for dynamic code con-
taining non-trivial usage of eval that still have some limitations (as we will
explain in the final discussion) but which pose the basis for studying more
general solutions to the problem.
Structure of the thesis. In Chapter 2 we introduce the basic mathematical notions
needed to understand the work and the notations adopted in this thesis. In particu-
lar, we introduce basic notions about ordered algebraic structures, abstract interpre-
tation and finite state automata.
In Chapter 3 we introduce in detail µJS, the dynamic core language on which we
will present the main contributions of the thesis. Its syntax and semantics is inspired
by the real JavaScript semantics. Moreover, in this chapter we show how to perform
static analysis by abstract interpretation of µJS programs, analyzing their control-
flow graphs. This is the starting point for the abstract interpreter for eval that we
will introduce in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 4 we present the main string abstractions integrated in real JavaScript
static analyzers. In particular, we formally discuss the completeness property w.r.t.
some common string operations and we will systematically improve the precision
of the abstractions for those operations. At the end of this chapter, we discuss the
importance of completeness of string abstractions in abstract interpretation and we
motivate the need of a novel string abstract domain for dynamic languages.
In Chapter 5we present the finite state automata abstract domain, formally defin-
ing it and introducing some novel operations on that. This is the core of the value
abstract domain that we will use for analyzing µJS programs.
In Chapter 6 we present a sound abstract interpreter for µJS programs with eval,
built upon the finite state automata abstract domain. First, we define the abstract
semantics of the stringmanipulation operations of µJS, allowing us to analyze string
values. Then, upon the string analysis, we define a sound analysis for eval. We
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evaluate our approach on real-world examples, from a precision point of view, also
comparing the interpreter with an existing JavaScript static analyzer.
In Chapter 7 we report the last part of the thesis contribution, exploiting again
finite state automata abstract domain for analyzing objects properties. We extend
µJS syntax and semantics with objects, then we formally introduce a novel abstract
domain for objects, built upon the finite state automata abstract domain described
in Chapter 5.
Finally, in Chapter 8 we conclude the thesis, discussing the main related works
and discussing the approach and the contribution of this thesis and its future direc-
tions. Long proofs of the main results of the thesis are reported in Appendix A.
Publications. Most of the results presented in the thesis have been already pub-
lished in the following papers:
• Vincenzo Arceri and Isabella Mastroeni [2019]. “Static Program Analysis for
StringManipulation Languages”. In: Proceedings Seventh InternationalWork-
shop on Verification and Program Transformation, Genova, Italy, 2nd April 2019.
Ed. by Alexei Lisitsa and Andrei Nemytykh. Vol. 299. Electronic Proceed-
ings in Theoretical Computer Science. Open Publishing Association, pp. 19–
33. DOI: 10.4204/EPTCS.299.5
• Vincenzo Arceri et al. [2019]. “Completeness of Abstract Domains for String
Analysis of JavaScript Programs”. In: Theoretical Aspects of Computing - ICTAC
2019 - 16th International Colloquium, Hammamet, Tunisia, October 31 - November
4, 2019, Proceedings, pp. 255–272. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-030-32505-3\_15
• Vincenzo Arceri, Michele Pasqua, and Isabella Mastroeni [2019]. “An abstract
domain for objects in dynamic programming languages”. In: 8th International
Workshop on Numerical and Symbolic Abstract Domains - NSAD’19.
• Vincenzo Arceri and Isabella Mastroeni [2020]. “A sound abstract interpreter
for dynamic code”. In: SAC ’20: The 35th ACM/SIGAPP Symposium on Applied
Computing, online event, [Brno, Czech Republic], March 30 - April 3, 2020. Ed. by




In this chapter, we introduce the basic notions that we will use in this thesis. We will
first recall notions for sets, relations an functions. Then, we will present the basic
background about ordered sets, following [Bancerek and Rudnicki, 2002], useful for
introducing abstract interpretation (that will be presented after), the main formal
framework that we will exploit for statically reasoning about programs. Most of the
results and definitions are taken from [Cousot and Cousot, 1977; Cousot and Cousot,
1976; Nielson, Nielson, and Hankin, 1999]. Finally, we will present the background
about strings, formal languages and finite state automata (taken from [Davis, Sigal,
and Weyuker, 1994]), fixing the notation and reporting the main operations on finite
state automata that we will use in the subsequent chapters.
2.1 Basic notions and notation
A set is a collection of objects, without ordering. When an object x is a member of
a set X we write x 2 X, otherwise we write x /2 X. We can extensionally represent
a finite set of elements x0, x1, . . . , xn as {x0, x1, . . . , xn}. We intesionally represent a
subset of a set Y of elements satisfying a property f as { x 2 Y | f(x) }. We often
omit Y when it is clear from the context. The predicate f is a first-order logic pred-
icate with the following notation: ¬ (negation), _ (disjunction), ^ (conjunction),)
(implication),, (double-implication/logical equivalence), 8 (universal quantifier),
9 (existential quantifier). The cardinality of a set X, namely the number of elements
of X, is denoted by |X| and the empty set is denoted by ?. A set X is subset of Y,
denoted by X ✓ Y, when any element of X belong also to Y. The empty set is subset
of every set. The set of any possible subset of X is denoted by }(X) and it is defined
as { Y | Y ✓ X }. Let X,Y be two sets. Then, the following operations between sets
can be performed.
• (Union) X [Y , { x | x 2 X _ x 2 Y };
• (Intersection) X \Y , { x | x 2 X ^ x 2 Y };
• (Set difference) XrY , { x | x 2 X ^ x /2 Y };
We can extend union and intersection to a family of sets X : SX , SX2X X ,
{ x | 9X 2 X . x 2 X } and TX , TX2X X , { x | 8X 2 X . x 2 X }.
Given a set X, a set P ✓ }(X) is a partition of X if the following conditions hold:
(i) 8P 2 P . P 6= ?, (ii) SP2P P = X, (iii) 8P1, P2 2 P . P1 = P2 _ P1 \ P2 = ?. For
example, if X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the set } = {{1}, {2, 3}, {4, 5}} is a partition of X.
The cartesian product of two sets X and Y is denoted by X ⇥ Y and it is the set
of all pairs where the first element belongs to X and the second one belongs to Y,
formally X ⇥ Y , { hx, yi | x 2 X ^ y 2 Y }. The cartesian product definition can
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be extended to n sets, with n > 2, denoted by X1 ⇥ X2 . . .Xn and it is defined as
X1 ⇥ X2 ⇥ · · ·⇥ Xn , { hx1, x2, . . . , xni | x1 2 X1 ^ x2 2 X2 ^ · · · ^ xn 2 Xn }.
A relation R between the sets X1,X2, . . . ,Xn is a subset of the cartesian product
X1⇥X2⇥ · · ·⇥Xn. The elements xi, with i 2 [1, n] are in relation R if hx1, x2, . . . , xni 2
R. The relation R ✓ X1 ⇥ X2, for some set X1 and X2 is called binary and in order
to denote the membership of an element to R we write x1 R x2 and hx1, x2i 2 R and
to denote that an element does not belong to R we write x1 6 R x2 and hx1, x2i /2 R.
Given two relation R1 ✓ X1 ⇥ X2 and R2 ✓ X2 ⇥ X3 we defined the composition
between R1 and R2, denoted by R2   R1, and defined as R2   R1 , { hx1, x3i | 9x2 2
X2. hx1, x2i 2 R1 ^ hx2, x3i 2 R2 }.
A binary relation R on X (i.e., R ✓ X ⇥ X) can have some important properties,
listed in the following:
• (Reflexivity) 8x 2 X. x R x;
• (Irreflexivity) 8x 2 X. x 6 R x;
• (Symmetry) 8x, y 2 X. x R y) y R x;
• (Anti-symmetry) 8x, y 2 X. x R y ^ y R x ) x = y;
• (Transitivity) 8x, y, z 2 X. x R y ^ y R z) x R z
• (Totality) 8x, y 2 X. x R y _ y R x;
A binary relation is an equivalence relation if it is reflexive, symmetric and tran-
sitive. An equivalence relation R on X induces a partition on X. Each element of
the partition induced by R is called equivalent class, usually denoted by [x]R, for
x 2 X, and it is defined as [x]R , { y 2 X | x R y }. Given an equivalence class [x]R,
the element x is called representative of the equivalence class. A binary relation is
a preorder if it is reflexive and transitive. A binary relation is a partial order if it is
reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive.
A function f from the set X to the set Y is a relation f ✓ X⇥Y such that:
• 8x 2 X. 9y 2 Y. hx, yi 2 f ;
• hx, yi 2 f ^ hx, y0i 2 f ) y = y0;
Hence, a function maps any element of X to a single element of Y. The set of func-
tions from X to Y are denoted by X ! Y and we denote an element f of it as
f : X ! Y. Sometimes we use the lambda notation to refer to a function: lx . f (x).
Given f : X ! Y, X and Y are called domain and co-domain of f , respectively.
We denote the domain of a function f as dom( f ). If an element y 2 Y is in rela-
tion with x 2 X we write y = f (x) and y is called image of x. The composition
of a function f : X ! Y with g : Y ! Z is the function g   f : X ! Z where
8x 2 X. g   f (x) = g( f (x)). Given f : Sn ! T, s 2 Sn and i 2 [1, n], we denote
by f is = lz. f (s[z/i]) : S ! T a generic i-th unary restriction of f . Given a function
f : X ! X we define the iterates of f from x 2 X as follows:
f 0(x) = x
f n+1(x) = f n   f (x)
A function f : X ! Y is injective if 8x, x0 2 X. f (x) = f (x0) ) x = x0 and it is
also called one-to-one function. A function f : X ! Y is surjective if 8y 2 Y 9x 2





FIGURE 2.1: Example of Hasse diagram.
X. f (x) = y and it is also call onto function. A bijective function is a function that
is both injective and surjective. Given a function f : X ! Y, its additive lift is the
function f : }(X)! }(Y) that maps a subset X0 ✓ X to the set of images of elements
of X0, that is f (X0) , { f (x) | x 2 X0 }. In the thesis, we will often abuse notation
denoting the additive lift of f on X0 with f (X0).
A partial function f from a set X to the set Y is a relation f ✓ X⇥Y s.t.
• hx, yi 2 f ^ hx, y0i 2 f ) y = y0
In partial functions, for some elements of the domain their behavior is not defined.
The set of the partial functions from X to Y is denoted by X ,! Y.
2.2 Posets, semi-lattices and lattices
In the previous section, we have defined a set as a collection of unstructured el-
ements. In this section, we define several algebraic structures embedding orders
between the elements contained.
Definition 2.1 (Poset). A set X with a partial order relation X is said partial order
set, denoted by hX,Xi, and it is called poset.
When it is clear from the context where the order relation X is defined on, the
subscript is omitted. A typical example of poset is hN,i, where 8x, y 2 N. x 
y , 9z 2 N. x + z = y. We can use graphical notation to represent a poset, called
Hasse diagram. Given a poset hX,i, each elements of x 2 X is represented, in the
corresponding Hasse diagram, as a node of the diagram and an edge between x 2 X
and y 2 X if y covers x, that is y  x and @z 2 X x  z ^ z  y. An example of
Hasse diagram is reported in Figure 2.1, that corresponds to the poset hP,i where
P = {?, 0,+, ,>} and order  is defined as follows: ?  ?,?  0,?  +,? 
 ,?  >, 0  0, 0  +, 0   , 0  >,+  +,+  >,    ,   >,>  >.
Depending on the type of order, we obtain different types of posets.
Definition 2.2 (Chain). A chain of a poset hP,i is a subset C ✓ P s.t.
8x, y 2 C. x  y _ y  x
We say that a poset hP,i is a chain if P is a chain for hP,i, namely  is a total
order. For example hN,i, where  is the typical order relation between natural, is
a chain.
Definition 2.3 (Ascending chain condition). A poset hP,i satisfies the ascending
chain condition (for short ACC) iff any infinite sequence p0  p1  · · ·  pn  . . .
of elements of P is not strictly increasing, that is 9k   0. 8j   k. pk = pj.







FIGURE 2.2: (a) Example of join semi lattice and (b) meet semi lattice
Definition 2.4 (Descending chain condition). A poset hP,i satisfies the descending
chain condition (for short DCC) iff any infinite sequence p0   p1   · · ·   pn   . . .
of elements of P is not strictly decreasing, that is 9k   0. 8j   k. pk = pj.
Definition 2.5 (Upper bounds, least upper bound, maximum). Let hP,i be a poset,
and X ✓ P. An element m is an upper bound of X if 8x 2 X. x  m. If m also
belongs to X it is called maximal. If the set of upper bounds of X has the smallest
element, we call this element least upper bound of X (lub for short) and it is denoted
by
W
X. If the lub belongs to P, then the lub is called maximum (or top) element.
Given a poset hP,i and X ✓ P, for duality, we can defined the notion of lower
bound, minimal element of a set X, greatest lower bound (glb for short), denoted byV
X, and minimum. We denote the bottom and the top element of a poset by ? and
>, respectively. It is worth noting that the bottom and the top elements are unique
by anti-symmetry property of the order relation. Given two elements x, y 2 P, we
denote by x _ y and x ^ y the elements W{x, y} and V{x, y}, respectively.
More complex algebraic structures can be defined, such as the ones defined below.
Definition 2.6 (Directed set). Let hP,i be a poset. P is a directed set if 8S ✓ P s.t.
S 6= ? and S is finite, then S have least upper bound in P.
For duality, we can define when a poset hP,i is a co-directed set, namely if 8S ✓ P
s.t. S 6= ? and S is finite, then S have greatest lower bound in P.
Definition 2.7 (Complete partial order). Let hP,i be a poset. P is a complete partial






Definition 2.8 (Join semi lattice). A join semi lattice hP,,_i is a poset hP,i such
that 8x, y 2 P have lub x _ y.
Definition 2.9 (Meet semi lattice). Ameet semi lattice hP,,^i is a poset hP,i such
that 8x, y 2 P have glb x ^ y.
For example, Figure 2.2a reports a join semi lattice and Figure 2.2b reports a meet
semi lattice. Merging the definitions of join semi lattice and meet semi lattice we
obtain the notion of lattice, as reported below.
Definition 2.10 (Lattice). A lattice hP,,_,^i is both a join semi lattice and a meet
semi lattice.
Given a set X, a typical example of lattice, is }(X), namely the powerset of X, where
the glb operator is the set intersection and the lub is the set union. When we talk
about lattices, it is not guaranteed that the lub or the glb of a subset of it always exist.
We can characterize this important property in the definition of complete lattice.
Definition 2.11 (Complete lattice). A complete lattice is a lattice hP,,_,^i such
that 8X ✓ P. WX 2 P.
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For example, given a set X, }(X) is a complete lattice. The notion of complete lat-
tice plays a crucial role when we will talk about abstract interpretation in the next
sections. Another characterization of the notion of complete lattice is given by the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.12. Let P be a poset s.t. P 6= ?. The following assertions are equivalent:
• P is a complete lattice;
• 8X ✓ P. WX 2 P;
• P has the top element > and 8S ✓ P. S 6= ?, then V S exists in P.
In the following, we denote a complete lattice L by hL,,_,^,>,?i.
Definition 2.13 (Moore family). Let L be a complete lattice. X ✓ L is a Moore family
of L if X = M(X) , { V S | S ✓ X }, where V? = > 2M(X).
For each subset X ✓ L, M(X) is called Moore closure of X in L, namely M(X) is
the smallet subset of L which contains X and it is a Moore family of L.
Let hP,Pi and hQ,Qi be two posets. A function can have interesting proper-
ties when they are defined on ordered structures.
• (Monotone) f : P! Q is monotone if 8x, y 2 P. x P x ) f (x) Q f (y);
• (Order-embedding) f : P ! Q is order-embedding if 8x, y 2 P. x P y ,
f (x) Q f (y);
• (Order-isomorphism) f : P ! Q is order-isomorphism if it is surjective and
order-embedding;
• (Extensive) a function f : P! P is extensive if 8x 2 P. x P f (x);
• (Reductive) a function f : P! P is reductive if 8x 2 P. f (x) P x;
• (Idempotent) a function f : P! P is idempotent if 8x 2 P. f ( f (x)) = f (x);
• (Additive) a function f : P! Q is additive if 8X ✓ P. f (WP X) = WQ f (X)
• (Co-additive) a function f : P! Q is co-additive if 8X ✓ P. f (VP X) = VQ f (X)
An important property of functions over cpo’s is to be (Scott) continuous.
Definition 2.14 (Continuous function). Let hP,Pi and hQ,Qi be two cpo’s. A










{ f (d) | d 2 D }
For duality, a function f : P ! Q is (Scott) co-continuous if it preserves existing










{ f (d) | d 2 D }
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2.3 Fix-point theory
Given a poset hP,i and a function f : P ! P, a fix-point of the function f is an
element x 2 X such that f (x) = x. In general, a function may have zero or more
fix-points. Moreover, we define the following sets:
• set of fix-points: fp( f ) , { x 2 P | f (x) = x };
• set of pre-fix-points: prefp( f ) , { x 2 P | x  f (x) };
• set of post-fix-points: postfp( f ) , { x 2 P | f (x)  x };
Note that, by reflexivity, fp( f ) ✓ prefp( f ) and fp( f ) ✓ postfp( f ) and, by anti-
symmetry, fp( f ) = prefp( f ) \ postfp( f ). Given a poset hP,i and a fix-point x of
f : P ! P is the least fix-point of f if 8y 2 P. f (y) = y ) x  y and it is the
greatest fix-point if 8y 2 P. f (y) = y ) y  x. We denote by lfp( f ) and gfp( f ) the
least fix-point and the greatest fix-point of f , respectively. It is important to know,
especially when we will talk about static analysis by abstract interpretation, when
and if a function admits fix-points. For this reason we recall the following theorem.
Theorem 2.15 (Knaster-Tarski fix-point theorem [Tarski, 1955]). Let hL,,_,^,?,>i
be a complete lattice f : L ! L a monotone function. The set of the fix-points of f is a
complete lattice. Moreover, the least and greatest fix-points are
lfp( f ) =
V
postfp( f ) gfp( f ) =
W
prefp( f )
Knaster-Tarski theorem guarantees the existence of fix-points but does not give any
constructive method about how to compute such fix-points. The following fix-point
characterization gives us a constructive method to compute them.
Theorem 2.16 (Kleene fix-point theorem). Let hD,,_,^,?,>i be a cpo and f : D !
D be a continuous function. Then, f has a least fix-point and it is the least upper bound of
the following increasing chain.
?  f (?)  f 2(?)  . . .
that is lfp( f ) =
W{ f n(?) | n 2 N }.
The above theorem ensures that the least fix-point is reached in at most a countable
numbers of steps. The dual result holds for the greatest fix-point, that is, under the
dual assumptions, f has the greatest fix-point and it can be computed as follows.
gfp( f ) =
^{ f n(>) | n 2 N }
2.4 Galois connections
In this section, we recall important notions of other algebraic structures that play a
crucial role in abstract interpretation.
Definition 2.17 (Galois connection). Let hC,Ci and hA,Ai be two posets and a :
C ! A and g : A! C. We say that (C, a,g, A) is a Galois connection (for short GC)
if
8c 2 C, 8a 2 A. a(c) A a, c  g(a)
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In this case, a [g] is called left adjoint [right adjoint] of g [a]. They, when we have
a GC, it is worth noting that since the adjoints are monotone, preserve the relative
precision relation, meaning that if an element of C contains more information of an-
other element of C, then this relation is preserved when the elements are mapped in
A by a. Moreover, the GC conditions guarantee the existence of the best abstraction
a(c), for each c 2 C.
Theorem 2.18. If C   !   a1
g1
A and C   !   a2
g2
A, then a1 = a2 , g1 = g2.
An important consequence of Theorem 2.18 is that we can refer to a GC between C
and A simply by its left adjoint or its right adjoint. Moreover, we can determinate
one adjoint knowing the other one.
Proposition 2.19. Each adjoint can be uniquely determined by using the other one,
as follows.
8c 2 C. a(c) = ^
A
{ a 2 A | c C g(a) }
8a 2 A. g(a) = _
C
{ c 2 C | a(c) A a }
Theorem 2.20. C   !   a
g
A iff a is additive iff g is co-additive.
The consequence of the above theorem is that whenever we have an additive (or a
co-additive) function between two posets then we have a GC between them. Hence,
given an additive function f : C ! A, we can construct the corresponding GC by
defining its right adjoint f+ , la.WC{ c | f (c) A a }. Dually, given a co-additive
function f : A ! C we can construct the corresponding GC by defining its left
adjoint f  , lc.VA{ a | c C f (a) }.
Definition 2.21 (Galois insertion). Let C   !   a
g
A be a GC. If a   g is the identity
function, that is a   g = la . a, then we have a Galois insertion (GI for short) that it




When we have a GC, it is always possible to obtain a GI collecting all the elements
a 2 A having the same image under the function g. This process is called reduction,
since, informally speaking, removes all the elements in A that are already "repre-
sented" in A by another element. Moreover, given C   !   a
g
A, the following state-
ments are equivalent:
• C   !     a
g
A;
• a is surjective;
• g is injective;
Given two GCs, it is possible to compose them as stated in the following.
Proposition 2.22. Let C   !   a1
g1
B and B   !   a2
g2
A be two GCs. The composition of
them is defined as C     !     a2 a1
g1 g2
A.
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It is possible to equivalently define GCs also in terms of upper closure operators.
Definition 2.23. Let hP,Pi be a poset. A function r : P ! P is an upper closure
operator (uco for short) if r is extensive, monotone and idempotent.
Dually, we can define lower closure operator (lco for short) requiring that the closure
is reductive. Given a GC C   !   a
g
A, the function g   a is an uco on C and a   g is a
lco on A. This means that a is allowed to lose information when it is mapped to
an element of A, but this is forbidden to g. Given a element c 2 C, a(c) is the
most precise element that represents c, that is, as we have already mentioned before,
a(c) is the best abstraction. The next theorem relates the notions of Galois insertion,
upper closure operator and Moore family.
Theorem 2.24. Let C and A be two lattices, and a : C ! A and g : A! C. The following
statements are equivalent:
• C   !     a
g
A;
• A is isomorphic to a Moore family of C;
• if r is an uco on C and there exists an isomorphism i : r(C) ! A (therefore i 1 :
A! r(C)), then C    !      i r
i 1
A.
The above theorem tells us that a Galois insertion can be represented also as an
upper closure operator on C. Depending on the context of application, it could be
more convenient to represent a Galois insertion as an upper closure operator, since
the first is related to the representation of the objects of A, namely the names of ele-
ments of A, while the latter is not and it talks about the elements of A independently
from their names.
2.5 Abstract interpretation
In this section, we introduce the formal notions about abstract interpretation [Cousot
and Cousot, 1977; Cousot and Halbwachs, 1978], that is the formal framework that
we will use along all this thesis. The first and main application of abstract interpre-
tation is static analysis, and it is used to approximate concrete behaviors of a system
into an abstract version of them. Informally speaking, we call the concrete/real be-
havior of a system concrete semantics and an abstract approximation of it is called
abstract semantics.
Why do we need abstractions? Given a system, or a program, the meaning, namely
its concrete semantics, can be represented as a mathematical object like a set. This
set can be infinite and, in general, it is undecidable to compute any possible behav-
ior of a program. Hence, due to Rice’s Theorem, it is undecidable to reason about
(non-trivial) program properties on its concrete semantics. The idea behind abstract
interpretation is to relate concrete and abstract worlds and to reason in the abstract
world implying some reason about the concrete one. Hence, the fact that a certain
degree of abstraction is added permits to gain decidability, sacrificing, on the other
hand, precision of the observed concrete objects. In particular, abstract interpretation
consists in observing the semantics at certain level of abstraction, watching at only
the properties of interest and discarding any other concrete detail not interesting or
relevant for the property. After that, abstract interpretation permits to calculate, in a
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constructive way, the abstract semantics of the system. A crucial property of abstract
interpretation is that it does not permits false negatives, namely it is sound-by-design:
any possible concrete behavior also holds in the abstract.
2.5.1 Concrete objects, abstract objects and Galois connections
Abstract interpretation is a formal framework for approximating mathematical ob-
jects. In particular, abstract interpretation does not focus on what the objects are, but
rather on the relation between them. Once the relation between concrete objects and
abstract objects is established, the idea is to fully transfer computations on abstract
objects, with the goal of reasoning about concrete objects.
We denote the concrete object domain as C, that can be a set of numbers, func-
tions, heap locations, etc. The abstract object domain is denoted by A and it is the
domain on which the concrete objects are abstracted. Concrete and abstract domains
are modeled as posets, namely hC,Ci and hA,Ai. We say that c 2 C is more pre-
cise than c0 2 C if c  c0. These domains are related by the monotone function
a : C ! A and the function g : A ! C, called abstraction and concretization func-
tions, respectively. These functions must preserve the relative precision of objects,
that is c  c0 [a  a0] implies a(c) A a(c0) [g(a) C g(a0)]. Anyway, this is not
sufficient to guarantee that a concrete object has best abstraction in A. As we have
already mentioned in the previous section, this is guaranteed when a Galois connec-
tion exists, and this also corresponds to the optimal case of abstract interpretation.
hC,Ci   !   a
g hA,Ai
The Galois connection condition
8c 2 C, a 2 A. a(c) A a, c C g(a)
ensures soundness and to have, for each c 2 C the best abstraction a(c), namely the
most precise correct abstraction in A w.r.t. A. In this ideal setting, abstract inter-
pretation inherits all the properties about Galois connections. For example, we can
determine the abstraction function knowing the concretization function and vicev-
ersa (Proposition 2.19) or we can always obtain, from a Galois connection, a Galois
insertion, in order to remove the abstract objects that have the same image under the
concretization function (i.e., useless abstract object).
Example 2.25 (Interval abstract domain [Cousot and Cousot, 1977]). A typical exam-
ple of abstraction of integers is the interval abstract domain. Informally speaking,
the idea of the interval domain is to abstract an integer property (namely an integer
set) in the least interval that contains any integer of the property. Given the concrete
domain }(Z), the interval domain is defined as
Ints , {?} [ { [a, b] | a, b 2 Z [ { •,+•}, a  b }
where the order  is the typical order between integers enriched with 8z 2 Z.  
•  z^ z  +•. The element ? is the bottom element while the interval [ •,+•]
is the top element. The (partial) order vInts between intervals is defined as:
8i 2 Z.? vInts i ^ 8[a, b], [c, d] 2 Ints. [a, b] vInts [c, d], c  a ^ b  d
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The least upper bound operator tInts : Ints ⇥ Ints ! Ints and the greatest lower
bound operator uInts : Ints⇥ Ints! Ints are defined as follows:
8i 2 Ints.?tInts i , i ^ itInts ? , i ^
8[a, b], [c, d] 2 Ints. [a, b] tInts [c, d] , [min{a, c},max{b, d}]
8i 2 Ints.?uInts i , ? ^ iuInts ? , ? ^ 8[a, b], [c, d] 2 Ints
Let i = max{a, c} and j = min{b, d} [a, b] uInts [c, d] , i  j ? [i, j] : ?
It is possible to prove that hInts,vInts,tInts,uInts,?, [ •,+•]i is a complete lattice.
Let consider the abstraction function gInts : Ints! }(Z) defined as follows:
g(i) ,
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
? if i = ?
{ n 2 Z | i  n  j } if i = [i, j] s.t. i, j /2 { •,+•}
{ n 2 Z | n   i } if i = [i,+•]
{ n 2 Z | n  i } if i = [ •, i]
Z otherwise
From Proposition 2.19, having gInts, we can uniquely determine the corresponding




Interval abstract domain is one of the first numerical domains proposed in abstract
interpretation. Several other complex numerical abstract domains have been pro-
posed from the origin of abstract interpretation, for example congruence [Granger,
1989], octagons [Miné, 2006], polyhedra [Chen, Miné, and Cousot, 2008], octahe-
dron [Clarisó and Cortadella, 2007] and pentagons [Logozzo and Fähndrich, 2010].
Once the concrete and abstract elements are related, the next step is to move con-
crete computations on the abstract domain. As we have already mentioned before,
in general, a function f : C ! C is not computable. Hence, we build a computable
function f # : A! A that must correctly approximate f , namely, if we aim at correct
abstract computations, it must be sound.
Definition 2.26 (Soundness). Consider hC,Ci   !     a
g hA,Ai, a concrete function
f : C ! C and an abstract function f # : A ! A. The function f # is sound/correct
approximation of f in A if the following condition holds:
8c 2 C. a( f (c)) A f #(a(c))
or equivalently
8a 2 A. f (g(a)) C g( f #(a))
Among all the sound abstract functions f # w.r.t. f , we would like to have the best
one, that is the one that loses less information computing the abstraction of f . This
property is given by the notion of best correct approximation.
Definition 2.27 (Best correct approximation). Given hC,Ci   !   a
g hA,Ai and a
concrete function f : C ! C. The function a   f   g : A ! A is the best correct
approximation (bca for short) of f in A.
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Since the best correct approximation of f depends on the abstraction and concretiza-
tion functions, it is often useless since it needs to pass through the concrete domain,
leading, as we have already mentioned before, to undecidability of the computation.
We can strengthen the soundness conditions, reported in Definition 2.26, by re-
quiring the equality. Doing so, we obtain two notions of completeness.
Definition 2.28 (Completeness). Consider hC,Ci   !   a
g hA,Ai, a concrete function
f : C ! C and an abstract function f # : A! A. We say that:
• f # is backward complete for f if: 8c 2 C. a( f (c)) = f #(a(c));
• f # is forward complete for f if: 8a 2 A. f (g(a)) = g( f #(a)).
Backward completeness property focuses on complete abstractions of the inputs,
while forward completeness focuses on complete abstractions of the outputs, both
w.r.t. an operation of interest f . While the notion of backward completeness is well
known in abstract interpretation [Arceri et al., 2019], the notion of forward complete-
ness is less known. If the backward completeness property is guaranteed, no loss of
information arises during the input abstraction process, w.r.t. an operation of inter-
est. When forward completeness is guaranteed, no loss of information arises during
the output abstraction process, w.r.t. an operation of interest.
2.5.2 Fix-point computations
The most interesting operations we can do on (concrete) mathematical objects (num-
bers, strings, etc.) are the ones expressible as fix-point computations, that is the goal
is to compute a least (or greatest) fix-point of a certain function. In general, comput-
ing the least fix-point of a function on concrete objects may be undecidable. The goal
is, given a complete lattice hC,,?,>,^,_i, a monotone function f : C ! C and
the abstraction a : C ! A (A is the abstract domain), to compute a(lfp f ) without
computing lfp f , that is without passing through concrete computations. Depending
on the relation between a(lfp f ) and lfp f we obtain different desirable properties.
Definition 2.29 (Fix-point soundness and completeness). Consider C   !   a
g
A, a con-
crete function f : C ! C and an abstract function f # : A ! A: We say that f #
is
• fix-point sound if a(lfp f ) A lfp f #;
• fix-point complete if a(lfp f ) = lfp f #
Theorem 2.30 (Fix-point approximation). Consider C   !   a
g
A, a concrete function f :
C ! A and an abstract function f # : A! A. Then the following fact holds:
8c 2 C. a( f (c)) A f #(a(c))) a(lfp f ) A lfp f #
that is, f # is fix-point sound.
Theorem 2.31 (Tarski fix-point transfer). Let consider the complete lattices C and A, the
concrete function f : C ! C and the abstract function f # : A! A and suppose that f and
f # are monotone. If there exists an abstraction a : C ! A s.t. a is co-additive and satisfies
a   f C f #   a and for each post-fix-point a 2 A there exists a post-fix-point c 2 C s.t.
a(c) = a, then a(lfp f ) = lfp f #.
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2.5.3 Fix-point extrapolation and interpolation
In the previous section we have shown how to transfer a least-fix-point computation
from the concrete world to the abstract one. Nevertheless, we can still have infinite
computations also in the abstract domain. Termination of the fix-point computations
is guaranteed, on a complete lattice L either when:
• L is a finite lattice;
• L is ACC (Definition 2.3).
In the absence of one of these properties, fix-point computations may diverge. In
this context, these kinds of abstract domains are equipped with an extrapolation
operator to enforce convergence and hence termination of fix-point computations.
Definition 2.32 (Widening [Cousot and Cousot, 1977; Cortesi, 2008]). Let hP,i be
a poset. A widening r : P⇥ P! P satisfies the following conditions:
• 8x, y 2 P. x  (xry) ^ y  (xry);
• for any increasing chain x0  x1  x2  . . . , the following increasing chain
y0 , x0
yn+1 , ynrxn+1
is not strictly increasing.
Hence, a widening operator is an over-approximation of the least upper bound and
is needed to enforce termination of infinite increasing chain. Widening can also be
used in converging fix-point computations in order to accelerate convergence when
the computation is on too long ascending chains.
Example 2.33 (Interval widening). The interval abstract domain Ints previously re-
ported is not ACC, meaning that fix-point computations may diverge. Hence, Ints is
equippedwith thewidening operatorrInts : Ints⇥ Ints! Ints, introduced in [Cousot
and Cousot, 1976], defined as follows.
8i 2 Ints. i rInts ? , ? rInts i , i
8[a, b], [c, d] 2 Ints. [a, b] rInts [c, d] , [(c < a ?  • : a), (d > b ? +• : b)]
It has been proved thatrInts satisfies the condition reported inDefinition 2.32 [Cousot
and Cousot, 1976]. For example, [0, 1] rInts [0, 2] = [0.+•]. It is worth noting that
widening operators, in general, are not monotone. This is also the case of the inter-
vals widening rInts.
Next definition shows how to involve widening operator in the (upward) iteration
sequence over a poset.
Definition 2.34 (Upward iteration with widening). Let hP,Pi a poset, f : P ! P
a function and r : P ⇥ P ! P a widening. The iteration sequence with r for f ,





xn if f (xn) P xn
xnr f (xn) otherwise
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Any iteration sequence of a function f , equipped with a widening as shown
above, is increasing but stationary after a finite number of steps. Moreover, its
limit, denoted by xr, is a post-fix-point of f , that is an over-approximation of lfp( f ),
namely lfp( f ) P xr.
Clearly, fix-point computations exclusively equipped with a widening may lead
to a drastic loss of information. In order to retrieve some precision lost by the widen-
ing, also a interpolation operator, called narrowing, is integrated to improve the pre-
cision of over-approximation made by the widening.
Definition 2.35 (Narrowing). Let hP,i be a poset. A narrowing 4 : P ⇥ P ! P
satisfies the following condition:
• 8x, y 2 P. x  y) x  (x4y)  y;
• for any decreasing chain x0   x1   x2   . . . , the following decreasing chain
y0 , x0
yn+1 , yn 4 xn+1
is not strictly decreasing.
Example 2.36 (Interval narrowing). The abstract domain Ints can be also equipped
with the narrowing operator 4Ints : Ints⇥ Ints ! Ints, reported in [Cortesi, 2008],
defined as follows.
8i 2 Ints. i 4Ints ? , ? 4Ints i , ?
8[a, b], [c, d] 2 Ints. [a, b]4Ints [c, d] , [(a =  • ? c : a), (b = +• ? d : b)]
It had been proved that4Ints satisfies the condition reported inDefinition 2.35 [Cortesi,
2008]. As for widening, narrowing may be not monotone.
Definition 2.37 (Downward iteration with narrowing). Let hP,Pi a poset, f : P !
P a function and 4 : P⇥ P ! P a narrowing. The iteration sequence with 4 for f ,




yn if f (yn) = yn
yn4 f (xn) otherwise
Hence, any iteration sequence, equipped with a narrowing and starting with the
post-fix-point xr of f , is decreasing but stationary after a finite number of steps.
Moreover, its limit yr is a post-fix-point of f , that is an over approximation of lfp( f ):
lfp( f )  y4  xr
A final remark is about the usefulness of infinite domain equipped with widen-
ing and narrowing. Among the years, there has always been the feeling that, given
an infinite abstract domain with widening and narrowing, it were possible to find
an equivalent finite abstract domain (hence without widening and narrowing oper-
ators) able to produce the same results. It is trivial to show a counterexample to this,
as it had done in [Cousot and Cousot, 1992b], showing that, in general, finite abstract
domains are less precise than infinite abstract domains equipped with widening and
narrowing.
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2.5.4 Abstract domains collectively
In the previous sections, we have presented abstract domains individually. In par-
ticular, we have shown that we can characterize abstract domains as adjoints or up-
per closure operators. In the following, we present the lattice of abstract domains,
namely the lattice of any possible abstract domain for a given concrete domain C.
Definition 2.38 (Lattice of abstract domains [Cousot and Cousot, 1977]). Let C a
complete lattice. The lattice of abstract domains LC of C is
huco(C),v,t,u,lx.>,lx.xi
where uco(C) is the set of all the possible abstract domains of the concrete domain
C. LC is a complete lattice, where lx.x is the bottom element and lx.> is the top
element. Let r, h 2 uco(C), {ri}i2I ✓ uco(C). The partial order, least upper bound
and greatest lower bound are defined as follows
• r v h , 8c 2 C. r(c) v h(c)
• (ui2Iri)(c) = ^i2Iri(c), for c 2 C
• (ti2Iri)(c) = c, 8i 2 I. ri(c) = c
The partial order on LC corresponds the comparison between abstract domains:
indeed A1 ismore precise than A2, meaning that A2 is an abstraction of A1, if A1 v A2.
The least upper bound A1 t A2 gives as result the most concrete domain that is an
abstraction of A1 and A2 and it is the least w.r.t. v while the greatest lower bound
A1 u A2 is the most abstract domain which is most concrete than A1 and A2.
Several abstract domains combinations have been proposed, such as cartesian
product, reduced product [Cousot and Cousot, 1979] or complement [Cortesi et al.,
1997]. Further, we will also exploit an abstract domain combination for the abstract
interpreter of our core dynamic language, since we will deal with different abstract
domains.
2.5.5 Making abstract interpretations complete
We conclude the background about abstract interpretation presenting the interesting
work reported in [Giacobazzi, Ranzato, and Scozzari, 2000]. The author of this work
proposed a constructive methodology to derive, from a incomplete abstract domain,
w.r.t. an operation of interest, a novel abstract domain, that it is complete for that
operation. Wewill use the notions reported in this section in Chapter 4, whenwewill
talk about completeness of string operations and complete domains for JavaScript.
As reported in [Giacobazzi, Ranzato, and Scozzari, 2000], it is worth noting that
completeness is a property related to the underlying abstract domain. Starting from
this fact, the authors proposed a constructive method to manipulate the underlying
incomplete abstract domain in order to get a complete abstract domain w.r.t. a cer-
tain operation. In particular, given two abstract domains A and B and an operator
f : A! B, the authors gave two different notions of completion of abstract domains
w.r.t. f : the one that adds the minimal number of abstract points to the input abstract
domain A or the other that removes the minimal number of abstract points from the
output abstract domain B. The first approach captures the notion of complete shell of
A, while the latter defines the complete core of B, both w.r.t. an operator f .
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Complete shell vs complete core. In this thesis, we will focus on the construction
of complete shells of abstract domains, rather than complete cores. This choice is
guided by the fact that a complete core for an operation f removes abstract points
from a starting abstract domain, and so, even if it is complete for f , the complete core
could worsen the precision of other operations. On the other hand, complete shells
augment the starting abstract domain (adding abstract points), and consequently
they cannot compromise the precision of other operations.
Below, we provide two important theorems proved in [Giacobazzi, Ranzato, and
Scozzari, 2000] that give a constructive method to compute abstract domain com-
plete shells, defined in terms of an upper closure operator r. Precisely, the latter
theorems present two notions of complete shells: i. complete shells of r relative to h
(where h is an upper closure operator), meaning that they are complete shells of
operations defined on r that return results in h, and ii. absolute complete shells of r,
meaning that they are complete shells of operations that are defined on r and return
results in r.
Theorem 2.39 (Complete shell of r relative to h). Let C and D be two posets and f :
Cn ! D be a continuous function. Given r 2 uco(C), then Srf : uco(D) ! uco(C) is the
following domain transformer:




max({ z 2 C | ( f ix)(z) D y })))
and it computes the complete shell of r relative to h.
As already mentioned above, the idea under the complete shell of r (input ab-
straction) relative to h (output abstraction) is to refine r adding the minimum num-
ber of abstract points to make r complete w.r.t. an operator f . From Theorem 2.39,
this is obtained adding to r the maximal elements in C, whose f image is dominated
by elements in h, at least in one dimension i. Clearly, the so-obtained abstractionmay
not be an upper closure operator for C. Hence, Moore closure operator is applied.
On the other hand, absolute complete shells are involved in the case in which the
operator f of interest has same input and output abstract domain, i.e., f : Cn ! C.
In this case, given r 2 uco(C), absolute complete shells of r can be obtained as the
greatest fix-point of the domain transformer Srf (see Theorem 2.39), as stated by the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.40 (Absolute complete shell of r). Let C be a poset and f : Cn ! C be a
continuous function. Given r 2 uco(C), then Srf : uco(C) ! uco(C) is the following
domain transformer:
Srf = gfp(lh.Srf (h))
and it computes the absolute complete shell of r.
For example, the sign abstract domain is complete for the product operation, but
it is not complete w.r.t. the sum. Indeed, the sign of e1 + e2 cannot be defined by
simply knowing the sign of e1 and e2. In [Giacobazzi, Ranzato, and Scozzari, 2000],
authors computed the absolute complete shell of the sign domain w.r.t. the sum
operation, and they showed it corresponds to the interval abstract domain [Cousot
and Cousot, 1977].
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Final remarks. In this section, we have reported the background notions about
abstract interpretation. As we have already mentioned before, the most popular ap-
plication of abstract interpretation is static analysis. Since its birth, program static
analysis by abstract interpretation have been applied in several research fields, such
as for example type checking [Cousot, 1997], information flow [Giacobazzi andMas-
troeni, 2018], malware detection [Preda et al., 2008], heap analysis [Balakrishnan and
Reps, 2006], termination analysis [Cousot and Cousot, 2012], only to cite few. In
Chapter 3, we will introduce the core language that we will use in this thesis and we
will explain how to exploit abstract interpretation for static program analysis.
2.6 Strings, languages and finite state automata
A symbol is a primitive abstract data type that we do not formally define. Letters,
numeric characters and punctuation characters are examples of symbols. An alphabet
is a finite set of symbols and it is denoted by S. A string is a sequence of zero or more
characters and it is denoted by s. The empty string is denoted by e. For example, if
S = {a, b, c}, the string caaabc is a string built upon the alphabet S. The length of a
string is the number of symbols that occurs in s and it is denoted by |s|. For example,
|caaabc| = 6. The concatenation operation is the end-to-end join between two strings.
Given two strings s and s0 its concatenation is denoted by s · s0. Sometimes we omit
the dot and we refer to the concatenation of two strings by ss0. For example, the
concatenation of abc and cba is abccba. Let s = s0s1 . . . sn be a string. We denote
by si the character at the i-th position of s. Given a string s, the string s0 . . . si,
i 2 {0, . . . , n} is called prefix of s, the string si . . . sn, i 2 {0, . . . , n} is called suffix of
s and the string si . . . sj, i, j 2 {0, . . . , n} with i  j  |s| is called substring of s. For
example, if we consider the string s = helloworld, then hel is a prefix, ld is a suffix
and low is a substring from i to j of s. It is worth noting that e is always prefix, suffix
and substring of any string. Given an alphabet S, the Kleene-closure of S, denoted
by S⇤, is the set of any string of finite length over the alphabet S. For example, if
S = {a, b}, then aaba 2 S⇤. If S is not the empty set or composed only by the empty
string, then S⇤ is always an infinite set. Moreover, we use the following notations,
with i 2 N: Si , { s 2 S⇤ | |s| = i } and S<i , Sj<i Sj, corresponding to the set of
strings of length i and the set of strings of length less than i, respectively.
Definition 2.41 (Formal language). Given an alphabet S, a formal language (for
short language)L is a set of strings over S, namelyL ✓ S⇤.
For example, S = {a, b, c}, then S⇤, {e}, { an | n 2 N } are examples of languages
over S. The language not containing any string is the empty language and it is de-
noted by ?.
In the following, we define standard language operations. Let S be an alphabet
andL ,L 0 be languages over S.
• L , S⇤ rL is the complement language ofL ;
• L [L 0 , { s | s 2 L _ s 2 L 0 } is the union language ofL andL 0;
• L \L 0 , { s | s 2 L ^ s 2 L 0 } is the intersection language ofL andL 0;
• L ·L 0 , { ss0 | s 2 L , s0 2 L 0 } is the concatenation language ofL withL 0.
Note thatL ·? = ? andL · {e} = L .
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• L rL 0 , { s | s 2 L ^ s /2 L 0 } is the subtraction language between L and
L 0.
The notions of prefix, suffix and substring can be also lifted from strings to lan-
guages, as reported in the following definitions.
Definition 2.42 (Suffixes and prefixes [Davis, Sigal, and Weyuker, 1994]). Let L ✓
S⇤ be a language. The suffixes of L are SU(L ) , { s 2 S⇤ | 9s0 2 S⇤ . s0s 2 L },
and the prefixes ofL are PR(L ) , { s0 2 S⇤ | 9s 2 S⇤ . ss0 2 L }.
For example, consider the languageL = {abc, de f }. Then, its suffixes are SU(L ) =
{e, abc, bc, c, f , e f , de f } and its prefixes are PR(L ) = {e, a, ab, abc, d, de, de f }. Finally,
we report two other important operations between languages.
Definition 2.43 (Left quotient [Davis, Sigal, andWeyuker, 1994]). LetL ,L ✓ S⇤ be
two languages. The left quotient of L w.r.t. L 0 is LQ(L ,L 0) , { s 2 S⇤ | 9s0 2
L 0. s0s 2 L }.
Definition 2.44 (Right quotient [Davis, Sigal, and Weyuker, 1994]). Let L ,L 0 ✓
S⇤ be two languages. The right quotient of L w.r.t. L 0 is RQ(L ,L 0) , { s 2
S⇤ | 9s0 2 L 0. ss0 2 L }.
For example, let L = {xab, yac} and L 0 = {x, y} be two languages. The left quo-
tient of L w.r.t. L 0 is LQ(L ,L 0) = {ab, ac}. Consider now L = {xab, yab} and
L 0 = {b, ab}. The right quotient ofL w.r.t. L 0 is RQ(L ,L 0) = {xa, ya, x, y}.
We introduce a particular subset of suffixes, namely the suffixes starting from a
given position. This language will be useful in Chapter 5 when we will define, given
a language, its substring language between two indexes.
Definition 2.45 (Suffixes starting from a given position). LetL ✓ S⇤ be a language
and i 2 N. The suffixes ofL starting from i are SU(L , i) , { y 2 S⇤ | 9x 2 S⇤. xy 2
L , |x| = i }.
For instance, let L = {abc, hello}, then SU(L , 2) = {c, llo}. Moreover, we can
rewrite the suffixes starting from a position as composition of prefix and left quotient
languages, namely SU(L , i) = LQ(L , PR(L ) \ Si), as shown below.
SU(L , i) = { y 2 S⇤ | 9x 2 S⇤. xy 2 L , |x| = i } *Def. 2.45+
= { y 2 S⇤ | 9x 2 S⇤. xy 2 L , |x| = i, x 2 PR(L ) } *Def. 2.42+
= { y 2 S⇤ | 9x 2 S⇤. xy 2 L , x 2 PR(L ) \ Si } *Def. Si+
= { y 2 S⇤ | 9x 2 PR(L ) \ Si. xy 2 L } *Def. of \ +
= LQ(L , PR(L ) \ Si) *Def. 2.43+
It is also worth noting the following fact:
SU(SU(L , i)) = { y 2 S⇤ | y 2 SU(L , j), j   i } (2.1)
Definition 2.46 (Substrings/Factors [Davis, Sigal, andWeyuker, 1994]). LetL ✓ S⇤
be a language. The set of its substrings/factors is FA(L ) , { s0 2 S⇤ | 9s, s00 2
S⇤ . ss0s00 2 L }
It is worth noting that the set of the factors of L can be rewritten as composition of
prefix and suffix operators, namely FA(L ) = PR(SU(L )).
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FIGURE 2.3: Example of DFA.
Definition 2.47 (Deterministic finite state automaton). A deterministic finite state
automaton (DFA for short) is a tuple hQ,S, d, q0, Fi such that:
• Q is a finite set of states;
• S is an alphabet;
• d : Q⇥ S! Q is the transition function;
• q0 2 Q is the initial state;
• F ✓ Q is a set of final state;
We can graphically represent a DFA as a graph. An example is reported in Fig-
ure 2.3, where edges correspond to the transition function d, the double-circled state
is the final state (q3) and the state with the incoming transition without the source is
the initial state (q0). The behavior of a DFA is given by the transition function d, that
takes as input a single symbol and a state and returns as output the state reached by
reading the input symbol. From the transition function d, we can uniquely obtain its
transitive-closure dˆ : Q⇥ S⇤ ! Q as follows:
dˆ(q, s) =
(
q if s = e
d(dˆ(q, s0 . . . sn 1), sn) otherwise
Given p, q 2 Q, we write p q if there exists a path in the automaton from p to q. A
string s is accepted by a DFA A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi if dˆ(q, s) 2 F. Informally speaking,
the string is accepted if, reading the string starting from the initial state q0, a final
state is reached. For example, the string abbb is accepted by the DFA reported in
Figure 2.3, whereas the string aabb is not accepted.
Definition 2.48 (Language accepted/recognized by an automaton). Given a DFA
A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi, the language accepted by A, denoted byL (A), is the set of strings
accepted/recognized by A, that is
L (A) , { s 2 S⇤ | dˆ(q0, s) 2 F }
At this point, we are able to characterize the class of languages recognized by DFA.
Definition 2.49 (Regular language). A languageL is regular if there exists a DFA A
such thatL = L (A).
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Algorithm 1: LQ : DFA⇥ DFA !
DFA
Data: A1, A2 2 DFA,
A1 = hQ1,S, d1, q01, F1i, A2 =
hQ2,S, d2, q02, F2i
Result: LQ(A1, A2)
1 ILQ  ?
2 foreach q 2 Q1 do
3 A f  (Q1,S, d1, q01, {q});
4 if A2 \ A f 6= ? then
5 ILQ  ILQ [ {q};
6 end
7 end
8 returnMin(hQ1, ILQ,S, d1, F1i);
Algorithm 2: RQ : DFA⇥DFA !
DFA
Data: A1, A2 2 DFA,
A1 = hQ1,S, d1, q01, F1i, A2 =
hQ2,S, d2, q02, F2i
Result: RQ(A1, A2)
1 FRQ  ?
2 foreach q 2 Q1 do
3 Ai  (Q1, q,S, d1, F1);
4 if A2 \ Ai 6= ? then
5 FRQ  FRQ [ {q};
6 end
7 end
8 returnMin(hQ1, q01,S, d1, FRQi);
FIGURE 2.4: Left quotient and right quotient algorithms.
We denote by DFA the set of deterministic finite state automata. Interesting and de-
sirable properties are guaranteed by regular languages, as reported by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.50 (Regular languages closure properties [Davis, Sigal, and Weyuker,
1994]). Regular languages are closed under union, intersection, complement, concatenation
and factors, right quotient, left quotient, suffix and prefix operations.
Given A1, A2 2 DFA, we denote by A1 [ A2 and A1 \ A2 the union and the inter-
section between automata, abusing notation. Moreover, we introduce the operators
LQ,RQ : DFA ⇥ DFA ! DFA, corresponding to the left quotient and right quotient
transformers on automata, respectively, and SU,PR : DFA ! DFA, corresponding to
the suffix and prefix transformers on automata, respectively. In Figure 2.4, we report
the left quotient and right quotient algorithms on automata. Algorithm 1 [Davis,
Sigal, and Weyuker, 1994] computes the left quotient between two automata, A1 and
A2. For each state q of A1, we build a new automaton A f , equal to A1, except that
the only final state is q (line 3). If A f recognizes strings of A2, i.e., A f \ A2 6= ?, the
algorithm collects q in ILQ (lines 4-5). Finally, the result is an automaton equals to A1,
except that the set of initial states is ILQ. We denote by Min the minimization oper-
ation on automata (that we will shortly define). Dually, Algorithm 2 computes the
right quotient between two automata.
In Figure 2.5, we reported the suffix and prefix algorithms on automata. In particu-
lar, Algorithm 3 [Davis, Sigal, and Weyuker, 1994] computes the suffix automata of
A. For each state q, the algorithm checks if there exists a path from q to a final state
(line 3). If this happens (line 4), the state q is collected into ISU. Finally, the result is
the (minimum) automaton equal to A, except that the set of the initial states is ISU.
Dually, Algorithm 4 computes the prefix automata of A. As far as factor automaton
is concerned, it can be computed as composition of prefix and suffix operators on
automata, as for languages, namely FA(L (A)) = PR(SU(A)). Given A1, A2 2 DFA,
the following results hold [Davis, Sigal, and Weyuker, 1994].
RQ(L (A1),L (A2)) = RQ(A1, A2) LQ(L (A1),L (A2)) = LQ(A1, A2)
FA(L (A1)) = FA(A1) SU(L (A1)) = SU(A) PR(L (A1)) = PR(A1)
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Algorithm 3: SU : DFA ! DFA
Data: A 2 DFA, A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi
Result: SU(A)
1 ISU  ?
2 foreach q 2 Q do
3 if 9p 2 F. q p then
4 ISU  ISU [ {q};
5 end
6 end
7 returnMin(hQ,S, d, ISU, Fi);
Algorithm 4: PR : DFA ! DFA
Data: A 2 DFA, A = (Q,S, d, q0, F)
Result: PR(A)
1 FPR  ?
2 for q 2 Q do
3 if q0  q then
4 FPR  FPR [ {q};
5 end
6 end
7 returnMin(hQ,S, d, q0, FPRi);
FIGURE 2.5: Suffix and prefix algorithms.
It is worth noting that, in the definition of a DFA, d is a function. We can extend d
to be a relation, rather than a function, introducing non-determinism in recognizing
strings.
Definition 2.51 (Non-deterministic finite state automaton). A non-deterministic fi-
nite state automaton (NFA for short) is a tuple hQ,S, d, I, Fi such that:
• Q is a finite set of states;
• S is an alphabet;
• d ✓ Q⇥ S⇥Q is the transition relation;
• I ✓ Q is the set of the initial states;
• F ✓ Q is a set of final state;
This definition can be further enriched allowing a NFA to read no symbol, mean-
ing that when a transition without symbols is met, the automaton directly goes to
the next state. This class of finite state automata is called non-deterministic finite
state automaton with e-transition (e-NFA). Despite the extension of DFA with non-
determinism, the classes of languages both recognized by NFA and e-NFA do not
change, as stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.52 (Equivalence between DFA, NFA and e-NFA [Hopcroft, Motwani, and
Ullman, 2007]). The classes of languages recognized by DFA, NFA and e-NFA coincide and
it is the class of regular languages.
The above theorem tells us that non-determinism, also enriched with e-transitions,
does not add expressiveness to finite state automata. Hence, given a NFA, or a e-
NFA, we can obtain an equivalent DFA recognizing the same language. Before pro-
viding the algorithm to do that, we introduce three operations used by it:
• e-closure(q): set of states reachable from q with e-transition (included q);
• e-closure(S): set of states reachable from some q 2 S with e-transition;
• move(S, a): set of states to which there is a transition labeled with a 2 S from
some q 2 S.
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Algorithm 5: Subset construction algorithm
Data: e-NFA A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi
Result: DFA A0 = hQ0,S, d0, q00, F0i s.t. L (A) = L (A0)
1 d0  ?; F0  ?;
2 q00  e-closure(q0);
3 Q0  q00;
4 while there is some unmarked state P in Q0 do
5 mark P;
6 foreach a 2 S do
7 R e-closure(move(P, a));
8 if R /2 Q0 then
9 Q0  Q0 [ R;
10 end
11 d0  d0 [ (P, a,R);
12 end
13 end
14 foreach S 2 Q0 do
15 if S \ F 6= ? then
16 F0  F0 [ S;
17 end
18 end
19 A0  hQ0,S, d0, q00, F0i;
20 return A0;
The algorithm to convert a e-NFA A into an equivalent DFA A is called subset con-
struction [Rabin and Scott, 1959] and its pseudo-code is reported in Algorithm 5.
The algorithm starts computing the power-state q00 2 }(Q) (line 2), that merges all
the states reachable from the initial state q0 of A only with e-transition. At line 3, this
is the only state of the resulting DFA (line 3). Then, for each unmarked state P in
Q0, it is first marked and then, for each symbol a of the alphabet, is computed the
e-closure of the power-state, namely R reached by reading the symbol a from any
state of P (lines 5-7). If R is not in Q0 yet then it is added to it as an unmarked state
(lines 8-10) and the transition (P, a,R) is added to d. This operation is repeated for
any computed macro-state of Q0 and it terminates when any macro-state is marked.
Finally, lines 14-17 build the novel set of final states as follows: for each macro-state
S 2 Q0, if it contains a final state of the NFA A, then S is also a final state of the DFA
A0. For example, let consider the e-NFA A reported in Figure 2.6a, that recognizes
the language { {a, b}nabb | n 2 N }. Applying the subset construction algorithm
reported in Algorithm 5 we obtain the DFA A0 reported in Figure 2.6b, recognizing
the same language.
The subset construction algorithm, in the worst case has exponential complex-
ity [Hopcroft, Motwani, and Ullman, 2007], since starting from a e-NFA with n
states, the resulting DFA may have 2n states. Moreover, it is worth noting that Al-
gorithm 5 also works to convert NFA in DFA. We introduce the notation Det(A) to
denote the determinized automaton of A, that implements Algorithm 5.
Theorem 2.53 (Minimum DFA). For each regular language L , there uniquely exists a
DFA A, with the minimum number of states, s.t. L = L (A), modulo state renaming.
































FIGURE 2.6: (a) e-NFA A. (b) DFA A0 s.t. L (A) = L (A0).
Hence, given an automaton A that recognizes a languageL , we can obtain an equiv-
alent DFA A0 s.t. L (A) = L (A0) = L , and A has the minimum number of states.
For example, the DFA A reported in Figure 2.6b is also the minimum DFA recog-
nizing the language { {a, b}nabb | n 2 N }. Several algorithms have been pro-
posed to minimize a DFA. In this thesis, we report two minimization algorithms,
namely Hopcroft’s algorithm [Hopcroft, 1971] and Brzozowski’s algorithm [Brzo-
zowski, 1962]. Before introducing these two approaches, we need to define two
classes of states in a non-minimized DFA:
• unreachable states: states that cannot be reached starting from the initial state of
the DFA;
• non-distinguishable states: states that cannot be distinguished from another state
of the DFA.
Since unreachable states cannot be reached by q0, they cannot recognize any string
and they can be removed by the DFA without affecting the recognized language.
The algorithm to detect unreachable states is reported in Algorithm 6. The idea is
to perform a visit of the DFA, starting from the initial state q0, collecting in RS the
states met in the visit reading some symbol of the alphabet S (lines 3-12). In T are
saved the states met while visiting states in NS and are computed in lines 4-9. Then,
at line 10, are computed the states that have not been visited yet (TrRS) and at line
11 are saved in RS the new reached states. The process at lines 3-12 terminates when
no more new reached states are met (line 12). Unreachable states are all the states
not met during this visit, namely Qr RS (line 13). Given a DFA A, we denote by
Reach(A) the automaton Awithout unreachable states.
Hopcroft’s minimization algorithm takes care of merging non-distinguishable states
of a DFA. The idea behind is to partition the states of a DFA into classes by their
behavior. Algorithm 7 represent the pseudo-code of Hopcroft’s minimization algo-
rithm. In particular, the algorithm returns as result P, that is the set of equivalence
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Algorithm 6: Unreachable states detection algorithm.
Data: DFA A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi





5 for q 2 NS do
6 foreach a 2 S do
7 T T[ { p 2 Q | 9q 2 Q . d(q, a) = p };
8 end
9 end
10 NS Tr RS;
11 RS RS[NS;
12 until NS 6= ?;
13 US Qr RS;
14 return US;
classes of states of the input automaton. States in the same equivalence class are
undistinguished states (i.e., have the same behavior). Similarly to the subset con-
struction algorithm, the minimumDFA of A can be constructed from the equivalence
classes obtained from Algorithm 7, creating a single state for each equivalence class
and creating a transition between two equivalence classes S and Rwhen there exists
a transition in (s, a, r) in A s.t. s 2 S and r 2 R.
Hopcroft’s algorithm works only on DFA. Another minimization algorithm had
been proposed by Brzozowski [Brzozowski, 1962] and also works with e-NFA and
NFA, as described by Theorem 2.54, where Reverse(A) denotes the automaton recog-
nizing the reversal language recognized by A.
Theorem 2.54 (Brzozowski’s minimization algorithm [Brzozowski, 1962]). Given a
DFA A,
A0 = Reach(Det(Reverse(Reach(Det(Reverse(A)))))
is the minimum DFA s.t. L (A) = L (A0).
The complexity of Brzozowski’s algorithm may be exponential in the worst case but
in practice performs better than theworst case. Hopcroft’s algorithm performs better
than the Brzozowski one, since its worst case running time isO(|S||Q| log(|Q|)) but
its average-case complexity is O(|Q| log log |Q|). Given a DFA A, in the thesis, we
denote by Min(A) the minimum DFA of A. Given a language L 2 S⇤, we abuse
notation denoting withMin(L ) the minimum DFA recognizingL .
2.6.1 Regular expressions
A different way to characterize regular languages is regular expressions, introduced
and defined for the first time by Kleene in the 1950s. A regular expression is a se-
quence of symbols that identifies a pattern, that is the set of strings that fulfill a
certain constraint expressed by the regular expression.
Definition 2.55 (Regular expression). Given an alphabet S, the following are con-
stant regular expressions:
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Algorithm 7: Hopcroft’s minimization algorithm.
Data: DFA A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi
Result: P, equivalence classes of A
1 P {F,Qr F};
2 W {F};
3 whileW 6= ? do
4 select A fromW;
5 W WrA;
6 foreach a 2 S do
7 X { q 2 Q | d(q, a) 2 A };
8 foreach Y 2 P s.t. X\ Y 6= ? and YrX 6= ? do
9 P (PrY) [ {X\ Y} [ {YrX};
10 if Y 2 W then
11 W (WrY) [ {X\ Y} [ {YrX};
12 else
13 if |X\ Y|  |YrX| then
14 W W [ {X\ Y};
15 else







• (empty set) ? is the empty set denoting the empty set ?;
• (empty string) e is the empty string denoting {e};
• (character) a 2 S denotes {a}.
If r and s are regular expressions, the following are also regular expressions
• (concatenation) rs denotes the set containing the strings that are the concatena-
tion between a string in r and a string in s;
• (disjunction) r || s denotes the set containing the strings in r and s;
• (Kleene star) r⇤ denotes the set containing all the strings obtained by concate-
nating zero or more times strings in r.
To avoid ambiguity, Kleene star has highest priority, then concatenation and then
disjunction.
For the sake of clarity, we can use parentheses. For example, given the alphabet S =
{a, b}, the regular expression ab⇤c |a denotes the set of strings { abnc | n 2 N }[ {a}.
Given a regular expression r, we denote byL (r) the string set denoted by r, and we
call it the language recognized by r. Given the regular expressions r, s and t, it is easy
to prove that they respect the following properties:
• r || s = s || r;
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• (r || s) ||t = r || (s || t);
• (rs)t = r(st);
• r(s || t) = rs || rt;
• (r || s)t = rt || st;
• ?⇤ = e;
• (r⇤)⇤ = r⇤;
• (e || rr⇤) = (e || r)⇤ = r⇤;
• (r⇤s⇤)⇤ = (r || s)⇤
Next theorem tells us that the class of languages recognized by regular expressions
is the one of regular languages.
Theorem 2.56 (McNaughton-Yamada [McNaughton and Yamada, 1960]). Let r be a
regular expression. There exists an e-NFA A s.t. L (A) = L (r).
The proof of Theorem 2.56 is recursively done on the structure of a regular expres-
sion and also gives an algorithm to transform a regular expression to a e-NFA [Mc-
Naughton and Yamada, 1960], and hence to a DFA for Theorem 2.52. In this thesis,
we will often refer to a regular language, or a finite state automata, by its corre-
sponding regular expression. Regular expressions will play a crucial role when we




A dynamic imperative core
language: µJS
In this chapter, we define a dynamic imperative core language, that we call µJS, in-
spired by the JavaScript language. We have decided to adopt a core language rather
than a real-world one, such as JavaScript, in order to focus the attention on the main
dynamic features we want to analyze and not on other features, that would only
make the exposition more complicated. This is the core language that we will use
for the rest of the thesis and it is expressive enough to handle implicit type con-
version, dynamic typing and string manipulation operations. In the next chapters,
we will further augment the syntax and semantics of µJS, with string-to-code state-
ments and object expressions.
In the next, we first define the formal syntax and semantics of µJS, then we in-
troduce the basic notions in order to statically analyze µJS programs by abstract
interpretation. This will place the ground for the main contribution of the thesis,
that will be presented in the next chapters.
3.1 µJS syntax and semantics
µJS is a dynamic imperative core language and its syntax is reported in Figure 3.1
and it is expressive enough to write arithmetic expressions (AE), boolean expres-
sions (BE) and string expressions (SE). For the sake of simplicity, in the definition of
µJS we have not considered some JavaScript features, not related to strings, such as
assignment expressions. As far as statements are concerned, we can express no-op
statement (skip), variable assignments (x = e) and if and while control standard
structures. A µJS program is an element of STMT rule reported in Figure 3.1, ending
with a semicolon. It is worth noting that in µJS any kind of expression can be used
also in expressions of a different type. For example, the µJS program x = 5 + true;
is a legal program. In this sense, µJS takes into account of implicit type conver-
sion [Arceri and Maffeis, 2017]. We will shortly explain what implicit type conver-
sion means when we will define the µJS semantics. We denote by ID the set of µJS
identifiers, ranged over the meta-variable x. Primitive values are represented by the
set VAL = INT [ BOOL [ STR [ {NaN} [ {"} such that:
• INT = Z is the set of signed integers;
• BOOL = {true, false} is the set of booleans;
• STR = S⇤ is the set of strings over a fixed alphabet S;
• NaN is a special value denoting not-a-number;
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a 2 AE ::= x | n | e + e | e - e | e * e | e / e
| length(e) | indexOf(e,e)
b 2 BE ::= x | true | false | e && e | e || e | ! e
| e < e | e == e
s 2 SE ::= x | "s" | substr(e,e,e) | charAt(e,e)
| concat(e,e)
e 2 E ::= a | b | s | NaN | (e)
st 2 STMT ::= st ; st | skip | x = e | if (b) { st } else { st }
| while (b) { st }
P 2 µJS ::= st ;
where x 2 ID (identifiers), n 2 Z and s 2 S⇤
FIGURE 3.1: µJS syntax.
• " denotes an error value. In particular, in expression semantics, if an operand
evaluates to ", it is propagated in the evaluation of the main expression (e.g., "
+ 5 = "). For the sake of readability, in the following definition of the concrete
semantics, these cases are implied.
We denote by S⇤INT ⇢ STR the set of numerical strings, namely strings corresponding
to integers. S⇤INT is defined by the regular expression {+, , e} · {0, 1, . . . , 9}+. More-
over, the function I : S⇤INT ! Z maps numeric strings to the corresponding integers.
Dually, we define the function S : Z ! S⇤INT that maps each integer to its minimal
numeric string representation (e.g., 1 is mapped to the string "1", and not "+1" ).
Program states STATE : ID ! VAL are ranged over the meta-variable x and are
partial functions that maps from identifiers to primitive values. State updates and
lookups are defined as follows:
x[x  v](y) =
(
v if x = y
x(y) otherwise
In order to define the behaviors of the µJS syntax elements, we define its formal
big-step semantics. In particular, we define the function JPK : STATE ! STATE that
takes as input a µJS program and a program state and returns the output state, con-
taining the effects of the input program execution on the input state. The big-step
concrete semantics is inductively defined on the structure of STMT. Hence, abusing
notation, we define the function JstK : STATE ! STATE as follows.
JskipKx = xJx = eKx = x[x  JeKx]
Jif(e){ st1 }else{ st2 }Kx = (Jst1Kx if toBool(JeKx) = trueJst2Kx if toBool(JeKx) = falseJwhile(e){ st }Kx = lfp(lt. x [ Jif(e){ st }else{ skip }Kt)
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toString(v) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
v v 2 STR
"NaN" v = NaN
"true" v = true
"false" v = false
S(v) v 2 INT
toInt(v) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
v v 2 INT
1 v = true
0 v = false_ v = NaN
I(v) v 2 STR ^ v 2 S⇤INT
NaN v 2 STR ^ v 62 S⇤INT
toBool(v) =
8><>:
v v 2 BOOL
true v 2 INTr {0} _ v 2 STRr {e}
false v = 0_ v = e _ v = NaN
FIGURE 3.2: µJS implicit type conversion functions.
The semantics uses the concrete semantics of expressions, like the assignment rule,
defined, abusing notation again, as the function JeK : STATE ! VAL, that takes as
input an expression and a state and returns the primitive value to which the ex-
pression evaluates to in the input state. We will later formally define the expression
semantics. All the big-step semantics rules are standard expect for the if statement,
which contains the first example of implicit type conversion, meaning that language
operations allow operands of any type and it applies an implicit conversion when a
specific type is needed. For example, the statement if(5+2){ x=1; }else{ x=2; } is a
legal statement in µJS, but the boolean guard of the if statement does not normally
evaluate to an boolean value. Hence, when the boolean guard evaluates to a final
value, the semantics relies on the function toBool that converts the boolean guard
final value to a boolean value. In our example, the boolean guard evaluates to 7 and
it is implicitly converted to true. In order to deal with implicit type conversion, we
define the auxiliary functions toBool : VAL ! BOOL, toInt : VAL ! INT[ {NaN} and
toString : VAL ! STR, that convert a primitive value to a boolean, an integer (if pos-
sible) and a string, respectively. Their definitions are reported in Figure 3.2. Note
that all the functions behave like the identity when applied to values not needing
conversion, e.g., toInt on integers. Then, toString maps any input value to its string
representation; toInt returns the integer corresponding to a value, when it is possible:
For true and false it returns respectively 1 and 0, for strings in S⇤INT it returns the
corresponding integer, while all the other values are converted to NaN. For instance,
toInt("42") = 42, toInt("42hello") = NaN. Finally, toBool returns false when the
input is false, 0, NaN or the empty string, and true for all the other primitive values.
Expression semantics. We now define the concrete semantics for boolean, arith-
metic and string expressions. As we have already mentioned before, the expressions
semantics is captured by the function JeK : STATE ! VAL. The evaluation of a vari-
able returns the value of the corresponding identifier, if it is defined in the current
state, otherwise " is returned.
JxKx = (x(x) if x 2 dom(x)" otherwise
The semantics for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division is reported be-
low, where ⇤ 2 {+, -, *, /} and ⌅ 2 {+, , ⇤, /}, corresponding to the standard
integer operations.
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Je1 ⇤ e2Kx = (Je1Kx ⌅ Je2Kx if toInt(Je1Kx) 2 INT ^ toInt(Je2Kx) 2 INT
NaN otherwise
If both evaluations of arithmetic expression operands are implicitly converted to an
integer value, then the corresponding standard integer expression is applied to the
implicitly converted values, otherwise, NaN is returned. For example, 5 + true re-
turns 6, while 5 + "hello" returns NaN, since the string "hello" cannot be converted
to an integer value by toInt.
The semantics of length, reported below, evaluates its input expression, then im-
plicitly converts the result to a string and finally computes its length.
Jlength(e)Kx = |toString(JeKx)|
The semantics of indexOf returns the position of the first occurrence of a given sub-
string, if present, otherwise it returns -1. Let us suppose that toString(Je1Kx) = s and
toString(Je2Kx) = d
JindexOf(e1, e2)K = (min{ i | si . . . sj = d } 9i, j 2 N. si . . . sj = d 1 otherwise
Logical boolean expressions behave as usual and their semantics is only enriched
with implicit type conversion, as follows.
Je1 && e2K = toBool(Je1Kx) && toBool(Je2Kx)Je1 || e2K = toBool(Je1Kx) || toBool(Je2Kx)J!eK = ¬toBool(JeKx)
The semantics of less (<) and equals (==), if both the operands have the same type,
returns a result, otherwise an error occurs. Their definitions are reported below.
Je1 < e2Kx =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Je1Kx < Je2Kx if Je1Kx 2 INT ^ Je2Kx 2 INT
|Je1Kx| < |Je2Kx| if Je1Kx 2 STR ^ Je2Kx 2 STR
toInt(Je1Kx) < toInt(Je2Kx) if Je1Kx 2 BOOL ^ Je2Kx 2 BOOL
" otherwise
Je1 == e2Kx = (Je1Kx == Je2Kx if Je1Kx ^ Je2Kx have the same type" otherwise
The semantics of < successfully evaluates to a primitive value when the operands
have the same type: if both operands are integers, then the standard less opera-
tion between integer is applied, when they are strings, then the comparison is done
between their lengths and when the operands are booleans, they are converted to
integers and the integer comparison is applied (e.g., false < true = 0 < 1 = true).
The behavior of == behaves similarly to <, since it applies the standard equal opera-
tion only when the operands have the same type. When types do not coincide, " is
returned.
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As far as string expressions are concerned, µJS includes substr, charAt and
concat. Let us first focus on the substr semantics and suppose that toString(Je1Kx) =
s, toInt(Je2Kx) = i and toInt(Je3Kx) = j. Before applying the substr semantics, two
checks are performed on i and j:
1. if i or j are equal to NaN, then " is returned;
2. if i or j are negative integers, then they are treated as 0;
At this point, the semantics of substr is applied, after having performed the checks
above.
Jsubstr(e1, e2, e3)Kx =
8><>:
Jsubstr(s, j, i)Kx if j < i
si . . . sj if i  j < |s|
si . . . sn 1 if i  j, j   |s| = n
If the first index is greater than the second one, the indexes are swapped (first case),
otherwise if the second index is less than the input string length, the correspond-
ing substring is extracted from s. Finally, if the second index is greater than the
input string length, the suffix starting from i is returned (third case). For instance,
substr("abc", 1, 4) = "bc".




" if i = NaN
si if i 2 INT ^ 0  i  |s|
e otherwise
Finally, the semantics of concat relies on the standard concatenation operation be-
tween strings, as reported by the following semantics.
Jconcat(e1, e2)Kx = toString(Je1Kx)toString(Je2Kx)
3.2 Semantics over CFGs and static analysis of µJS
In this section, we focus on the problem of performing static program analysis (by
using abstract interpretation), defining a collecting semantics for µJS programs. In
particular, we follow the notation and the notions reported in [Seidl, Wilhelm, and
Hack, 2012; Miné, 2013], recalling the static analysis process and the necessary se-
mantic transformer corresponding to the statements of µJS. The approach we use is
quite standard, but we recall it here for fixing also the notation used in the rest of the
thesis.
Given a µJS program P, we suppose to annotate each statement with a label
` 2 Lab, that is not part of the µJS syntax, corresponding to the statement program
point in P. Let `i a special label identifying the initial program point and `f a special
label identifying the final/exit program point. We refer to the labels of Pwith LabP.
In order to analyze a program P 2 µJS, we have to build a corresponding control
flow graph [Seidl, Wilhelm, and Hack, 2012] (CFG for short), which embeds the
control structure in the graph and leaves in the blocks (or equivalently on the edges)
only the manipulation of the states (assignments) and the guards. We follow [Seidl,
Wilhelm, and Hack, 2012] for the construction of the control flow graph, where each
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<latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR XYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqp uzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf 3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR XYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqp uzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf 3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR XYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqp uzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf 3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR XYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqp uzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf 3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=</latexit>
[Next]
<latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bzB0uW1fzy1MgMhO8gWsRy3sg4E=">AAAB5HicbVC7TsNAEFyHVzABQk1zIkKii mwaKJFoKINEHlKwovVlE045n627NVIU5QdoqegQf0XBv2CbFJAw1WhmVzs7caaV4yD49Gpb2zu7e/V9/6DhHx4dNxs9l+ZWUlemOrWDGB1pZajLijUNMkuYxJr68ey29PvPZJ1KzQPPM4oSnBo1URK5kDqjZitoBxXEJglXpAU rjJpfj+NU5gkZlhqdG4ZBxtECLSupaek/5o4ylDOc0rCgBhNy0aKKuRTnuUNORUZWKC0qkX5vLDBxbp7ExWSC/OTWvVL8zxvmPLmOFspkOZOR5SFWmqpDTlpV/E9irCwxY5mchDJCokVmskqglIWYF4X4RR3h+vObpHfZDoN2 eB9AHU7hDC4ghCu4gTvoQBckjOEFXj3nvXnvP7XVvFV/J/AH3sc3ljCOsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jraQcYqtHIVF+hCl0tyJwU/HJ68=">AAAB83icbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tVatbN4NFc FUSN7oU3LiSCvYH0lAm09s6dDIJMzdiCQWfwq2u3InP48J3MYldaOtZHc6Z4d77hYmSllz306msrW9sblW3azv13b39xkG9a+PUCOyIWMWmH3KLSmrskCSF/cQgj0KFvXB6VfS9BzRWxvqOZgkGEZ9oOZaCUx4NsgER82/wkYL 5sNF0W24ptmq8hWnCQu1h42swikUaoSahuLW+5yYUZNyQFArntUFqMeFiyifo51bzCG2QlTvP2UlqOcUsQcOkYmWIv39kPLJ2FoX5y4jTvV3uivC/zk9pfBFkUicpoRbFIJIKy0FWGJnDQDaSBol4sTkyqZnghhOhkYwLkYdp TqeW8/CWr1813bOW57a8WxeqcATHcAoenMMlXEMbOiAggWd4gVfnyXlz3n/IVZwFwkP4I+fjG1fPlME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jraQcYqtHIVF+hCl0tyJwU/HJ68=">AAAB83icbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tVatbN4NFc FUSN7oU3LiSCvYH0lAm09s6dDIJMzdiCQWfwq2u3InP48J3MYldaOtZHc6Z4d77hYmSllz306msrW9sblW3azv13b39xkG9a+PUCOyIWMWmH3KLSmrskCSF/cQgj0KFvXB6VfS9BzRWxvqOZgkGEZ9oOZaCUx4NsgER82/wkYL 5sNF0W24ptmq8hWnCQu1h42swikUaoSahuLW+5yYUZNyQFArntUFqMeFiyifo51bzCG2QlTvP2UlqOcUsQcOkYmWIv39kPLJ2FoX5y4jTvV3uivC/zk9pfBFkUicpoRbFIJIKy0FWGJnDQDaSBol4sTkyqZnghhOhkYwLkYdp TqeW8/CWr1813bOW57a8WxeqcATHcAoenMMlXEMbOiAggWd4gVfnyXlz3n/IVZwFwkP4I+fjG1fPlME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OVNE2X/IWDPo8OTekFyurGmfgDQ=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR TYFUEaioUJBIg/JsaLzZRNOOZ9Pd2tEZEXiK2ihokO0/AoF/4JtXEDCVKOZXe3shFoKi6776Swtr6yurVc2qptb2zu7tb39jo0Tw6HNYxmbXsgsSKGgjQIl9LQBFoUSuuHkMve792CsiNUtTjUEERsrMRKcYSb10z4i9a/hAYP ZoFZ3G24Buki8ktRJidag9tUfxjyJQCGXzFrfczUGKTMouIRZtZ9Y0IxP2Bj8jCoWgQ3SIvOMHieWYUw1GCokLUT4vZGyyNppFGaTEcM7O+/l4n+en+DoIkiF0gmC4vkhFBKKQ5YbkZUBdCgMILI8OVChKGeGIYIRlHGeiUnW TjXrw5v/fpF0Thue2/Bu3HrzrGymQg7JETkhHjknTXJFWqRNONHkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0SWn3Dkgf+B8fAPKK5Ya</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJK rJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+j Ph/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KS tVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky5Yc</latexit>
FIGURE 3.3: Example of if CFG.
node is a program point, and each edge is labeled with a statement or a boolean
guard. Formally, given a program P 2 µJS, we define the corresponding CFG GP ,
CFGµJS(P) , hNodesP,EdgesP, InP,OutPi as the CFG whose nodes are the program
points, namelyNodesP , LabP, the input node (without incoming edges) is the entry
program point, i.e., InP , `i, the output node (without outgoing edges) is the last
program point, i.e.,OutP , `f, and the edges EdgesP 2 NodesP⇥ µJS-CFG⇥NodesP
are inductively defined on P by the function
Edges(`1skip`2) = {h`1, skip, `2i}
Edges(`1x = e`2) = {h`1, x = e, `2i}
Edges(`1if(e){ `2st1`3 }else{ `4st2`5 }`6) = {h`1, e, `2i, h`1, !e, `4i, h`3, true, `6i}
[ {h`5, true, `6i}
[ Edges(`2st1`3) [ Edges(`4st2`5)
Edges(`1while(e){ `2st`3 }`4) = {h`1, e, `2i, h`1, !e, `4i, h`3, true, `1i}
[ Edges(`2st`3)
Edges(`1st1;`2st2`3) = Edges(`1st1`2) [ Edges(`2st2`3)
In Figures 3.3 and 3.4we report the if statement transformation and while statement
transformation to CFG, respectively.
From this construction, it is clear that the language of CFG, namely the grammar
of edge labels, is slightly different from µJS, and in particular it is generated by the
grammar:
µJS-CFG 3 l ::= skip | x = e | e
At this point, given a CFG G, we denote byNodes(G) its set of nodes, by Edges(G) ✓
1x = "";
2while (B) {










<latexit sha1_base64="Any74VudQOVl2TF1iRrYXURic8Y=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5kSBRR XYKoIygoQwSeUhxFJ0vm3DK+Xy6WyNFViS+ghYqOkTLr1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OoKWw6Lqfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTjs2Cg2HNo8kpHpBcyCFAraKFBCTxtgYSChG0yvM7/7AMaKSN3hTMMgZBMlxoIzTCW/5ocM7xGTq3l tWKm6dTcHXSZeQaqkQGtY+fJHEY9DUMgls7bvuRoHCTMouIR52Y8taManbAL9lCoWgh0keeY5PY0tw4hqMFRImovweyNhobWzMEgns4h20cvE/7x+jOPLQSKUjhEUzw6hkJAfstyItAygI2EAkWXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNUjNN2 ymkf3uL3y6TTqHtu3bttVJvnRTMlckxOyBnxyAVpkhvSIm3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH5A+fjG2Ejldk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Any74VudQOVl2TF1iRrYXURic8Y=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5kSBRR XYKoIygoQwSeUhxFJ0vm3DK+Xy6WyNFViS+ghYqOkTLr1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OoKWw6Lqfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTjs2Cg2HNo8kpHpBcyCFAraKFBCTxtgYSChG0yvM7/7AMaKSN3hTMMgZBMlxoIzTCW/5ocM7xGTq3l tWKm6dTcHXSZeQaqkQGtY+fJHEY9DUMgls7bvuRoHCTMouIR52Y8taManbAL9lCoWgh0keeY5PY0tw4hqMFRImovweyNhobWzMEgns4h20cvE/7x+jOPLQSKUjhEUzw6hkJAfstyItAygI2EAkWXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNUjNN2 ymkf3uL3y6TTqHtu3bttVJvnRTMlckxOyBnxyAVpkhvSIm3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH5A+fjG2Ejldk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Any74VudQOVl2TF1iRrYXURic8Y=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5kSBRR XYKoIygoQwSeUhxFJ0vm3DK+Xy6WyNFViS+ghYqOkTLr1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OoKWw6Lqfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTjs2Cg2HNo8kpHpBcyCFAraKFBCTxtgYSChG0yvM7/7AMaKSN3hTMMgZBMlxoIzTCW/5ocM7xGTq3l tWKm6dTcHXSZeQaqkQGtY+fJHEY9DUMgls7bvuRoHCTMouIR52Y8taManbAL9lCoWgh0keeY5PY0tw4hqMFRImovweyNhobWzMEgns4h20cvE/7x+jOPLQSKUjhEUzw6hkJAfstyItAygI2EAkWXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNUjNN2 ymkf3uL3y6TTqHtu3bttVJvnRTMlckxOyBnxyAVpkhvSIm3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH5A+fjG2Ejldk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Any74VudQOVl2TF1iRrYXURic8Y=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5kSBRR XYKoIygoQwSeUhxFJ0vm3DK+Xy6WyNFViS+ghYqOkTLr1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OoKWw6Lqfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTjs2Cg2HNo8kpHpBcyCFAraKFBCTxtgYSChG0yvM7/7AMaKSN3hTMMgZBMlxoIzTCW/5ocM7xGTq3l tWKm6dTcHXSZeQaqkQGtY+fJHEY9DUMgls7bvuRoHCTMouIR52Y8taManbAL9lCoWgh0keeY5PY0tw4hqMFRImovweyNhobWzMEgns4h20cvE/7x+jOPLQSKUjhEUzw6hkJAfstyItAygI2EAkWXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNUjNN2 ymkf3uL3y6TTqHtu3bttVJvnRTMlckxOyBnxyAVpkhvSIm3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH5A+fjG2Ejldk=</latexit>
!B
<latexit sha1_base64="QPMu7At9/Um9jpISo55xF7pSAkY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5SJCoI jsFUEbQUAaJPKTEis6XTTjl/OBujRRZKfgKWqjoEC2fQsG/YJsUkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60lpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnd3S3n7LhLEW2BShCnXH4waVDLBJkhR2Io3c9xS2vfFV5rcfUBsZBrc0idD1+SiQQyk4pZJb6fmc7oiSo8t ppV8q21U7B1skzoyUYYZGv/TVG4Qi9jEgobgxXceOyE24JikUTou92GDExZiPsJvSgPto3CQPPWUnseEUsgg1k4rlIv7eSLhvzMT30skso5n3MvE/rxvT8MJNZBDFhIHIDpFUmB8yQsu0DWQDqZGIZ8mRyYAJrjkRasm4EKkY p/UU0z6c+e8XSatWdeyqc1Mr189mzRTgEI7hFBw4hzpcQwOaIOAenuAZXqxH69V6s95/Rpes2c4B/IH18Q29h5YE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QPMu7At9/Um9jpISo55xF7pSAkY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5SJCoI jsFUEbQUAaJPKTEis6XTTjl/OBujRRZKfgKWqjoEC2fQsG/YJsUkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60lpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnd3S3n7LhLEW2BShCnXH4waVDLBJkhR2Io3c9xS2vfFV5rcfUBsZBrc0idD1+SiQQyk4pZJb6fmc7oiSo8t ppV8q21U7B1skzoyUYYZGv/TVG4Qi9jEgobgxXceOyE24JikUTou92GDExZiPsJvSgPto3CQPPWUnseEUsgg1k4rlIv7eSLhvzMT30skso5n3MvE/rxvT8MJNZBDFhIHIDpFUmB8yQsu0DWQDqZGIZ8mRyYAJrjkRasm4EKkY p/UU0z6c+e8XSatWdeyqc1Mr189mzRTgEI7hFBw4hzpcQwOaIOAenuAZXqxH69V6s95/Rpes2c4B/IH18Q29h5YE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QPMu7At9/Um9jpISo55xF7pSAkY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5SJCoI jsFUEbQUAaJPKTEis6XTTjl/OBujRRZKfgKWqjoEC2fQsG/YJsUkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60lpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnd3S3n7LhLEW2BShCnXH4waVDLBJkhR2Io3c9xS2vfFV5rcfUBsZBrc0idD1+SiQQyk4pZJb6fmc7oiSo8t ppV8q21U7B1skzoyUYYZGv/TVG4Qi9jEgobgxXceOyE24JikUTou92GDExZiPsJvSgPto3CQPPWUnseEUsgg1k4rlIv7eSLhvzMT30skso5n3MvE/rxvT8MJNZBDFhIHIDpFUmB8yQsu0DWQDqZGIZ8mRyYAJrjkRasm4EKkY p/UU0z6c+e8XSatWdeyqc1Mr189mzRTgEI7hFBw4hzpcQwOaIOAenuAZXqxH69V6s95/Rpes2c4B/IH18Q29h5YE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QPMu7At9/Um9jpISo55xF7pSAkY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5SJCoI jsFUEbQUAaJPKTEis6XTTjl/OBujRRZKfgKWqjoEC2fQsG/YJsUkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60lpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnd3S3n7LhLEW2BShCnXH4waVDLBJkhR2Io3c9xS2vfFV5rcfUBsZBrc0idD1+SiQQyk4pZJb6fmc7oiSo8t ppV8q21U7B1skzoyUYYZGv/TVG4Qi9jEgobgxXceOyE24JikUTou92GDExZiPsJvSgPto3CQPPWUnseEUsgg1k4rlIv7eSLhvzMT30skso5n3MvE/rxvT8MJNZBDFhIHIDpFUmB8yQsu0DWQDqZGIZ8mRyYAJrjkRasm4EKkY p/UU0z6c+e8XSatWdeyqc1Mr189mzRTgEI7hFBw4hzpcQwOaIOAenuAZXqxH69V6s95/Rpes2c4B/IH18Q29h5YE</latexit>
x = "a=a+1;"
<latexit sha1_base64="QUPw8OmcGkxxVoFN+8Rt5h0pRzQ=">AAACBnicbVBNSwJRFH1jX2ZfZss2DyUIAplxUUEIQpuWBvkBKnLnebWHbz54704og/t+RdtatYu2/Y0W/ZfGyUVpZ3U4517uuccNlTRk259WZm19Y3Mru5 3b2d3bP8gfFpomiLTAhghUoNsuGFTSxwZJUtgONYLnKmy54+u533pAbWTg39E0xJ4HI18OpQBKpH6+EHeJ+IRXeRGqcOZcFWf9fMku2yn4KnEWpMQWqPfzX91BICIPfRIKjOk4dki9GDRJoXCW60YGQxBjGGEnoT54aHpxmn3GTyIDFPAQNZeKpyL+3ojBM2bqucmkB3Rvlr25+J/XiWh42YulH0aEvpgfIqkwPWSElkkpyAdSIxHMkyOXPheggQi15CBEIkZJS7mkD2f5+1XSrJQdu+zcVkq180UzWXbMiuyUOeyC1dgNq7MGE2zCntgze7EerVfrzXr/Gc1Yi 50j9gfWxzf0SJcB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUPw8OmcGkxxVoFN+8Rt5h0pRzQ=">AAACBnicbVBNSwJRFH1jX2ZfZss2DyUIAplxUUEIQpuWBvkBKnLnebWHbz54704og/t+RdtatYu2/Y0W/ZfGyUVpZ3U4517uuccNlTRk259WZm19Y3Mru5 3b2d3bP8gfFpomiLTAhghUoNsuGFTSxwZJUtgONYLnKmy54+u533pAbWTg39E0xJ4HI18OpQBKpH6+EHeJ+IRXeRGqcOZcFWf9fMku2yn4KnEWpMQWqPfzX91BICIPfRIKjOk4dki9GDRJoXCW60YGQxBjGGEnoT54aHpxmn3GTyIDFPAQNZeKpyL+3ojBM2bqucmkB3Rvlr25+J/XiWh42YulH0aEvpgfIqkwPWSElkkpyAdSIxHMkyOXPheggQi15CBEIkZJS7mkD2f5+1XSrJQdu+zcVkq180UzWXbMiuyUOeyC1dgNq7MGE2zCntgze7EerVfrzXr/Gc1Yi 50j9gfWxzf0SJcB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUPw8OmcGkxxVoFN+8Rt5h0pRzQ=">AAACBnicbVBNSwJRFH1jX2ZfZss2DyUIAplxUUEIQpuWBvkBKnLnebWHbz54704og/t+RdtatYu2/Y0W/ZfGyUVpZ3U4517uuccNlTRk259WZm19Y3Mru5 3b2d3bP8gfFpomiLTAhghUoNsuGFTSxwZJUtgONYLnKmy54+u533pAbWTg39E0xJ4HI18OpQBKpH6+EHeJ+IRXeRGqcOZcFWf9fMku2yn4KnEWpMQWqPfzX91BICIPfRIKjOk4dki9GDRJoXCW60YGQxBjGGEnoT54aHpxmn3GTyIDFPAQNZeKpyL+3ojBM2bqucmkB3Rvlr25+J/XiWh42YulH0aEvpgfIqkwPWSElkkpyAdSIxHMkyOXPheggQi15CBEIkZJS7mkD2f5+1XSrJQdu+zcVkq180UzWXbMiuyUOeyC1dgNq7MGE2zCntgze7EerVfrzXr/Gc1Yi 50j9gfWxzf0SJcB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUPw8OmcGkxxVoFN+8Rt5h0pRzQ=">AAACBnicbVBNSwJRFH1jX2ZfZss2DyUIAplxUUEIQpuWBvkBKnLnebWHbz54704og/t+RdtatYu2/Y0W/ZfGyUVpZ3U4517uuccNlTRk259WZm19Y3Mru5 3b2d3bP8gfFpomiLTAhghUoNsuGFTSxwZJUtgONYLnKmy54+u533pAbWTg39E0xJ4HI18OpQBKpH6+EHeJ+IRXeRGqcOZcFWf9fMku2yn4KnEWpMQWqPfzX91BICIPfRIKjOk4dki9GDRJoXCW60YGQxBjGGEnoT54aHpxmn3GTyIDFPAQNZeKpyL+3ojBM2bqucmkB3Rvlr25+J/XiWh42YulH0aEvpgfIqkwPWSElkkpyAdSIxHMkyOXPheggQi15CBEIkZJS7mkD2f5+1XSrJQdu+zcVkq180UzWXbMiuyUOeyC1dgNq7MGE2zCntgze7EerVfrzXr/Gc1Yi 50j9gfWxzf0SJcB</latexit>
x = "b=b+1;"
<latexit sha1_base64="Kzr9KlW7qtVrPSh2krN6GbZMseY=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfayxthgRBEMJuChUkELCxjGAekCxhdnITh8w+mLkrCUt6v8JWKzux9Tcs/Bd31y008VSHc+7lnnvcUAqNlvVpFNbWNza3it ulnd29/QPzsNzRQaQ4tHkgA9VzmQYpfGijQAm9UAHzXAldd3qd+t0HUFoE/h3OQ3A8NvHFWHCGiTQ0y/EAkc5og1bchntmX1UWQ7Nq1awMdJXYOamSHK2h+TUYBTzywEcumdZ92wrRiZlCwSUsSoNIQ8j4lE2gn1CfeaCdOMu+oCeRZhjQEBQVkmYi/N6Imaf13HOTSY/hvV72UvE/rx/h+NKJhR9GCD5PD6GQkB3SXImkFKAjoQCRpcmBCp9yphgiKEEZ54kYJS2Vkj7s5e9XSades62afVuvNs/zZorkmFTIKbHJBWmSG9IibcLJjDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaM PKdI/IHxsc393KXAw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kzr9KlW7qtVrPSh2krN6GbZMseY=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfayxthgRBEMJuChUkELCxjGAekCxhdnITh8w+mLkrCUt6v8JWKzux9Tcs/Bd31y008VSHc+7lnnvcUAqNlvVpFNbWNza3it ulnd29/QPzsNzRQaQ4tHkgA9VzmQYpfGijQAm9UAHzXAldd3qd+t0HUFoE/h3OQ3A8NvHFWHCGiTQ0y/EAkc5og1bchntmX1UWQ7Nq1awMdJXYOamSHK2h+TUYBTzywEcumdZ92wrRiZlCwSUsSoNIQ8j4lE2gn1CfeaCdOMu+oCeRZhjQEBQVkmYi/N6Imaf13HOTSY/hvV72UvE/rx/h+NKJhR9GCD5PD6GQkB3SXImkFKAjoQCRpcmBCp9yphgiKEEZ54kYJS2Vkj7s5e9XSades62afVuvNs/zZorkmFTIKbHJBWmSG9IibcLJjDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaM PKdI/IHxsc393KXAw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kzr9KlW7qtVrPSh2krN6GbZMseY=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfayxthgRBEMJuChUkELCxjGAekCxhdnITh8w+mLkrCUt6v8JWKzux9Tcs/Bd31y008VSHc+7lnnvcUAqNlvVpFNbWNza3it ulnd29/QPzsNzRQaQ4tHkgA9VzmQYpfGijQAm9UAHzXAldd3qd+t0HUFoE/h3OQ3A8NvHFWHCGiTQ0y/EAkc5og1bchntmX1UWQ7Nq1awMdJXYOamSHK2h+TUYBTzywEcumdZ92wrRiZlCwSUsSoNIQ8j4lE2gn1CfeaCdOMu+oCeRZhjQEBQVkmYi/N6Imaf13HOTSY/hvV72UvE/rx/h+NKJhR9GCD5PD6GQkB3SXImkFKAjoQCRpcmBCp9yphgiKEEZ54kYJS2Vkj7s5e9XSades62afVuvNs/zZorkmFTIKbHJBWmSG9IibcLJjDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaM PKdI/IHxsc393KXAw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kzr9KlW7qtVrPSh2krN6GbZMseY=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfayxthgRBEMJuChUkELCxjGAekCxhdnITh8w+mLkrCUt6v8JWKzux9Tcs/Bd31y008VSHc+7lnnvcUAqNlvVpFNbWNza3it ulnd29/QPzsNzRQaQ4tHkgA9VzmQYpfGijQAm9UAHzXAldd3qd+t0HUFoE/h3OQ3A8NvHFWHCGiTQ0y/EAkc5og1bchntmX1UWQ7Nq1awMdJXYOamSHK2h+TUYBTzywEcumdZ92wrRiZlCwSUsSoNIQ8j4lE2gn1CfeaCdOMu+oCeRZhjQEBQVkmYi/N6Imaf13HOTSY/hvV72UvE/rx/h+NKJhR9GCD5PD6GQkB3SXImkFKAjoQCRpcmBCp9yphgiKEEZ54kYJS2Vkj7s5e9XSades62afVuvNs/zZorkmFTIKbHJBWmSG9IibcLJjDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaM PKdI/IHxsc393KXAw==</latexit>
true
<latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR XYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqp uzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf 3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR XYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqp uzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf 3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR XYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqp uzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf 3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRR XYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqp uzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf 3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=</latexit>
true
<latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s 7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqpuzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s 7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqpuzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s 7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqpuzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SuFm/zZ/mvPTWl4+AgEMv3sNTNY=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYKoIxEQxkk8hBJFK0vm3DK+WzdrZEiK3wFLVR0iJZ/oeBfsI0LSJhqNLOrnR0/UtKS6346K6tr6xubpa3y9s 7u3n7l4LBtw9gIbIlQhabrg0UlNbZIksJuZBACX2HHn15lfucBjZWhvqVZhIMAJlqOpQBKpbukT8TJxDgfVqpuzc3Bl4lXkCor0BxWvvqjUMQBahIKrO15bkSDBAxJoXBe7scWIxBTmGAvpRoCtIMkTzznp7EFCnmEhkvFcxF/byQQWDsL/HQyALq3i14m/uf1YhpfDhKpo5hQi+wQSYX5ISuMTKtAPpIGiSBLjlxqLsAAERrJQYhUjNNuymkf3uL3y6Rdr3luzbupVxvnRTMldsxO2Bnz2AVrsGvWZC0mmGZP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MrjjFzhH7A+fjG44tlXE=< /latexit>
[Next]
<latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bzB0uW1fzy1MgMhO8gWsRy3sg4E=">AAAB5HicbVC7TsNAEFyHVzABQk1zIkKiimwaKJFoKINEHlKwovVlE045n627NVIU5QdoqegQf0XBv2CbFJAw1WhmVzs7caaV4yD49Gpb2zu7e/V9/6DhHx 4dNxs9l+ZWUlemOrWDGB1pZajLijUNMkuYxJr68ey29PvPZJ1KzQPPM4oSnBo1URK5kDqjZitoBxXEJglXpAUrjJpfj+NU5gkZlhqdG4ZBxtECLSupaek/5o4ylDOc0rCgBhNy0aKKuRTnuUNORUZWKC0qkX5vLDBxbp7ExWSC/OTWvVL8zxvmPLmOFspkOZOR5SFWmqpDTlpV/E9irCwxY5mchDJCokVmskqglIWYF4X4RR3h+vObpHfZDoN2eB9AHU7hDC4ghCu4gTvoQBckjOEFXj3nvXnvP7XVvFV/J/AH3sc3ljCOsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jraQcYqtHIVF+hCl0tyJwU/HJ68=">AAAB83icbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tVatbN4NFcFUSN7oU3LiSCvYH0lAm09s6dDIJMzdiCQWfwq2u3InP48J3MYldaOtZHc6Z4d77hYmSllz306msrW9sblW3az v13b39xkG9a+PUCOyIWMWmH3KLSmrskCSF/cQgj0KFvXB6VfS9BzRWxvqOZgkGEZ9oOZaCUx4NsgER82/wkYL5sNF0W24ptmq8hWnCQu1h42swikUaoSahuLW+5yYUZNyQFArntUFqMeFiyifo51bzCG2QlTvP2UlqOcUsQcOkYmWIv39kPLJ2FoX5y4jTvV3uivC/zk9pfBFkUicpoRbFIJIKy0FWGJnDQDaSBol4sTkyqZnghhOhkYwLkYdpTqeW8/CWr1813bOW57a8WxeqcATHcAoenMMlXEMbOiAggWd4gVfnyXlz3n/IVZwFwkP4I+fjG1fPlME=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="jraQcYqtHIVF+hCl0tyJwU/HJ68=">AAAB83icbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tVatbN4NFcFUSN7oU3LiSCvYH0lAm09s6dDIJMzdiCQWfwq2u3InP48J3MYldaOtZHc6Z4d77hYmSllz306msrW9sblW3az v13b39xkG9a+PUCOyIWMWmH3KLSmrskCSF/cQgj0KFvXB6VfS9BzRWxvqOZgkGEZ9oOZaCUx4NsgER82/wkYL5sNF0W24ptmq8hWnCQu1h42swikUaoSahuLW+5yYUZNyQFArntUFqMeFiyifo51bzCG2QlTvP2UlqOcUsQcOkYmWIv39kPLJ2FoX5y4jTvV3uivC/zk9pfBFkUicpoRbFIJIKy0FWGJnDQDaSBol4sTkyqZnghhOhkYwLkYdpTqeW8/CWr1813bOW57a8WxeqcATHcAoenMMlXEMbOiAggWd4gVfnyXlz3n/IVZwFwkP4I+fjG1fPlME=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="OVNE2X/IWDPo8OTekFyurGmfgDQ=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYFUEaioUJBIg/JsaLzZRNOOZ9Pd2tEZEXiK2ihokO0/AoF/4JtXEDCVKOZXe3shFoKi6776Swtr6yurVc2qp tb2zu7tb39jo0Tw6HNYxmbXsgsSKGgjQIl9LQBFoUSuuHkMve792CsiNUtTjUEERsrMRKcYSb10z4i9a/hAYPZoFZ3G24Buki8ktRJidag9tUfxjyJQCGXzFrfczUGKTMouIRZtZ9Y0IxP2Bj8jCoWgQ3SIvOMHieWYUw1GCokLUT4vZGyyNppFGaTEcM7O+/l4n+en+DoIkiF0gmC4vkhFBKKQ5YbkZUBdCgMILI8OVChKGeGIYIRlHGeiUnWTjXrw5v/fpF0Thue2/Bu3HrzrGymQg7JETkhHjknTXJFWqRNONHkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0SWn3Dkgf+B8fAPKK 5Ya</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6ODF7Nphpe0Yi40/m2BgUVp6KI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJTAGUkGioUJPKQbCs6XzbhlLN9ulsjIisSX0ELFR2i5Vco+Bds4wISphrN7GpnJ1BSGLTtT6uysrq2vlHdrG 1t7+zu1fcPeiZONIcuj2WsBwEzIEUEXRQoYaA0sDCQ0A+ml7nfvwdtRBzd4kyBH7JJJMaCM8wkL/UQqXsND+jPh/WG3bQL0GXilKRBSnSG9S9vFPMkhAi5ZMa4jq3QT5lGwSXMa15iQDE+ZRNwMxqxEIyfFpnn9CQxDGOqQFMhaSHC742UhcbMwiCbDBnemUUvF//z3ATHF34qIpUgRDw/hEJCcchwLbIygI6EBkSWJwcqIsqZZoigBWWcZ2KStVPL+nAWv18mvVbTsZvOTavRPiubqZIjckxOiUPOSZtckQ7pEk4UeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RilTuH5A+sj2/Ky 5Yc</latexit>
x = ""
<latexit sha1_base64="WtkbxXjzUAh3UswdshUbwNtsq6M=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5JUKii uwUQIMUiYYySOQhJVZ0vmzCKefz6W6NiKxIfAUtVHSIll+h4F+wjQtImGo0s6udnUBLYdF1P52V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dvv3Jw2LFRbDi0eSQj0wuYBSkUtFGghJ42wMJAQjeYXmV+9x6MFZG6xZkGP2QTJcaCM0ylQTJApA/0kla r82Gl5tbdHHSZeAWpkQKtYeVrMIp4HIJCLpm1fc/V6CfMoOAS5uVBbEEzPmUT6KdUsRCsn+SZ5/QktgwjqsFQIWkuwu+NhIXWzsIgnQwZ3tlFLxP/8/oxji/8RCgdIyieHUIhIT9kuRFpGUBHwgAiy5IDFYpyZhgiGEEZ56kY p+2U0z68xe+XSadR99y6d9OoNc+KZkrkmFTJKfHIOWmSa9IibcKJJk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4yuOMXOEfkD5+MbCjuU/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WtkbxXjzUAh3UswdshUbwNtsq6M=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5JUKii uwUQIMUiYYySOQhJVZ0vmzCKefz6W6NiKxIfAUtVHSIll+h4F+wjQtImGo0s6udnUBLYdF1P52V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dvv3Jw2LFRbDi0eSQj0wuYBSkUtFGghJ42wMJAQjeYXmV+9x6MFZG6xZkGP2QTJcaCM0ylQTJApA/0kla r82Gl5tbdHHSZeAWpkQKtYeVrMIp4HIJCLpm1fc/V6CfMoOAS5uVBbEEzPmUT6KdUsRCsn+SZ5/QktgwjqsFQIWkuwu+NhIXWzsIgnQwZ3tlFLxP/8/oxji/8RCgdIyieHUIhIT9kuRFpGUBHwgAiy5IDFYpyZhgiGEEZ56kY p+2U0z68xe+XSadR99y6d9OoNc+KZkrkmFTJKfHIOWmSa9IibcKJJk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4yuOMXOEfkD5+MbCjuU/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WtkbxXjzUAh3UswdshUbwNtsq6M=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5JUKii uwUQIMUiYYySOQhJVZ0vmzCKefz6W6NiKxIfAUtVHSIll+h4F+wjQtImGo0s6udnUBLYdF1P52V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dvv3Jw2LFRbDi0eSQj0wuYBSkUtFGghJ42wMJAQjeYXmV+9x6MFZG6xZkGP2QTJcaCM0ylQTJApA/0kla r82Gl5tbdHHSZeAWpkQKtYeVrMIp4HIJCLpm1fc/V6CfMoOAS5uVBbEEzPmUT6KdUsRCsn+SZ5/QktgwjqsFQIWkuwu+NhIXWzsIgnQwZ3tlFLxP/8/oxji/8RCgdIyieHUIhIT9kuRFpGUBHwgAiy5IDFYpyZhgiGEEZ56kY p+2U0z68xe+XSadR99y6d9OoNc+KZkrkmFTJKfHIOWmSa9IibcKJJk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4yuOMXOEfkD5+MbCjuU/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WtkbxXjzUAh3UswdshUbwNtsq6M=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5JUKii uwUQIMUiYYySOQhJVZ0vmzCKefz6W6NiKxIfAUtVHSIll+h4F+wjQtImGo0s6udnUBLYdF1P52V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dvv3Jw2LFRbDi0eSQj0wuYBSkUtFGghJ42wMJAQjeYXmV+9x6MFZG6xZkGP2QTJcaCM0ylQTJApA/0kla r82Gl5tbdHHSZeAWpkQKtYeVrMIp4HIJCLpm1fc/V6CfMoOAS5uVBbEEzPmUT6KdUsRCsn+SZ5/QktgwjqsFQIWkuwu+NhIXWzsIgnQwZ3tlFLxP/8/oxji/8RCgdIyieHUIhIT9kuRFpGUBHwgAiy5IDFYpyZhgiGEEZ56kY p+2U0z68xe+XSadR99y6d9OoNc+KZkrkmFTJKfHIOWmSa9IibcKJJk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4yuOMXOEfkD5+MbCjuU/g==</latexit>
x = concat(x, "a=a+1;")
<latexit sha1_base64="RCohptAkH8QveRvuDnur2XataUo=">AAACEXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aMIQ4KgK GE3BxVEELx4jGASIQmhd9LRwdnZZaZXEpac/AS/wquevIlXv8CD/+Im5qDGOhVV3XRXBbGSljzvw5manpmdm88t5BeXlldW3bX1mo0SI7AqIhWZqwAsKqmxSpIUXsUGIQwU1oPbs6Ffv0NjZaQvqR9jK4RrLbtSAGVS291Km0S 8x0+4iHQm7vT2eQFOYM8/LuwO2m7RK3kj8Enij0mRjVFpu5/NTiSSEDUJBdY2fC+mVgqGpFA4yDcTizGIW7jGRkY1hGhb6SjGgG8nFijiMRouFR+J+HMjhdDafhhkkyHQjf3rDcX/vEZC3aNWKnWcEGoxPERS4eiQFUZm/SDv SINEMPwcudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZIXlsz78v+knSa1c8r2Sf1Eunh6Mm8mxTVZgO8xnh+yUnbMKqzLB7tkje2LPzoPz4rw6b9+jU854Z4P9gvP+BWuYmvw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RCohptAkH8QveRvuDnur2XataUo=">AAACEXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aMIQ4KgK GE3BxVEELx4jGASIQmhd9LRwdnZZaZXEpac/AS/wquevIlXv8CD/+Im5qDGOhVV3XRXBbGSljzvw5manpmdm88t5BeXlldW3bX1mo0SI7AqIhWZqwAsKqmxSpIUXsUGIQwU1oPbs6Ffv0NjZaQvqR9jK4RrLbtSAGVS291Km0S 8x0+4iHQm7vT2eQFOYM8/LuwO2m7RK3kj8Enij0mRjVFpu5/NTiSSEDUJBdY2fC+mVgqGpFA4yDcTizGIW7jGRkY1hGhb6SjGgG8nFijiMRouFR+J+HMjhdDafhhkkyHQjf3rDcX/vEZC3aNWKnWcEGoxPERS4eiQFUZm/SDv SINEMPwcudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZIXlsz78v+knSa1c8r2Sf1Eunh6Mm8mxTVZgO8xnh+yUnbMKqzLB7tkje2LPzoPz4rw6b9+jU854Z4P9gvP+BWuYmvw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RCohptAkH8QveRvuDnur2XataUo=">AAACEXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aMIQ4KgK GE3BxVEELx4jGASIQmhd9LRwdnZZaZXEpac/AS/wquevIlXv8CD/+Im5qDGOhVV3XRXBbGSljzvw5manpmdm88t5BeXlldW3bX1mo0SI7AqIhWZqwAsKqmxSpIUXsUGIQwU1oPbs6Ffv0NjZaQvqR9jK4RrLbtSAGVS291Km0S 8x0+4iHQm7vT2eQFOYM8/LuwO2m7RK3kj8Enij0mRjVFpu5/NTiSSEDUJBdY2fC+mVgqGpFA4yDcTizGIW7jGRkY1hGhb6SjGgG8nFijiMRouFR+J+HMjhdDafhhkkyHQjf3rDcX/vEZC3aNWKnWcEGoxPERS4eiQFUZm/SDv SINEMPwcudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZIXlsz78v+knSa1c8r2Sf1Eunh6Mm8mxTVZgO8xnh+yUnbMKqzLB7tkje2LPzoPz4rw6b9+jU854Z4P9gvP+BWuYmvw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RCohptAkH8QveRvuDnur2XataUo=">AAACEXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aMIQ4KgK GE3BxVEELx4jGASIQmhd9LRwdnZZaZXEpac/AS/wquevIlXv8CD/+Im5qDGOhVV3XRXBbGSljzvw5manpmdm88t5BeXlldW3bX1mo0SI7AqIhWZqwAsKqmxSpIUXsUGIQwU1oPbs6Ffv0NjZaQvqR9jK4RrLbtSAGVS291Km0S 8x0+4iHQm7vT2eQFOYM8/LuwO2m7RK3kj8Enij0mRjVFpu5/NTiSSEDUJBdY2fC+mVgqGpFA4yDcTizGIW7jGRkY1hGhb6SjGgG8nFijiMRouFR+J+HMjhdDafhhkkyHQjf3rDcX/vEZC3aNWKnWcEGoxPERS4eiQFUZm/SDv SINEMPwcudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZIXlsz78v+knSa1c8r2Sf1Eunh6Mm8mxTVZgO8xnh+yUnbMKqzLB7tkje2LPzoPz4rw6b9+jU854Z4P9gvP+BWuYmvw=</latexit>
[Next]
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FIGURE 3.4: Example of while CFG.
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Nodes(G)⇥ µJS-CFG⇥Nodes(G) its set of edges, by In(G) its (unique by construc-
tion) input node and by Out(G) its (unique by construction) output node. Finally,
given a CFG G, we can define the set of its (finite) paths (from the input node to the
exit node). CFG paths can be seen as computations on a CFG, i.e., any possible legal
sequence of statements on G. Formally,
Paths(G) , { l0l1 . . . lk | 8i  k.h`i, li, `i+1i 2 Edges(G), `0 = In(G), `k+1 = Out(G) }
Note that the CFG reported in Figure 3.3 has only two paths, while the CFG Fig-
ure 3.4 has infinite paths, since it contains a cycle (i.e., nodes 2-3-4).
Our aim is to analyze programs in µJS by analyzing their CFG. Hence, first of all
we have to specify the semantic transformation associated with each possible edge
of the CFG. In other words, we have to provide the semantics of the edge labels.
In particular, we have to formalize how each statement transforms a current state,
which is in general represented as a store, namely as an association between identi-
fiers and values. It is well known that static program analysis works computing (ab-
stract) collecting semantics, namely for each program point p and for each variable
x, it computes the set of values that the variable x can have in any computation at
the program point p. Let ˙VAL , }(INT) [ }(BOOL) [ }(STR) [ }({NaN}) [ }({"})
be the set of the possible collecting values. We define the set of collecting memo-
ries M , ID ! ˙VAL, ranged over the meta-variable that associates with each
variable a set of values. We define two particular memories, ? and >, that
associate each variable with ? and each variable with any possible value, respec-
tively. The update of memory for a variable x with set of values v is denoted
by [x/v]. Finally, lub and glb of memories are computed point-wisely, that is
1 t 2(x) = 1(x) [ 2(x) and 1 u 2(x) = 1(x) \ 2(x).
The collecting (input/output) semantics of statements1 st 2 µJS-CFG is defined
as the function L st M : M ! M. As far as expression semantics is concerned, we
abuse notation defining the function L e M :M ! ˙VAL, defined as additive lift of the
previously reported expression semantics. For example, if = {x 7! {1, 2}, y 7!
{3, 4}} then, L x + y M = {4, 5, 6}.
L skip M =L x = e M = [x/L e M ]L e M = uF{ 0 | toBool(L e M 0) = {true} }
The semantics of skip simply returns the input collecting memory without altering
it. The semantics of assignment replaces the value of x in the input memory with
the evaluation of e. The semantics of expressions returns as output the projection of
the input memory where the expression is true. This is defined as the glb between
the input memory and the set of any memory where e evaluates to true. Since µJS
provides implicit type conversion, the evaluation of e is implicitly converted to a
boolean by toBool, that is the additive lift of the value-to-bool function previously
defined on single values. Once we have defined the collecting semantics of a single
edge, we can define the collecting semantics of a CFG path of G. Let p 2 Paths(GP),
p = l0l1 . . . lk, and 2 M then L p M , L lk M   . . .   L l1 M   L l0 M [Seidl,
Wilhelm, and Hack, 2012]. Note that, given a program P, by construction of GP =
1The collecting semantics defined in this chapter is an abstraction fo the more typical one (i.e., the
one collecting sets of concrete memories). Nevertheless, the choice is not restrictive for our purpose
and we adopted this semantics for the sake of simplicity.
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Algorithm 8: Procedure ANALYZE(GP, 0), static analysis on CFG of P
Data: GP = hNodesP,EdgesP, InP,OutPi and a flow-sensitive input store 0
Result: fix-point of the collecting memories for each program point (result
of the analysis)
1  0;
2 0  ?;
3 while 6= 0 do
4 0  ;
5 foreach h`1, st, `2i 2 EdgesP do




CFGµJS(P), it is well known (and it can be easily proved by induction) that
8 2M. 9P 2 Paths(GP). L P M = [
p2P
L p M (3.1)
where the L P M is the collection of the executions of P on the concrete memories
collected in .
At this point, we use this semantic transformer for analyzing µJS programs by
computing the fix-point of the collecting semantics for each program point. In partic-
ular, we rewrite the standard fix-point algorithm for static analysis reported in [Niel-
son, Nielson, and Hankin, 1999] in our notation. First of all we define another im-
portant element, which is the collection of stores for each program point, that we
will call flow-sensitive store S , LabP ! M associating with each program point a
(collecting) memory. Hence, a store 2 S is a sequence of memories, one for each
program point. We use ` to denote (`), namely the memory at the program point `.
Given a store , the update of memory ` with a new memory is denoted [ `/ ]
and provides a new store 0 such that 0` = while 8`0 6= `we have 0`0 = `0 . Finally,
let ? be the initial flow sensitive store where all the memories associate with all the
variables the empty set, i.e., 8` 2 LabP. ?(`) = ?. Then the analysis algorithm is
Algorithm 8, whose result is a store such that for each ` 2 LabP, we have that ` is
the fix-point collecting memory for the program point `.
For instance, let us consider the control-flow graph G reported in Figure 3.3 and
let us suppose that the if guard B evaluates to the value set {true, false}, namely




1, 2, 3 7! ?
4 7! {x 7! {"a=a+1;"}}
5 7! {x 7! {"b=b+1;"}}
6 7! {x 7! {"a=a+1;", "b=b+1;"}}
9>>>=>>>;
In this case, Algorithm 8 converges and returns as result the flow-sensitive store
that corresponds to the variables values potentially holding at each program point.
In general, it is well-known that Algorithm 8, in presence of loops may diverge on
concrete memories, as it happens, for example, for the CFG reported in Figure 3.4.
This means that we need abstraction for guaranteeing loop analysis convergence,
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>Ty
Integer Bool Nan String
?Ty
FIGURE 3.5: Ty abstract domain for µJS.
as it is usual in static program analysis. In order to show how static program anal-
ysis by abstract interpretation based on control-flow graphs works, we consider a
particular value abstraction for ˙VAL, that is the types abstraction [Cousot, 1997]. The
type abstract domain is reported in Figure 3.5, where vTy, tTy and uTy, respectively
the partial order, the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound on Ty, can be
derived from the Hasse diagram.
The abstraction function aTy : ˙VAL ! Ty and concretization function gTy : Ty !
˙VAL are defined as follows.
aTy(v) ,
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
?Ty if v = ?_ v = {"}
Integer if v 2 }(INT)
Bool if v 2 }(BOOL)
String if v 2 }(STR)




{"} if a = ?Ty
}(INT) if a = Integer
}(BOOL) if a = Bool
}(STR) if a = String
{NaN} if a = Nan
˙VAL if a = >Ty
It is trivial to prove that ˙VAL    !    aTy
gTy
Ty. Given this value abstraction, we can use it
to abstract also collecting memories. The set of abstract memoriesMTy , ID ! Ty,
ranged over Ty, associates with each variable the corresponding type. The abstrac-
tion function a Ty :M !MTy is defined as a Ty( ) , { x 7! aTy(v) | x 7! v 2 },
namely abstracts each collecting value (associated with a variable) to its correspond-
ing type, and the corresponding concretization function g Ty : MTy ! M can be
derived from aTy (see Proposition 2.19). We can easily prove thatM     !     a Ty
g Ty
MTy.
Similarly, the set of abstract flow-sensitive store STy , Lab ! MTy, ranged over
Ty, associates with each program point the corresponding abstract memory. The
abstraction function a Ty : S ! STy abstracts each collecting memory to an abstract
memory, namely a Ty( ) , { ` ! a Ty( `) | ` 2 } and the corresponding con-
cretization function g Ty : STy ! S can be derived from a Ty (see Proposition 2.19).
We can easily prove that S     !     a Ty
g Ty
STy.
The idea is to use the same algorithm reported in Algorithm 8, replacing col-
lecting memories and stores, and the corresponding operations on them, with the
abstract versions of them. We denote by ANALYZETy the Algorithm 8 that uses the
type abstract domain. Before doing that, we need to define the abstract semantics of
CFG labels, namely µJS-CFG.
L skip MTy Ty = TyL x = e MTy Ty = Ty[x/L e MTy Ty]L e MTy Ty = Ty
Clearly, we need also to define the abstract semantics of expressions and we abuse
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notation denoting it by L e MTy : MTy ! Ty and we suppose that it is defined as the
best correct approximation of the collecting semantics (see Definition 2.27).
The abstract semantics of skip and assignment is similar to the collecting one.
The semantics of expressions, also used in the control-flow graph as boolean guard,
simply propagate the input abstract memory. The domain Ty loses any information
about the concrete value and it is able only to track the type of each value. In the
case of booleans, the abstract semantics is not able to know if the boolean is true
or false and it can only return the input abstract memory (like the expression e
evaluates both to true and false).
Finally, we can use this abstraction and the corresponding abstract semantics in
Algorithm 8, in order to answer about types of the input µJS program. For example,
let us suppose to analyze the CFG reported in Figure 3.4. The algorithm converges






2, Ty3, Ty4, Ty5 7! {x 7! String}
9>=>;
It is possible to prove that Algorithm 8, for any P 2 µJS always converges, since Ty is
a finite height abstract domain (consequently alsoMTy and STy domains) hence, any
fix-point computation converges. Moreover, the abstract store computed by Algo-
rithm 8 on the type abstract domain is sound. Let be the fix-point collecting flow-
sensitive store, associating for each program point of a program P 2 µJS collecting
memories, and Ty = ANALYZETy(GP, a Ty( )). Then 8` 2 LabP. ` ✓ g Ty( Ty`).
The type analysis we have shown here is able to track, for each variable program, if
it has constant type during program execution.
Unfortunately, the proposed static analysis algorithm may not be sufficient to
avoid divergence of the analysis. This may happen, for example, when the abstrac-
tion integrated into the analysis is not ACC. For example, let us suppose to use the
same value abstract domain reported in Figure 3.5 replacing the integer abstraction
with the interval abstract domain Ints described in Example 2.25. We denote this
abstract domain by ITy, with the abstraction function defined as
aITy(v) , v 2 }(Z) ? aInts(v) : aTy(v)
The least upper bound tITy : ITy ⇥ ITy ! ITy of ITy is defined as follows, and the
greatest lower bound uITy : ITy⇥ ITy! ITy can be dually defined.
v1 tITy v2 ,
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
v1 tInts v2 if v1 2 Ints, v2 2 Ints
v1 tTy v2 if v1 /2 Ints, v2 /2 Ints
v1 if v2 = ?Ty
v2 if v1 = ?Ty
>Ty otherwise
Similarly to Ty, we can lift this abstraction to memories and stores, obtainingMITy ,
ID ! ITy, ranged over ITy, and SITy , Lab ! MITy, ranged over ITy. Now,
let us suppose to analyze the following µJS program with Algorithm 8, using the
abstraction just defined.
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Algorithm 9: Procedure ANALYZE(GP, 0), static analysis on CFG of P with
widening
Data: GP = hNodesP,EdgesP, InP,OutPi and a flow-sensitive input store 0
Result: fix-point of the collecting memories for each program point (result
of the analysis)
1  0;
2 0  ?;
3 while 6= 0 do
4 0  ;
5 foreach h`1, st, `2i 2 EdgesP do






3x = x + 24
};5
Since the value of boolean guard B is statically unknown also the number of the
while-loop iterations is unknown. Hence, since Ints is not ACC, also ITy is not ACC
and the value of x diverges at the program point 2: [0, 2], [0, 4], [0, 6]. . . . As we have
already mentioned before, we can use a widening operator in order to enforce ter-
mination, still guaranteeing soundness. Hence, we introduce the widening operator
rITy : ITy⇥ ITy! ITy defined as follows.
v1rITyv2 ,
(
v1rIntsv2 if v1 2 Ints, v2 2 Ints
v1 tITy v2 otherwise
The widening defined above applies the interval widening when both operands are
intervals, while it behaves as its least upper bound in the other cases, since the source
of divergence is the interval abstract domain, where a widening is needed. Given
rITy, we can build upon it the widenings r ITy : MITy ⇥MITy ! MITy and r ITy :
SITy ⇥ SITy ! SITy, namely the widening on abstract memories and abstract stores,
respectively.
ITyr ITy ITy 0 , lx 2 ID. [x 7! ITy(x)rITy ITy 0(x)]
ITyr ITy ITy 0 , l` 2 Lab. ITy(`)r ITy ITy 0(`)
At this point, we need to integrate the widening operator on abstract store on the
already presented Algorithm 8, in order to obtain an algorithm able to guarantee
convergence of any µJS program, even in presence of abstract domains that are not
ACC. This algorithm is reported in Algorithm 9 and it is defined independently from
the abstraction: it is enough to substitute the abstraction-related operations (e.g.,
widening r) in Algorithm 9 in order to obtain the abstract interpreter using the de-
sired abstraction. What changes w.r.t. Algorithm 8 is line 6: when an edge h`1, st, `2i
is processed and analyzed, the resulting memory should be put at `2, lubbing it with
the previous memory at `2. Instead, we substitute least upper bound with widening,
that is the previous memory holding at `2 is widened with the resulting memory of
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XXXXXXXXXXXLine
# iteration I II III IV V VI VII
1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
2 [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0,+•] [0,+•] [0,+•] [0,+•]
3 ? [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0,+•] [0,+•] [0,+•]
4 ? ? [2, 2] [2, 2] [2, 2] [2,+•] [2,+•]
5 ? [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0,+•] [0,+•] [0,+•]
TABLE 3.1: Example of application of Algorithm 9.
L st M `1 .
For example, let us consider the µJS divergent program previously reported and
let’s analyze its corresponding control-flow graph with Algorithm 9. In Table 3.1 we
report the iterations of Algorithm 9, showing what is computed at each iteration for
each program point. In particular, the algorithm converges after seven iterations,
since the fix-point it is reached.
Final remarks. In this chapter, we have introduced our core dynamic language,
namely µJS. As we have shown, the language is expressive enough to write pro-
grams with some important dynamic features, such as implicit type conversion and
dynamic typing. After that, we have recalled and provided the basic background
of static program analysis by abstract interpretation (in particular analyzing the
control-flow graph of a program), showing static analysis process on two different
abstract domains, a finite abstract domain and an infinite abstract domain.
This chapter places the ground for the next chapters of the thesis. In particu-
lar, in the next chapters, we will present the main contribution of this thesis, pre-
senting an abstract interpreter for µJS augmented by string-to-code statements, able
to both perform a precise string analysis and answering questions about programs
that transform strings into code, at run-time. Before doing that, we will first present
state-of-art string abstractions integrated in real-world JavaScript static analyzers.
In particular, we will discuss the string abstractions of TAJS and SAFE analyzers in
the context of backward completeness property introduced in Section 2.5. Given an
operation, when backward completeness is guaranteed means that no loss of infor-
mation arises during input abstract process of the operation of interest. We show
that these abstractions are not backward complete w.r.t. some string operations of
interest, and then we will show how to build a complete version of these abstrac-
tions. In the final discussion of the chapter, we will discuss the possibility to build
complete domains also for more challenging string operations, such as eval. This




Towards a string abstract domain
for dynamic languages
In this chapter, we discuss the precision of existing string abstractions integrated
into state-of-the-art static JavaScript analyzers based on abstract interpretation. As
discussed in Section 2.5, when we talk about precision, we are talking about com-
pleteness.
Completeness in abstract interpretation is a well-known property, which ensures
that the abstract framework does not lose information during the abstraction pro-
cess, with respect to the property of interest. Completeness has never been taken into
account for existing string abstract domains, due to the fact that it is difficult to prove
it formally. However, the effort is fully justified when dealing with string analysis,
which is a key issue to guarantee security properties in many software systems, in
particular for JavaScript programs where poorly managed string manipulating code
often leads to significant security flaws. In this chapter, we address backward com-
pleteness property 1 for the main JavaScript-specific string abstract domains, inte-
grated into real JavaScript static analyzers, improving precision of them, w.r.t. some
operations of interest. In particular, we will exploit the constructive methodologies
presented in Section 2.5.5 providing suitable refinements of JavaScript-specific string
abstract domains, and we discuss the benefits of guaranteeing completeness in the
context of abstract interpretation-based string analysis of dynamic languages.
At the end of this chapter, we discuss and motivate the need of building a novel
string abstract domain for the analysis of dynamic code, rather than the ones pre-
sented in this chapter.
4.1 An example of complete shell
As we have already mentioned in Section 2.5.5, the complete shell of an abstract
domain A, w.r.t. an operation of interest f : A ! B, is a refinement of A that adds
the minimal number of abstract points to A in order to make A complete w.r.t. the
operation f . Before going into details of complete shells for JavaScript-specific string
abstract domains, we give an informal introduction to complete shells by means of
a simple but enough expressive example in the context of dynamic languages.
As mentioned more than once, a common feature of dynamic languages is to
be not typed. Hence, in those languages, it is allowed to change the variable type
through the program execution. For example, in PHP, it is completely legal to write
fragments such as $x=1;$x=true;, where the type of the variable x changes from
integer to boolean. One of the first attempt to statically reasoning about variable
1In the rest of this chapter, when we talk about completeness, we mean backward completeness.











FIGURE 4.1: (a) Type abstract domain for PHP. (b) Complete shell of
type abstract domain w.r.t. the sum operation.
types was to track the latter adopting the type abstract domain [Arceri and Maf-
feis, 2017; Kneuss, Suter, and Kuncak, 2010] (similar to the one presented in Sec-
tion 3.2), in order to detect whether a certain variable has constant type through
the whole program execution. In Figure 4.1a, we report the type abstract domain
for an intra-procedural version of PHP [Arceri and Maffeis, 2017], that tracks null,
boolean, integer, float and string types2. Consider the formal semantics of the sum
operation in PHP [Filaretti and Maffeis, 2014]. When one of the operands is a string,
since the sum operation is feasible only between numbers, implicit type conversion
occurs and converts the string operand to a number. In particular, if the prefix of
the string is a number, it is converted to the maximum prefix of the string corre-
sponding to a number, otherwise it is converted to 0. For example, the expression
e = "2.4hello" + "4" returns 6.4. Let   be the abstract sum operation on the type
abstract domain. The type of the expression e is given by:
a({"2.4hello"})   a({"4"}) = String   String = >
The static type analysis based on the type abstract domain returns > (i.e., any possi-
ble type), since the sum between two strings may return either an integer or a float
value. Precisely, the domain is not complete w.r.t. the PHP sum operation, since
for any string s and s0, it does not meet the completeness condition: a(s   s0) =
a(s)   a(s0), e.g., a(s + s0) = Float 6= a(s)   a(s0) = >. Intuitively, the type
abstract domain is not complete w.r.t. the sum operation due to the loss of preci-
sion that occurs during the abstraction process of the inputs, since the domain is not
precise enough to distinguish between strings that may be implicitly converted to
integers or floats.
Figure 4.1b shows the complete shell of the type abstract domain w.r.t. the sum.
The latter adds two abstract values to the original domain, namely StrFloat and
StrInt, that correspond to the abstractions of the strings that may be implicitly con-
verted to floats and to integers, respectively. Note that, the type analysis on the novel
abstract domain is now complete w.r.t. the sum operation. Indeed, the completeness
condition also holds for the expression e, as shown below.
a({"2.4hello"} + {"4"}) = Float
= a({"2.4hello"})   a({"4"})
= StrFloat   StrInt
= Float
2Closing the type abstract domain by the powerset operation, a more precise abstract domain is
obtained, called union type abstract domain[Kneuss, Suter, and Kuncak, 2010], that tracks the set of the
possible types of a certain variable during program execution.
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FIGURE 4.2: (a) SAFE, (b) TAJS string abstract domains recasted for
µJS.
As pointed out above, guaranteeing completeness in abstract interpretation is a pre-
cious and desirable property that an abstract domain should aim to, since it ensures
that no loss of precision occurs during the input abstraction process of the operation
of interest. It is worth noting that guessing a complete abstract domain for a cer-
tain operation becomes particularly hard when the operation has a tricky semantics,
such as in our example or, more in general, in dynamic languages operations. For
this reason, complete shells become important since they are able to mathematically
guarantee completeness for a certain operation, starting from an abstract domain of
interest.
4.2 Making JavaScript string abstract domains complete
In this section, we study the completeness property of two string abstract domains
integrated into two state-of-the-art JavaScript static analyzers based on abstract in-
terpretation, that are SAFE [Lee et al., 2012] and TAJS [Jensen, Møller, and Thiemann,
2009]. Both the abstract domains track important information on JavaScript strings,
e.g., SAFE tracks numeric strings, such as "2.5" or "+5", and TAJS is able to infer
when a string corresponds to an unsigned integer, that may be used as array index.
For the sake of readability, we recast the original string abstract domains for µJS,
following the notation adopted in [Amadini et al., 2017]. Figure 4.2 depicts them.
Moreover, without loss of generality, the string "NaN", has no particular meaning
here, and it is treated as a non-numerical string.
For each string abstract domain D, we denote by aD : }(S⇤) ! D its abstraction
function, by gD : D ! }(S⇤) its concretization function, and by rD : }(S⇤) !
}(S⇤) 2 uco(D) the associated upper closure operator.
4.2.1 Completing SAFE string abstract domain
Figure 4.2a depicts the string abstract domain SF , i.e., the recasted version of the
domain integrated into the SAFE [Lee et al., 2012] static analyzer. It splits strings
into the abstract values: Numeric (i.e., numerical strings) and NotNumeric (i.e., all the
other strings). Before reaching these abstract values, SF precisely tracks each single
string value. For instance, aSF({"+9.6", "7"})=Numeric, and aSF({"+9.6", "bar"})=
>SF .
We study the completeness of SF w.r.t. concat operation. Figure 4.3 presents
the abstract semantics of the concatenation operation for SF , that is:
Jconcat(•, •)KSF : SF ⇥ SF ! SF
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Jconcat(s1, s2)KSF ?SF s2 2 S⇤ Numeric NotNumeric >SF
?SF ?SF ?SF ?SF ?SF ?SF
s1 2 S⇤ ?SF s1 · s2
8><>:










NotNumeric ?SF NotNumeric NotNumeric NotNumeric >SF
>SF ?SF >SF >SF >SF >SF
FIGURE 4.3: SAFE concat abstract semantics.
In particular, when both abstract values correspond to single strings, the standard
string concatenation is applied (second row, second column). In the case in which
one abstract value, involved in the concatenation, is a string and the other is Numeric
(third row, second column and second row, third column) we distinguish two cases:
if the string s is empty or corresponds to an unsigned integer string (i.e., s 2 S⇤UInt)
we can safely return Numeric, otherwise NotNumeric is returned. This happens be-
cause, when two float strings (hence numerical strings) are concatenated, a non-
numerical string is returned (e.g., concat("1.1", "2.2") = "1.12.2"). For the same
reason, when both input abstract values are Numeric, the result is not guaranteed to
be numerical, indeed, Jconcat(Numeric,Numeric)KSF = >SF .
Lemma 4.1. SF is not complete w.r.t. concat. In particular3, 8S1, S2 2 }(S⇤) we
have that:
aSF(Jconcat(S1, S2)K) ( Jconcat(aSF(S1), aSF(S2))KSF
Consider S1 = {"2.2", "2.3"} and S2 = {"2", "3"}. The completeness property
does not hold:
aSF(Jconcat(S1, S2)K) = Numeric 6= >SF = Jconcat(aSF(S1), aSF(S2))KSF
The SF abstract domain loses too much information during the abstraction pro-
cess; information that cannot be retrieved during the abstract concatenation. Intu-
itively, to gain completeness w.r.t. concat operation, SF should improve the pre-
cision of the numerical strings abstraction, e.g., discriminating between float and
integer strings. Following Theorem 2.40, we can formally construct the absolute
complete shell of rSF w.r.t. concat operation, that is SrSFconcat. The abstract domain
corresponding to this complete shell, that is complete for concat, is reported in Fig-
ure 4.4 and we denote it by SF (and hence its corresponding upper closure operator
by rSF).
In particular, the points inside dashed boxes are the abstract values added dur-
ing the iterative computations of rSF, the points inside standard boxes are instead
obtained by the Moore closure of the other points of the domain, while the remain-
ing abstract values were already in SF . The meaning of abstract values in SF is
intuitive. In order to satisfy the completeness property, SF splits the Numeric ab-
stract value, already taken into account in SF , into all the strings corresponding to
unsigned integer (UInt), unsigned floats (UFloat), and signed numbers (SignedNum).
3We abuse notation denotingwith J·K the additive lift to set of basic values of the concrete semantics,
i.e., the collecting semantics.
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FIGURE 4.4: Absolute complete shell of rSF w.r.t. concat.
Moreover, particular importance is given to the empty string, since the novel ab-
stract domain specifies whether each abstract value contains "". Indeed, the UInte
abstract value represents the strings corresponding to unsigned integer or to the
empty string, and the UNume abstract value represents the strings corresponding to
unsigned numbers or to the empty string. An unexpected abstract value considered
in SF is NotUnsignedNotEmpty, such that:
gSF(NotUnsignedNotEmpty) = { s 2 S⇤ | s 2 S⇤SNum [ (S⇤NotNumr {""}) }
where S⇤SNum and S⇤NotNum correspond to the set of strings that are signed numbers
and not numerical strings, respectively. Hence, the concretization of the above ab-
stract point corresponds to the set of any non-numerical string, except the empty
string, and any string corresponding to a signed number. This abstract point has
been added to SF following the computation of the formula below:
NotUnsignedNotEmpty 2 max({ Z 2 }(S⇤) | Jconcat(Numeric,Z)K ✓
gSF(NotNumeric) })
Informally speaking, we are wondering the following question: which is the maximal
set of strings s.t. concatenated to any possible numerical string will produce something
that is dominated by any possible non-numerical string? Indeed, in order to be sure to
obtain non-numerical strings, the maximal set doing so is exactly the set of any non-
numerical non-empty string, and any string corresponding to a signed number, that
is NotUnsignedNotEmpty.
Theorem 4.2. rSF is the absolute complete shell of rSF w.r.t. concat operation and it is
complete for it.
For example, consider again S1 = {"2.2", "2.3"} and S2 = {"2", "3"}. Given
SF, the completeness condition holds:
aSF(Jconcat(S1, S2)K) = UFloat
= Jconcat(aSF(S1), aSF(S2))KSF
= Jconcat(UFloat,UInt)KSF
4.2.2 Completing TAJS string abstract domain
Figure 4.2b depicts the string abstract domain T J , that is the string domain inte-
grated into TAJS static analyzer [Jensen, Møller, and Thiemann, 2009]. Differently
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?T JN
0 1 2 3 . . .  5 +6 2.2 3.4 . . .
UnsignedInt NotUnsignedInt
>T JN
FIGURE 4.5: TAJS numerical abstract domain.
from SF , it splits the strings into Unsigned, that denotes the strings correspond-
ing to unsigned numbers, and NotUnsigned, any other string. Hence, for example,
aT J ({"9", "+9"}) = >T J and aT J ({"9.2", "foo"}) = NotUnsigned. As for SF , before
reaching these abstract values, T J precisely tracks single string values.
In this section, we focus on the toNum (i.e., string-to-number) operation. Since
this operation clearly involves numbers, in Figure 4.5 we report the TAJS numeri-
cal abstract domain, denoted by T J N. The latter domain behaves similarly to T J ,
distinguishing between unsigned and not unsigned integers. As far as TAJS is con-
cerned, we consider the following string operation
JtoNum(s)K = (I(s) s 2 S⇤Num
0 otherwise
that takes a string as input and returns the number that it represents if the input
string corresponds to a numerical string (i.e., s 2 S⇤Num), 0 otherwise. For example,
toNum("4.2") = 4.2 and toNum("asd") = 0.
Below we define the abstract semantics of the string-to-number operation for
T J . In particular, we define the function:
JtoNum(•)KT J : T J ! T J N
that takes as input a string abstract value in s 2 T J , and returns an integer abstract
value in T J N.
JtoNum(s)KT J =
8>>>><>>>>:
?T JN s = ?T JJtoNum(s)K s 2 S⇤
UnsignedInt s = Unsigned
>T JN s = NotUnsigned_ s = >T J
When the input evaluates to ?T J , bottom is propagated and ?T JN is returned
(first row). If the input evaluates to a single string value, the abstract semantics relies
on its concrete one (second row). When the input evaluates to the string abstract
value Unsigned (third row), the integer abstract value UnsignedInt is returned. Finally,
when the input evaluates to NotUnsigned or >T J , the top integer abstract value is
returned (forth row).
Lemma 4.3. T J is not complete w.r.t. toNum. In particular, 8S 2 }(S⇤) we have
that:
aT JN(JtoNum(S)K) ( JtoNum(aT J (S))KT J
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FIGURE 4.6: Complete shell of rT J relative to rT JN w.r.t. toNum.
For example, consider S = {"2.3", "3.4"}. The completeness property does not
hold:
aT JN(JtoNum(S)K) = NotUnsignedInt 6= >T JN = JtoNum(aT J (S))KT J
Again, the completeness condition does not hold because the T J string abstract do-
main loses too much information during the input abstraction process, and the latter
information cannot be retrieved during the abstract toNum operation. In particular,
when non-numeric strings and unsigned integer strings are converted to numbers
by toNum, they are mapped to the same value, namely 0. Indeed, T J does not dif-
ferentiate between non-numeric and unsigned integer string values, and this is the
principal cause of the T J incompleteness w.r.t. toNum. Additionally, more precision
can be obtained if we could differentiate numeric strings holding float numbers from
those holding integer numbers. Thus, in order to make T J complete w.r.t. toNum,
we have to derive the complete shell of the T J string abstract domain relative to
the T J N numerical abstract domain, applying Theorem 2.39. In particular, let rT J
and rT JN be the upper closure operators related to T J and T J N abstract domains,
respectively. By applying Theorem 2.39, we obtain SrT JtoNum(rT JN), namely the com-
plete shell of rT J relative to rT JN w.r.t. toNum. For the sake of readability, we denote
this upper closure operator by rTJ and the corresponding abstract domain, denoted
by TJ, is depicted in Figure 4.6.
In particular, the abstract points inside dashed boxes are the abstract values
added during the iterative computations of rTJ, the points inside the standard boxes
are instead obtained by the Moore closure of the other points of the domain, while
the remaining abstract values were already in T J . A non-intuitive point added by
TJ is SignedOrFloats, namely the abstract value s.t. its concretization contains any
float string and the signed integer strings. This abstract point is added during the
computation of TJ, following the formula below:
SignedOrFloats 2 max({ Z 2 }(S⇤) | JtoNum(Z)K ✓ gT JN(NotUnsignedInt) })
Informally speaking, we are wondering the following question: which is the maximal
set of strings Z s.t. toNum(Z) is dominated by NotUnsignedInt? In order to obtain from
toNum(Z) only values dominated by NotUnsignedInt, the maximal set doing so is
exactly the set of the float strings and the signed strings. Other strings, such that:
unsigned integer strings or not numerical strings are excluded, since they are both
converted to unsigned integers, and they would violate the dominance relation.
Similarly, the abstract point UnsignedOrNotNumeric is added to the absolute com-
plete shell TJ, when the following formula is computed:
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UnsignedOrNotNumeric 2 max({ Z 2 }(S⇤) | JtoNum(Z)K ✓ gT JN(UnsignedInt) })
In order to obtain from toNum(Z) only values dominated byUnsignedInt, themaximal
set doing so is exactly the set of unsigned integer strings and non-numerical strings,
since the latter are converted to 0.
Theorem 4.4. rTJ is the complete shell of rT J relative to rT JN w.r.t. toNum operation and
hence it is complete for it.
For example, consider again the string set S = {"2.3", "3.4"}. Given TJ, the
completeness condition holds:
aT JN(JtoNum(S)K) = NotUnsignedInt
= JtoNum(aTJ(S))KT J
= JtoNum(SignedOrFloats)KT J
4.3 What we gain from using a complete abstract domain?
In this section, we discuss and evaluate the benefits of adopting the complete shells
reported in Section 4.2 and, more in general, complete domains, w.r.t. a certain op-
eration. In particular, we compare the string abstract domains adopted by SAFE
and TAJS with their corresponding complete shells, we discuss the complexity of
the complete shells, and finally we argue how adopting complete abstract domains
can be useful into static analyzers.
Precision. In the previous section, we focused on the completeness of the string ab-
stract domains integrated into SAFE and TAJS w.r.t. two string operations, namely
concat and toNum, respectively. While string concatenation is common in any pro-
gramming language, toNum assumes critical importance in the dynamic language
context, mostly where implicit type conversion is provided. Since type conversion is
often hidden from the developer, aim to completeness of the analysis increases the
precision of such operations. For instance, let x be a variable, at a certain program
execution point. x may have concrete value in the set S = {"foo", "bar"}. If S is
abstracted into the starting TAJS string abstract domain, its abstraction will corre-
spond to NotUnsigned, losing the information about the fact that the concrete value
of x surely does not contain numerical values. Hence, when the abstract value of S is
used as input of toNum, the result will return >T JN , i.e., any possible concrete integer
value. Conversely, abstracting S in TJ (the absolute complete shell of T J relative to
toNum discussed in Section 4.2.2) leads to a more precise abstraction, since TJ is able
to differentiate between non-numerical and numerical strings. In particular, the ab-
stract value of S in TJ is NotNumeric, hence toNum(NotNumeric) will precisely return
0.
Adopting a complete shell w.r.t. a certain operation does not compromise the
precision of the others. For example, consider again the original string abstract do-
main into TAJS static analyzer and the following JavaScript fragment.
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1 var obj = {
2 "foo" : 1,
3 "bar" : 2,
4 "1.2" : 3,
5 "2.2" : "hello"
6 }
7
8 y = obj[idx];
Let us suppose that the value of idx is the abstraction, in the starting TAJS string
abstract domain, of the string set S = {"foo", "bar"}, namely the abstract value
NotUnsigned. The variable idx is used to access a property of the object obj at line
8 and, in the abstract computation, to guarantee soundness, it accesses all the prop-
erties of obj, includes the fields "1.2" and "2.2", introducing noise in the abstract
computation, since "1.2" and "2.2" are false positives values introduced by the ab-
straction of the values of idx. If we analyze the same JavaScript fragment with the
absolute complete shell (w.r.t. toNum operation) of the TAJS string abstract domain
defined in Section 4.2.2, we obtain more precise results. Indeed, in this case, the
value of idx corresponds to the abstract value NotNumeric, and when it is used to
access the object obj at line 8, only "foo" and "bar" are accessed, since they are the
only non-numerical string properties of obj.
Complexity of the complete shells. We evaluate the complexity of the complete
shells we have provided in the previous section. As usual in static analysis by ab-
stract interpretation, there exists a trade-off between precision and efficiency: choose
a more precise abstract domain may compromise the efficiency of the abstract com-
putations. A representative example is reported in [Giacobazzi, Ranzato, and Scoz-
zari, 2000]: the complete shell of the sign abstract domain w.r.t. addition is the in-
terval abstract domain. Hence, starting from a finite height abstract domain (signs)
we obtain an infinite height abstract domain (intervals). In particular, fix-point com-
putations on signs converge, while they may diverge on intervals, being interval
abstract domain not-ACC. Indeed, after the completion, the interval abstract do-
main should be equipped also with a widening [Cousot and Cousot, 1977] in order
to still guarantee termination. A worst-case scenario is when the complete shells
w.r.t. a certain operation exactly corresponds to the collecting abstract domain, i.e.,
the concrete domain. Clearly, we cannot use the concrete domain due to undecid-
ability reasons, but this suggests us to change the starting abstract domain, since it
is not able to track any information related to the operation of interest. An example
is the suffix abstract domain [Costantini, Ferrara, and Cortesi, 2015] with substring
operation: since this abstract domain tracks only the common suffix of a strings set,
it cannot track the information about the indexes of the common suffix, and the com-
plete shell of the suffix abstract domain w.r.t. substring would lead to the concrete
domain. Hence, if the focus of the abstract interpreter is to improve the precision of
the substring operation, we should change the abstract domain with a more precise
one for substring.
Consider now the complete shells reported in Section 4.2. The obtained complete
shells still have finite height, hence termination is still guaranteed without the need
to equip the complete shells with widening operators. Moreover, the complexity of
the string operations of interest is preserved after completion. Indeed, in both TAJS
and SAFE abstract domains, concat and toNum operations have constant complexity,
respectively, and the same complexity is preserved in the corresponding complete
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shells. It is worth noting that also the complexity of the abstract domain-related op-
erations, such as least upper bound, greatest lower bound and the ordering operator,
is preserved in the complete shells. Hence, to conclude, as far as the complete shells
we have reported for TAJS and SAFE are concerned, there is no worsening when
we substitute the original string abstract domains with the corresponding complete
shells, and this leads, as we have already mentioned before, to completeness during
the input abstraction process w.r.t. the relative operations, namely concat for SAFE
and toNum for TAJS.
False positives reduction. As we have already mentioned before, in static analysis
a certain degree of abstraction must be added in order to obtain decidable proce-
dures to infer invariants on a generic program. Clearly, using less precise abstract
domains lead to an increase of false positive values of the computed invariants. In
particular, after a program is analyzed, this burdens the phase of false positive de-
tection: when a program is analyzed, the phase after consists of detecting which
values of the invariants derived by the static analyzer are spurious values, namely
values that are not certainly computed by the concrete execution of the program of
interest. In particular, using imprecise (i.e., not complete) abstract domains clearly
augment the number of false positives in the abstract computation of the static an-
alyzer, burdening the next phase of detection of the spurious values. On the other
hand, adopting (backward) complete abstract domains w.r.t. a certain operation re-
duces the numbers of false positives introduced during the abstract computations,
at least in the input abstraction process. Clearly, in this way, the next phase of de-
tection of false positives will be lighter since less noise has been introduced during
the abstract computation of the invariants. Consider again the JavaScript fragment
reported in the previous paragraph. As we have already discussed before, using the
starting TAJS abstract domain to abstract the variable idx leads to a loss of precision,
since the spurious value "1.1" and "1.2" are taken into account in its abstract value,
namely NotUnsigned. Using the complete shell of TAJS w.r.t. toNum instead does not
add noise when idx is used to access obj.
4.4 Can we use complete shells for dynamic code analysis?
We have addressed the problem of backward completeness in JavaScript-specific
string abstract domains, and provided, in particular, the complete shells of TAJS
and SAFE string abstract domains w.r.t. concat and toNum operations, respectively.
Our results can be easily applied also to JSAI string abstract domain [Kashyap et al.,
2014], as it can be seen as an extension of the SAFE domain. At the end, we have also
discussed the importance, for strings abstractions, of guaranteeing completeness for
strings operations.
Complete shells can help to provide more precise string analyses, enabling in
turn more precision in abstracting string-to-code inputs. One can think to use the
methodologies of complete shells also with respect to string-to-code statements,
starting from the string abstract domains presented in this chapter. Unfortunately,
doing so, will lead to the string concrete domain, producing no useful abstract do-
main for analyzing string-to-code statements. Informally speaking, string-to-code
statements (e.g., eval) exactly implement the concrete interpreter of a language and
it does make sense to get the concrete domain when you try to compute the com-
plete shell for such operations. Hence, complete shells do not help in constructively
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building a useful domain for analyzing dynamic code and we need to build a novel
string abstract domain upon which we can build an analysis for dynamic code.
We aim at a strings abstraction collecting, as faithfully as possible, the set of
possible values that a string variable may receive before string-to-code executes it.
It surely has to approximate the set of possible string values, hence it has to be a
language, it has also to keep enough information for allowing us to extract code
from it, but it has also to keep enough information for analyzing properties of string
variables that are never executed by a string-to-code statement during computation.
We think that a suitable string abstraction meeting all the requirements is regular
languages, by means of their representation of finite state automata. In particular, in
the next chapter we will formally present the finite state automata abstract domain,




The finite state automata domain
In this chapter, we define the finite state automata abstract domain for string val-
ues, namely the domain of regular languages over S⇤, inspired by similar string
domains such as the ones reported in [Park, Im, and Ryu, 2016; Choi et al., 2006;
Yu et al., 2008]. The domain is the core of the abstract interpreter for dynamically
generated code we will describe later. In particular, we will first formally define
the abstract domain, then we will define some novel important operations on finite
state automata, characterizing several notions of substring languages and automata,
useful to integrate the domain into an abstract interpreter for string manipulation
programming languages.
5.1 DFA/⌘ abstract domain
The aim of this section is that of characterize automata as a domain for abstracting
the computation of program semantics in the abstract interpretation framework. The
exploited idea is that of approximating strings as regular languages represented by
the minimum DFA [Davis, Sigal, and Weyuker, 1994] recognizing them. We denote
the set of all (deterministic) finite state automata by DFA. In general, given a regular
language, we can have more finite state automata that recognize that language. Let
us consider the equivalence relation ⌘✓ DFA⇥ DFA defined as
8A1, A2 2 DFA. A1 ⌘ A2 , L (A1) = L (A2)
We consider the partition induced by ⌘ of DFA, denoted by DFA/⌘ , { [A]⌘ | A 2
DFA }, namely the set of all the equivalence classes induced by ⌘, where any equiv-
alence class [A]⌘ is composed by the DFA that recognize the same language. When
we refer to an element of DFA/⌘, we abuse notation by representing equivalence
classes in the domain DFA/⌘ w.r.t. ⌘ by one of its automata (usually the minimum
w.r.t. the number of states), that is when we write A 2 DFA/⌘ we mean [A]⌘. We
define the partial order vDFA induced by language inclusion, that is:
8A1, A2 2 DFA/⌘ . A1 vDFA A2 , L (A1) ✓ L (A2)
Lemma 5.1. hDFA/⌘,vDFAi is a poset.
Proof. For all A1, A2, A3 2 DFA/⌘ the relation vDFA satisfies:
1. Reflexivity: L (A1) ✓ L (A1), A1 vDFA A1








FIGURE 5.1: (a) A1 (b) A2 (c)Min(A1 tDFA A2)
2. Anti-symmetry:
A1 vDFA A2 ^ A2 vDFA A1
, L (A1) ✓ L (A2) ^L (A2) ✓ L (A1)
, L (A1) = L (A2)
, A1 = A2
3. Transitivity:
A1 vDFA A2 ^ A2 vDFA A3
, L (A1) ✓ L (A2) ^L (A2) ✓ L(A3)
) L (A1) ✓ L (A3)
, A1 vDFA A3
DFA/⌘ has bottom element, denoted by Min(?), that is the equivalence class
represented by the automaton that recognizes the empty language, and top element,
denoted byMin(S⇤), that is the equivalence class represented by the automaton that
recognizes S⇤.
The least upper bound (lub)tDFA : DFA/⌘ ⇥DFA/⌘ ! DFA/⌘ on the domain DFA/⌘,
corresponds to the standard union between automata:
8A1, A2 2 DFA/⌘. A1 tDFA A2 , Min(L (A1) [L (A2))
It is the minimum automaton recognizing the union of the languages L (A1) and
L (A2). This is a well-defined notion since regular languages are closed under union.
As example, consider Figure 5.1, where the automaton in Figure 5.1c is the least
upper bound of A1 and A2 given in Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b, respectively. Dually,
the greatest lower bound (glb) uDFA : DFA/⌘ ⇥ DFA/⌘ ! DFA/⌘ corresponds to
automata intersection, formally:
8A1, A2 2 DFA/⌘. A1 uDFA A2 , Min(L (A1) \L (A2))
As for automata least upper bound, also the greatest lower bound is well-defined
since regular languages are closed under intersection.
Lemma 5.2. hDFA/⌘,vDFA,tDFA,uDFA,Min(?),Min(S⇤)i is a lattice.
Proof. The lemma holds since regular languages (hence, finite state automata) are
closed under finite union and intersection, i.e., tDFA and uDFA.
Theorem 5.3. hDFA/⌘,vDFA,tDFA,uDFA,Min(?),Min(S⇤)i is not a complete lattice.
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Proof. Consider the family of regular languagesLj = S⇤ r {ajbj}, with j 2 N. For
each Lj there exists a deterministic finite state automaton Aj such that L (Aj) = Lj.
Suppose that A 2 DFA/⌘ is the greatest lower bound of {Aj}j2N and consider the
language L 0 = { s 2 {a, b}⇤ | |s|a 6= |s|b }. Since L (A) contains all the strings not
in the form aibi,L 0 ✓ L (A). In particular,L 0 ⇢ L (A).
L 0 ⇢ L (A)
)9s 2 L (A)rL 0
)L 0 ⇢ L (A)r {s} ⇢ L (A)
This leads to a contradiction, as L (A) does not contain only the strings not in the
form aibi and, in turn, the automaton A is not the greatest lower bound of {Aj}j2N.
In other words, there exists no Galois connections between DFA/⌘ and }(S⇤),
i.e., theremay exist nominimal automaton abstracting a language. Someworks have
studied automatic procedures to compute, given an input language L , the regular
cover ofL [Domaratzki, Shallit, and Yu, 2001], namely an automaton containing the
languageL . In particular, [Câmpeanu, Paun, and Yu, 2002; Domaratzki, Shallit, and
Yu, 2001] have studied regular covers guaranteeing that the automaton obtained is
the best w.r.t. a minimal relation (but not minimum).
The best abstraction fails since the set of the possible abstractions of a language
L 2 }(S⇤)may be a strictly decreasing chainw.r.t. vDFA. Let us consider the context-
free language L = { anbn | n 2 N }. The set of the possible finite state automata
approximating the language is indeed reported in the following.
Min({e} [ { anbm | n+m   0 })
wDFA Min({e, ab} [ { anbm | n+m   1 })
wDFA Min({e, ab, a2b2} [ { anbm | n+m   2 })
wDFA Min({e, ab, a2b2, a3b3} [ { anbm | n+m   3 })
. . .
However, this is not a concern. Indeed, as stated in [Cousot and Cousot, 1992a], one
can abandon the idea of having the best abstraction, choosing an arbitrary abstract
element among the possible abstractions of a concrete element. Other solutions can
be performed since the relation between concrete semantics and abstract semantics
can beweakenedwhile still ensuring soundness [Cousot andCousot, 1992b]. Awell-
known example of abstraction where the best abstraction does not exists is the con-
vex polyhedra domain [Cousot and Halbwachs, 1978]. From here on, we denote by
gDFA : DFA/⌘ ! }(S⇤) the concretization function of DFA/⌘, that given an automa-
ton returns the language recognized by the automaton, namely gDFA(A) , L (A).
Widening automata. It is easy to see that the abstract domain DFA/⌘ is infinite and
it is not ACC, as stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. hDFA/⌘,vDFAi is not ACC.
Proof. As a counterexample, let us consider the family of regular languages Lj =
{ aibi | 0  i  j }. For each j 2 N there exists the minimal automaton Aj that
recognizes the language Lj, since these languages are regular. It is trivial to prove
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that 8i 2 N. Ai ✓ Ai+1. Let {Aj}j2N be an infinite increasing chain and suppose that
stabilizes after a certain number of steps k 2 N.
9k 2 N. 8j   k Ak = Aj
)Ak = Ak+1
,L (Ak) = L (Ak+1)
,{ aibi | 0  i  k } = { aibi | 0  i  k+ 1 }
The two languages are not equal since the string s = ak+1bk+1 2 L (Ak+1) but s /2
L (Ak), leading to a contradiction.
The domain DFA/⌘ is an infinite domain, and it is not ACC, i.e., it contains infi-
nite ascending chains. This clearly implies that any computation on DFA/⌘ may lose
convergence [Cousot and Cousot, 1992b]. Most of the proposed abstract domains for
strings [Costantini, Ferrara, and Cortesi, 2015; Kashyap et al., 2014; Jensen, Møller,
and Thiemann, 2009; Lee et al., 2012] trivially satisfy ACC by being finite, but they
may lose precision during the abstract computation [Cousot and Cousot, 1992b]. In
these cases, domains must be equipped with a widening operator approximating
the least upper bound in order to enforce convergence (by necessarily losing preci-
sion) for any increasing chain [Cousot and Cousot, 1992b]. As far as automata are
concerned, existing widenings are defined in terms of a state equivalence relation
merging states that recognize the same language, up to a fixed length n (set as pa-
rameter for tuning the widening precision) [D’Silva, 2006; Bartzis and Bultan, 2004].
We denote this parametric widening with rnDFA/⌘ : DFA/⌘ ⇥ DFA/⌘ ! DFA/⌘, with
n 2 N [D’Silva, 2006] and it is defined in the following.
Let A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi and A0 = hQ0,S, d0, q00, F0i be two finite state automata such
that L (A) ✓ L (A0): the widening between A and A0 is formalized in terms of a re-
lation R ✓ Q⇥ Q0 between the sets of states of the two automata. The relation R is
used to define an equivalence relation ⌘R✓ Q0 ⇥ Q0 over the states of A0, such that
⌘R= R   R 1. The widening between A and A0 is then given by the quotient automa-
ton of A0 w.r.t. the partition induced by ⌘R: A0rRA0 = A0⌘R1. Thus, the widening
operator merges the states of A0 that are equivalent by the relation ⌘R. By changing
the relation R, we obtain different widening operators [D’Silva, 2006]. It has been
proved that convergence is guaranteed when the relation Rn ✓ Q⇥ Q0 is such that
(q, q0) 2 Rn iff q and q0 recognize the same language of strings of length at most
n [D’Silva, 2006]. Thus, the parameter n tunes the length of strings determining the
equivalence of states used for merging them in the widening. It is worth noting that,
the smaller is n, the more information will be lost by widening automata.
In the following, given A, A0 2 DFA/⌘ (without any constraints on the languages
they recognize), we define the widening operator on DFA/⌘ parametric on n 2 N as
follows.
ArnDFA/⌘A0 , ArRn(AtDFA A0)
In order to show how the defined widening operator works, let us consider the fol-
lowing example.
Example 5.5. Consider the following µJS program.
1Given A 2 DFA/⌘ and a partition p over its states, we denote as Ap = hQ0, d0, q00, F0,Si the quotient
automaton [Davis, Sigal, and Weyuker, 1994].







FIGURE 5.2: (a) A1, L (A1) = {e, a} (b) A2, L (A2) = {a, aa} (c)
A1r1DFA/⌘A2
str = "";
while (x < 100) {
x = x + 1;
str = concat(str , "a")
};
Since the value of the variable x is unknown, also the number of iterations of
the while-loop is unknown. In these cases, in order to guarantee soundness and
termination, we apply the widening operator. In Figure 5.2a, we report the abstract
value of the variable str at the beginning of the second iteration of the loop, while in
Figure 5.2b the abstract value of the variable str at the end of the second iteration is
reported. Before starting a new iteration, in the example, we apply r1DFA/⌘ between
two automata, namely we merge all the states having the same outgoing character.
The minimization of the obtained automaton is reported in Figure 5.2c. The next
iteration will reach the fix-point, guaranteeing termination. Moreover, in this case,
the result that we obtain is the most precise we can hope for.
5.2 Characterization of substrings languages
In this section, we characterize the substring languages of a regular language. In
Section 5.1, we have introduced the factors of a regular language, and the corre-
sponding operator on finite state automata, containing any substring of a regular
language. Here, we want to characterize sets of substrings between an initial and a
final index (hence subsets of factors). After that, we aim at computing the automata
recognizing these sets. Hence, we will introduce several novel and non-standard au-
tomata operations, needed to integrate the abstract domain DFA/⌘ into the abstract
interpreter we will define in the next chapter.
5.2.1 Substring language between two fixed indexes
In this section, we are interested in studying the substring language, that is, given a
regular language L , we aim at computing another language L 0 of substrings of L
between two indexes i, j 2 N, such that i  j. In particular, we identify two types of
substrings: proper and non proper substrings.
For example, let us consider the string hello and the substring from 1 to 3, namely
el. We say that el is a proper substring, since it is fully contained in hello. Hence, given
a regular language, we can define the proper substring language ofL .
Definition 5.6 (Proper substring language). LetL be a regular language and i, j 2 N
s.t. i  j. The proper substring language ofL from i to j is defined as follows.
PSS(L , i, j) , { y 2 S⇤ | 9z 2 S⇤. yz 2 SU(L , i), z 2 SU(L , j) }
For example, let us consider L = { an | n 2 N }. The proper substring language
ofL from 1 to 3 is PSS(L , 1, 3) = {aa}. It is trivial to see that any proper substring
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has length j  i, that is PSS(L , i, j) ✓ Sj i. Let us consider again the string hello and
consider its substring from 3 to 7. We call such substring non-proper substring, since
at least one of the indexes is out-of-bound of the length of the string. As we have
done for proper substrings, we can define the non-proper substring language of a
regular language.
Definition 5.7 (Non-proper substring language). Let L be a regular language and
i, j 2 N s.t. i  j. The non-proper substring language of L from i to j is defined as
follows.
NSS(L , i, j) , { y 2 S⇤ | y 2 SU(L , i), y 2 S<j i } [ { e | L \ Si 6= ? }
For example, let us consider L = { an | n 2 N }. The non-proper substring
language from 1 to 3 of L is PSS(L , 1, 3) = {e, a}, corresponding to the substring
from 1 to 3 of e and a, respectively. It is trivial to see that any non proper substring
has length less than j  i, that is NSS(L , i, j) ✓ S<j i.
Hence, we can characterize the substring language of a regular language as the
union of its proper and non-proper substrings.
Definition 5.8 (Substring language). Let L be a regular language and i, j 2 N s.t.
i  j. The substring language ofL from i to j is defined as follows.
SS(L , i, j) , PSS(L , i, j) [NSS(L , i, j)
Let us consider againL = { an | n 2 N }, we have that its substring language from
1 to 3 is SS(L , 1, 3) = {e, a, aa}.
At this point, our goal is to compute these particular sets by means of the au-
tomata that recognize these languages. Given i, j 2 N (i  j) and a finite state au-
tomaton A 2 DFA/⌘ recognizing the language L , we aim at building the automata
recognizing PSS(L , i, j) and NSS(L , i, j), and consequently SS(L , i, j).
Definition 5.9 (Proper substring automaton). Let A 2 DFA/⌘, and i, j 2 N s.t. i  j.
The proper substring automaton of A from i to j is defined as follows.
PSS(A, i, j) , RQ(SU(A, i), SU(A, j)) uDFA Min(Sj i)
For example, let us consider the automaton A such that L (A) = { an | n 2
N } [ {hello, bc}. The proper substring language from 1 to 3 ofL (A) is {aa, el} and
the automaton recognizing that language is correctly computed by Definition 5.9. In
particular, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 5.10. Let A 2 DFA and i, j 2 N s.t. i  j. Then, PSS is complete, namely
PSS(L (A), i, j) = L (PSS(A, i, j))
Proof.
PSS(L (A), i, j) =
=
8<:y 2 S⇤
       9x, z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i)




       9x, z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i)
z 2 SU(L (A), j), y 2 Sj i
9=; *Def. proper substring+
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=
8<:y 2 S⇤
       9x, z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i)
z 2 SU(L (A), j)
9=; \ Sj i *Def. Sj i+
= RQ(SU(L (A), i), SU(L (A), j)) \ Sj i *Def. 2.44+
= L (RQ(SU(A, i), SU(A, j)) \Min(Sj i) *Thm. 2.50+
= L (PSS(A, i, j)) *Def. 5.9+
Similarly, we can define the non-proper substring automaton, as follows.
Definition 5.11 (Non-proper substring automaton). Let A 2 DFA/⌘, and i, j 2 N s.t.
i  j. The non-proper substring automaton of A from i to j is defined as follows.
NSS(A, i, j) , (SU(A, i)uDFA Min(S<j i))tDFA (AuDFA Min(Si) = Min(?) ?Min({e}) :Min(?))
The left-hand side of the automata union computes the non-proper substrings,
while the second one, following Definition 5.7, checks if A recognizes strings of
length less or equals to i. If so, also the automaton recognizing the empty string
is added to the result. For example, let us consider again the automaton A such that
L (A) = { an | n 2 N } [ {hello, bc}. The non-proper substring language from
1 to 3 of L (A) is {e, a, c} and the automaton recognizing that language is correctly
computed by Definition 5.11. Note that the resulting automaton correctly recognizes
also the empty string. In particular, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 5.12. Let A 2 DFA/⌘ and i, j 2 N s.t. i  j. Then, NSS is complete, namely
NSS(L (A), i, j) = L (NSS(A, i, j))
Proof.
NSS(L (A), i, j) =
= { y 2 S⇤ | y 2 SU(L (A), i), y 2 S<j i } [ { e | L (A) \ Si 6= ? } *Def. 5.7+
= (SU(L (A), i) \ S<j i) [ (L (A) \ Si 6= ? ? e : ?) *Def. S<j i+
= L ((SU(A, i)
uDFA Min(S<j i)) tDFA (AuDFA Min(Si) ?Min({e}) :Min(?))) *Thm. 2.50+
= L (NSS(A, i, j)) *Def. 5.11+
At this point, given an automaton, we can define the substring automaton be-
tween two indexes as union of its proper substring automaton and its non-proper
substring automaton.
Definition 5.13 (Substring automaton). Let A 2 DFA/⌘, and i, j 2 N s.t. i  j. The
substring automaton of A from i to j is defined as follows.
SS(A, i, j) , PSS(A, i, j) tDFA NSS(A, i, j)
For example, let us consider again the automaton A such thatL (A) = { an | n 2
N } [ {hello, bc}. The substring language from 1 to 3 of L (A) is {aa, el, e, a, c} and
the automaton recognizing that language is correctly computed by Definition 5.13.
In particular, the following theorem trivially holds.
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Theorem 5.14. Let A 2 DFA/⌘ and i, j 2 N s.t. i  j. Then, SS is complete, namely
SS(L (A), i, j) = L (SS(A, i, j))
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 5.10 and Theorem 5.12.
5.2.2 Substring language after a fixed initial index
We have previously characterized the substring automaton between two indexes i
and j of A, namely the automaton recognizing any substring from i to j of any string
recognized by A. This operation will be crucial when we will define the abstract
interpreter for µJS using finite state automata. In the following, we characterize
another type of substring language. For example, let us consider the languageL =
{hello} and suppose we want to characterize the language of any substring starting
after the index 2, that, in our example, are {e, l, ll, llo, o, lo}. In the following, we
define the language of any substring starting after a fixed index.
Definition 5.15 (Substring language after a fixed index). LetL be a regular language
and i 2 N. The substring language ofL after i ofL is defined as follows.
SS$(L , i) , { y | 9z 2 S⇤. a 2 N, yz 2 SU(L , a), a   i }
As we have already done before, we want to compute the automaton recognizing
the language we have characterized in Definition 5.15.
Definition 5.16 (Substring automaton after a fixed index). Let A 2 DFA/⌘, and i 2
N. The substring automaton of A after i is defined as follows.
SS$(A, i) , FA(SU(A, i))
Next theorem shows that SS$ exactly computes the substring language after a fixed
index of an automaton.
Theorem 5.17. Let A 2 DFA/⌘ and i 2 N. Then, SS$ is complete, namely
SS$(L (A), i) = L (SS$(A, i))
Proof.
SS$(L (A), i)
= { y | 9z 2 S⇤. a 2 N, yz 2 SU(L (A), a), a   i } *Def. 5.15+
= { y | 9z 2 S⇤. yz 2 SU(SU(L (A), i)) } *Eq. 2.1+
= PR(SU(SU(L (A), i))) *Def. 2.42+
= FA(SU(L (A), i)) *Def. 2.46+
= L (FA(SU(A, i))) *Thm. 2.50+
= L (SS$(A, i)) *Def. 5.16+
5.2.3 Substring language to an unbounded final index
The last type of substring language we introduce is the substring language between
a fixed initial index and a final index starting after a certain point. For example, let us
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consider the language L = {hello} and suppose we want to know the language of
its substrings between 1 and any index greater than 2. This language, corresponds to
{el, ell, ello}, that is the substrings between 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 1 and 5. The following
definition characterizes such language.
Definition 5.18 (Substring language to undefined final index). Let L be a regular
language and i, j 2 N s.t. i  j. The substring language from i to any index greater
or equal to j ofL is defined as follows.
SS!(L , i, j) , { y | 9x, z 2 S⇤ |x| = i, |z|   i+ j, xyz 2 L }
Note that, we can also characterize SS!(L , i, j) as follows:
SS!(L , i, j) =
[
k j
SS(L , i, k) (5.1)
As before, our aim is to compute the automata recognizing the language we have
characterized in Definition 5.18.
Definition 5.19 (Substring automaton to undefined final index). Let A 2 DFA/⌘, and
i, j 2 N s.t. i  j. The substring automaton from i to any index greater or equal to j
of A is defined as follows.
SS!(A, i, j) , RQ(SU(A, i), SU(SU(A, j)))
Next theorem shows that SS! exactly computes the substring language to undefined
final index.
Theorem 5.20. Let A 2 DFA and i, j 2 N s.t. i  j. Then, SS! is complete, namely
SS!(L (A), i, j) = L (SS!(A, i, j))
Proof.
SS!(L (A), i, j) =
= { y | 9x, z 2 S⇤. |x| = i, |z|   i+ j, xyz 2 L (A) } *Def. 5.18+
= { y | 9z 2 S⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i), |z|   i+ j } *Def. 2.45+
= { y | 9z 2 S⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i), z 2 SU(SU(L (A), i), i+ j) } *Def. 2.42+
= { y | 9z 2 S⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i), z 2 SU(SU(L (A), j)) } *Eq. 2.1+
= RQ(SU(L (A), i), SU(SU(L (A), j)))) *Def. 2.44+
= L (RQ(SU(A, i), SU(SU(A, j))))) *Thm. 2.50+
= L (SS!(A, i, j)) *Def. 5.19+
Theorem 5.21. Regular languages are closed under SS, SS$ and SS!.
Proof. The proof follows by Theorem 5.14, Theorem 5.17 and Theorem 5.20.
In this section, we have defined three classes of languages, that is the substring
language, the substring language from a certain index and substring languages be-
tween a fixed initial index to an undefined final index. For each language, we have
also defined the corresponding operator on finite state automata that computes the
automaton recognizing each language. The automata operators SS, SS$ and SS!
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will play a crucial role when we will talk about the abstract semantics of substr, in
our abstract interpreter that we will define in the next chapter.
Implementation and final remarks. The finite state automata abstract domain pre-
sented in this chapter has been implemented and it is publicly available at https:
//github.com/SPY-Lab/java-fsm-library. The library includes the implementa-
tion of all the algorithms reported in Section 2.6, such as suffix, prefix, right quo-
tient, left quotient operations. Moreover, the library provides minimization and de-
terminization algorithms discussed in Section 2.6 and the abstract-domain related
operations discussed in this chapter, such as least upper bound tDFA, greatest lower
bound uDFA and the parametric widening rnDFA/⌘ , for tuning precision and forcing
convergence in abstract computations. Moreover, it provides also all the substring
automata operations reported in this chapter, namely SS, SS$ and SS!. The abstract
semantics reported in this paper ofter relies onminimization of finite state automata,
in order to keep the automata arising during abstract computations determinized
and minimized. In general, minimization has exponential complexity but this is not
a concern. Indeed, our library relies on the Brzozowski’s algorithm, since in prac-
tice it is extremely fast on average and consistently outperforms other minimization
algorithms (e.g., Hopcroft’s algorithm [Hopcroft, Motwani, and Ullman, 2007], hav-
ing average-case complexityO(n log n), where n is the number of states) as reported
in [Holzer and Jakobi, 2013]. Moreover, the minimization is only applied when the
input automaton is not-deterministic. The finite state automata abstract domain is
the core of the abstract domain that we will present in the next chapter. In particular,
we will show that the finite structure of finite state automata lends itself well to both
perform a precise string static analysis and dynamically-generated code analysis,
corresponding to the core of the contribution of this thesis.
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Chapter 6
A sound abstract interpreter for
dynamic code
In this chapter, we go into detail of the main contribution of this thesis, that is an
abstract interpreter for string manipulation languages with dynamic code genera-
tion. As we have alreadymentioned in the introduction, dynamic languages employ
string-to-code primitives to turn dynamically generated text into executable code at
run-time. These features make standard static analysis (presented in Chapter 3) ex-
tremely hard if not impossible because its essential data structures, i.e., the control-
flow graph and the system of recursive equations associated with the program to
analyze, are themselves dynamically mutating objects.
In this chapter, we augment the syntax of µJS with a string-to-code statement,
namely eval, that takes as input a string and executes the code expressed by its
input. It should be clear that an analysis of eval is strongly dependent on the choice
of the performed string analysis. Hence, we first describe a precise string analysis
based on the finite state automata defined in Chapter 5. After that, we propose a
static analysis for eval exploiting the finite state automata abstract domain. Our
goal is to use the automata domain allowing us to soundly over-approximate and
analyze the code potentially executed by a string-to-code statement.
6.1 µJS with eval
In this section, we augment the syntax of µJSwith a string-to-code statement, namely
eval, and then we define the concrete semantics of eval. In particular, we add eval
syntax to the statement syntax of µJS as
st 2 STMT ::= . . . | `1eval(s)`2
taking as input a string expression s 2 SE. We also extend the big-step semantics of
µJS extending the function Jeval(s)K : STATE ! STATE as
Jeval(s)Kx = (JstKx if st = code(JsKx)
x otherwise
where code : STR ! µJS converts a string to the corresponding µJS program, if it
is executable. For example, code(a = 1; ) = a = 1;. Hence, the semantics of eval
evaluates its input and then it interprets the string as code, if possible, and it execute
that code. For example, Jeval("x=1")Kx = Jx=1;Kx and Jeval("hello")Kx = x. For
the sake of simplicity, when the eval input string is non-executable, the semantics
behaves as a no-op statement (i.e., skip), propagating the input state, unlike the
JavaScript semantics that throws a syntax error.
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As we have already discussed in Chapter 3, our aim is to reason about a µJS pro-
gram analyzing its corresponding control-flow graph. Hence, we extend the func-
tion Edges in order to handle also eval.
Edges(`1eval(s)`2) = {`1, eval(s), `2}
Moreover, from the control-flow graph construction, also the grammar of edges la-
bels changes.
µJS-CFG 3 l ::= · · · | eval(s)
Consequently, we need to also extend the collecting semantics of statement st 2
µJS-CFG, defined in Section 3.2 as the function L st M :M !M.
L eval(s) M = [
c2C
L c M
where C = { code(s) 2 µJS ? code(s) : skip | s 2 L e M }
We have defined and extended the collecting semantics of µJS. But, as we have al-
ready mentioned before, we need abstraction to guarantee convergence in analyzing
µJS programs. Unfortunately, this is sufficient to avoid divergence when the code is
static (namely without string-to-code statements), but when code is dynamic other
aspects of computation, not controllable by data abstraction, may cause divergence.
It is worth noting that the collection of potential executable strings reaching an eval
argument may be infinite, and this implies that, precisely as it happens for data
values, we need to abstract also code (by suitable finite representations of potential
infinite programs) in order to be able to enforce convergence by losing precision.
Moreover, there is another potential subtle source of divergence due to the un-




In this case, the second line activates an infinite nested call chain to eval. This diver-
gence comes directly from the meaning of dynamically generated code from strings
and cannot be controlled by the semantics once we execute the string-to-code state-
ment. In the following, in order to build a static analyzer for µJS, we tackle three
problems separately, in particular:
• we build a suitable data abstraction, and the corresponding abstract semantics,
preparing the field for analyzing eval (Section 6.2);
• we provide an over-approximation of the code executed by eval. Once we
have such abstraction, we recursively call the abstract interpreter on the ab-
stracted code (Section 6.5);
• finally, we provide a sound solution to control nested eval calls (Section 6.5.3).
6.2 Dyn: An abstract domain for µJS
In order to solve the first standard source of divergence, we have to consider a suit-
able abstraction of data. In particular, we have to combine an abstraction of numeri-
cal values, of boolean, of NaN and of strings. For the first three data types, the choice
is not relevant in presence of string-to-code statements such as eval, except for tun-
ing precision. We have decided to abstract integers value to the well-known interval
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domain Ints for numerical values [Cousot and Cousot, 1977] and boolean values
and NaN value to their identities, i.e., Bool = {?Bool, true, false,>Bool}, with gBool
denoting its concretization function, and NaN = {?NaN, NaN}, gNaN denoting its con-
cretization function. As far as strings are concerned, we use the finite state automata
abstract domain DFA/⌘ described in Chapter 5, since DFA are enough precise for an-
alyzing string properties in general, and since their finite representation is suitable
for building algorithms able to extract/approximate the executable sub-language of
the string when necessary, namely in presence of string-to-code statements. We will
present and discuss these algorithms in the next sections.
Further, we need to combine these abstract domains, in order to obtain a com-
posed abstract domain abstracting values in the collecting domain, namely ˙VAL =
}(INT)[}(BOOL)[}(STR)[}({NaN})[}({"}). There exist several ways to com-
bine abstract domains, such as by applying Cartesian product, direct product or
reduced product operators [Cortesi, Costantini, and Ferrara, 2013]. In our abstract
interpreter, we combine our abstract domains by coalesced sum (also called smashed
sum).
Definition 6.1 (Coalesced sumdomain [Reynolds, 1998]). Let hA,A,tA,uA,?A,>Ai
and hB,B,tB,uB,?B,>Bi be two domains. The coalesced sum domain A   B is
defined as
A  B , {?A B} [ {Ar {?A}} [ {Br {?B}} [ {>A B}
such that the partial order is defined as x A B y , x A y (x, y 2 A) _ x B
y (x, y 2 B) and 8x 2 A  B.?A B A B x A B >A B, its least upper bound is
defined as
x tA B y ,
8><>:
x tA y if x, y 2 A
x tB y if x, y 2 B
>A B otherwise
and its greatest lower bound as
x uA B y ,
8><>:
x uA y if x, y 2 A ^ x uA y 6= ?A
x uB y if x, y 2 B ^ x uB y 6= ?B
?A B otherwise
The name of this domain composition comes from the fact that a new bottom
element is added to the domain (?A B) and it smashes/coalesces the bottom elements
of A and B together. It is worth noting that coalesced sum domains are able to
precisely track a variable value if it has constant type: for example, let us consider
the following µJS program if (y < 5){x = 42} else {x = true}; and suppose
to abstractly execute it with a coalesced sum abstract domain, where integers are
abstracted into intervals. The value of the variable y is statically unknown, hence we
must take into account both the branches. The true-branch body abstracts the value
of x to the interval [42, 42] and the false-branch body abstracts the value of x to true.
Hence, in order to answer about the value of x at the end of the if statement, these
values must be lubbed into the coalesced sum abstract domain, namely [42, 42] t
true = >. In presence of dynamic typing, such as in µJS and in any dynamic
programming language, the coalesced sum abstract domain is not a good choice.
Indeed, variables can change type during program execution and coalesced sum
abstract domains easily lose any information about variable values.




FIGURE 6.1: Coalesced sum abstract domain for µJS
A better choice to master dynamic typing is Cartesian product abstract domain
[Cortesi, Costantini, and Ferrara, 2013], integrated into several static analyses for
dynamic languages [Jensen, Møller, and Thiemann, 2009; Fromherz, Ouadjaout,
and Miné, 2018; Arceri and Maffeis, 2017; Arceri and Mastroeni, 2019; Hauzar and
Kofron, 2015a]. In order to catch union types, we need to complete [Giacobazzi,
Ranzato, and Scozzari, 2000; Giacobazzi and Quintarelli, 2001; Giacobazzi and Mas-
troeni, 2016] Dyn domain in order to observe collections of values of different types.
This combination is captured by Cartesian product composition.
Definition 6.2 (Cartesian product domain [Cortesi, Costantini, and Ferrara, 2013]).
Let hA,A,tA,uA,?A,>Ai and hB,B,tB,uB,?B,>Bi be two domains. The Carte-
sian product domain A⇥ B is defined as follows.
A⇥ B , { ha, bi | a 2 A, b 2 B }
such that the partial order is defined as ha, bi A⇥B ha0, b0i , a A a0 ^ b B b0, its
least upper bound is defined as ha, bi tA⇥B ha0, b0i , hatA a0, btB b0i and its greatest
lower bound is defined as ha, bi uA⇥B ha0, b0i , ha uA a0, b uB b0i
Hence, as shown in Arceri and Maffeis, 2017; Arceri and Mastroeni, 2019, the Carte-
sian product abstract domain is able to capture union types, being complete w.r.t.
dynamic typing. Nevertheless, the choice of adapting a particular domain compo-
sition does not affect the eval analysis we will explain in the next sections. For this
reason, in order to lighten the presentation of the novel approach, we compose the
singleton value abstract domains of µJS by coalesced sum, abstracting ˙VAL, as fol-
lows.
Dyn = DFA/⌘   Ints  Bool NaN (6.1)
In Figure 6.1, Dyn is graphically reported and the concretization function gDyn :
Dyn! VAL is reported in the following.
gDyn(a) ,
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
{"} if a = ?Dyn
gInts(a) if a 2 Ints
gBool(a) if a 2 Bool
gDFA(a) if a 2 DFA/⌘
gNaN(a) if a 2 NaN
˙VAL otherwise
Moreover, we denote by tDyn,uDyn : Dyn⇥ Dyn ! Dyn the least upper bound
and the greatest lower bound, respectively, and by vDyn the partial order on Dyn.
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Since Ints and DFA/⌘ are not ACC, also Dyn is not ACC. As we have observed
before, the static analysis of a µJS program control-flow graph with a non-ACC ab-
stract domain not equipped with a widening, may diverge. Hence, we equip Dyn
with the widening operator rnDyn : Dyn⇥Dyn! Dyn, with n 2 N, defined as
arnDynb ,
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
arIntsb if a, b 2 Ints
arnDFA/⌘b if a, b 2 DFA/⌘
a tBool b if a, b 2 Bool
NaN if a, b 2 NaN
>Dyn otherwise
The widening operator rnDyn is defined point-wise. Since boolean abstract domain
is ACC, it does not need a widening for ensuring termination and it simply lubs the
operands. Finally, the parameter n 2 N is needed only by the DFA/⌘ widening for
tuning the precision, as explained in Chapter 5.
In the following, we define the abstract semantics of µJS that used the coalesced
sum abstract domain just defined. Since we perform static analysis of µJS programs
by analyzing their control-flow graphs, it is enough to define the abstract seman-
tics of the edge labels of a control-flow graph, namely of µJS-CFG, and the abstract
semantics of expressions.
6.2.1 Abstract semantics of µJS
Following the concrete semantics defined in Section 3.2, we denote the set of ab-
stract memories by M#, ranged over #, associating with variables values in the
abstract domain Dyn. Similarly to the concrete counterpart, the update of an abstract
memory # for x 2 ID with the abstract value v 2 Dyn is denoted by #[x/v],
while lub and glb of memories are defined point-wise, namely #1 t # #2(x) =
#
1(x) tDyn #2(x) and #1 u # #2(x) = #1(x) uDyn #2(x). The abstract se-
mantics of µJS-CFG is captured by the function L st M# : M# ! M# and the one of
assignments, skip and boolean expressions is standard and it is reported below.
L x = e M# # = #[x/L e M# ]L skip M# # = #
L b M# # = # u # #G{ #t | L b M# #t = true }
We abuse notation denoting by L e M# : M# ! Dyn the abstract semantics of expres-
sions. Similarly to the concrete counterpart, we define a collection of abstract stores
for each program point, that is flow-sensitive abstract store, ranged over #, elements
of S# : LabP ! M#. Let us observe how Equation 3.1 is rewritten on the abstract
semantics
8 # 2M#. 9P ✓ Paths(GP). L P M# # ✓ [
p2P
L p M# # (6.2)
At this point, in order to integrate the abstract domain Dyn into an abstract in-
terpreter (that uses the static analysis algorithm reported in Algorithm 9), we need
to define the abstract semantics of string operations. While the abstract semantics
of the other operations, e.g., numerical and boolean operations, are quite standard,
the abstract semantics of string operations require more attention. In particular, µJS
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provides five string operations: substring, charAt, indexOf, length and concat. In
the following, we provide the abstract semantics of these string operations. Finally,
we will also define the abstraction of the implicit type conversion functions reported
in Section 3.
Abstract semantics of substring. Here, we will define the abstract semantics of
substring. In particular, following its concrete semantics in Section 3, we define the
function SS# : DFA/⌘ ⇥ Ints⇥ Ints! DFA/⌘, taking as input an automaton and two
intervals, corresponding to the interval of initial indexes and the interval of final in-
dexes, respectively. The results is an automaton recognizing the set of all substrings
of the input automata language between the indexes in the two intervals. In Sec-
tion 5.2, we have defined several automata substring operators, taking as input two
fixed indexes. The idea is to lift those operators on set of integers, namely intervals.
unfortunately, this is not enough since we also need to face two main problems: in-
tervals may contain infinite indexes (e.g., [5,+•]) and we need to take into account
the swaps of indexes, following the µJS semantics, when the initial index is greater
than the final one1. For these reasons, several cases arise in defining the abstract
semantics of substring.
Let A 2 DFA/⌘ be the input automaton, [i, j] 2 Ints the interval of the initial in-
dexes, and [l, k] 2 Ints the set of final indexes. We define the function SS# recursively
defined with four base cases, while the others are recursive call splitting and rewrit-
ing the input intervals in order to match or to get closer to base cases. Table 6.1
reports the abstract semantics of SS# when i, j  l (hence i  k). Without loss of
generality, when a negative index is met (i, j, l, k < 0), we suppose that the index is
implicitly treated as 0 (following the definition of substring given in Chapter 3).
1. If i, j, l, k 2 Z (second row, second column of Table 6.1) we have to compute the
language of all the substrings between an initial index in [i, j] and a final index
in [l, k]. For example, let L = {a}⇤ [ {hello, bc}, the set of its substrings from
1 to 3 is SS(L , [1, 1], [3, 3]) = {e, a, aa, el, c}. In this case, since both intervals are
bounded, we can rely on the substring operator defined in Definition 5.13, lift-
ing it to intervals and taking into account swaps. Hence, the abstract semantics
is defined as
SS#(A, [i, j], [l, k]) ,
G
a2[i,j],b2[l,k]
SS(A,min({a, b}),max({a, b})) (6.3)
In order to handle the substring swaps, for each element a 2 [i, j] and b 2 [l, k]
we apply SS on A between the minimum and the maximum of a and b;
2. Since any negative index is treated as 0, in the substring semantics, when both
intervals correspond to [ •,+•] (fifth row, fifth column), they can be seen as
[0,+•]. Hence, the result is the automaton recognizing any possible substring
of strings accepted by the input automaton, namely the result is FA(A);
3. If [i, j] is bounded and the interval of final indexes is unbounded, i.e., [l,+•]
(second row, forth column), we have to compute the automaton recognizing
the language of all the substrings between a finite interval of initial indexes and
an unbounded final index. In this case, we can rely on the substring operation
1We recall that, for example, substring(”hello”, 3, 1) = substring(”hello”, 1, 3).
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SS#(A, [i, j], [l, k])







i, j 2 Z Eq. 6.3 SS#(A, [i, j], [0, k]) Fk2[i,j] SS!(A, k, l) SS#(A, [i, j], [0,+•])
i =  •
j 2 Z SS
#(A, [0, j], [l, k]) SS#(A, [0, j], [0, k]) SS#(A, [0, j], [l,+•]) SS#(A, [0, j], [0,+•])
i 2 Z
j = +•
SS#(A, [l, k], [k,+•])
t SS#(A, [i, k], [l, k]) SS
#(A, [i,+•], [0, k]) SS!(A, [i, l], l) t SS$(A, l) SS(A, [i,+•], [0,+•])
i =  •
j = +• SS
#(A, [0,+•], [l, k]) SS#(A, [0,+•], [0, k]) SS#(A, [0,+•], [l,+•]) FA(A)
TABLE 6.1: Definition of SS# when i, j  l (and thus i  k)
to an undefined final index, namely SS! defined in Section 5.2.




In this case, the abstract semantics returns the least upper bound of all the
automata of substrings from k in [i, j] to an unbounded index greater than or
equal to l;
4. When both intervals are unbounded ([i,+•] and [l,+•], forth row, forth col-
umn of Table 6.1), we split the language to accept. In particular, we compute
the substrings between [i, l] and [l +•] (and this has been considered in case
3), and the automaton recognizing the language of all substrings with both
initial and final index greater than l, i.e., the language SS$(A, l), defined in
Definition 5.16.
We have shown the abstract semantics of substring, captured by SS#, only for
the case i, j  l (and thus i  k). The remaining cases, namely when i > l, i  k
and i > k _ (i  l, j > l) are reported in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, respectively. Even
in these cases, the semantics splits and rewrites the input intervals reducing each
recursive call to an already defined case.
Let SS(L , [i, j], [l, k]) , { SS(L ,min({a, b}),max({a, b}))) | a 2 [i, j], b 2 [l, k] }
be the collecting semantics of substring (obtained lifting integers to intervals in
Definition 5.8 and taking into account the indexes swaps).
Theorem 6.3 (Soundness and completeness of SS#). SS# is sound and complete, formally
8A 2 DFA/⌘, [i, j], [l, k] 2 Ints. SS(L (A), [i, j], [l, k]) = L (SS#(A, [i, j], [l, k]))
SS#(A, [i, j], [l, k])







i, j 2 Z Table 6.1 Table 6.1 SS
#(A, [l, j], [i, j]) tDFA
SS#(A, [i, j], [j,+•])
Table 6.1
i =  •
j 2 Z Table 6.1 Table 6.1 Table 6.1 Table 6.1
i 2 Z
j = +•
SS#(A, [l, k], [i, k]) tDFA
SS#(A, [l, i], [i,+•]) tDFA
SS#(A, [i, k], [k,+•])
Table 6.1 SS#(A, [l,+•], [i,+•]) Table 6.1
i =  •
j = +• Table 6.1 Table 6.1 Table 6.1 Table 6.1
TABLE 6.2: Definition of SS# when i > l, i  k.
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SS#(A, [i, j], [l, k])







i, j 2 Z Table 6.1 Table 6.1
i  l, j > l
SS#(A, [l, j], [l, j]) tDFA
SS#(A, [i, l], [l,+•]) tDFA
SS#(A, [l, j], [j,+•])
Table 6.1
i =  •




SS#(A, [l, k], [i,+•]) Table 6.1 if i  l Table 6.1; if i > l Table 6.2 Table 6.1
i =  •
j = +• Table 6.1 Table 6.1 Table 6.1 Table 6.1
TABLE 6.3: Definition of SS# when i > k _ (i  l, j > l)
Abstract semantics of charAt. The abstract semantics of charAt should return the
automaton accepting the language of all the characters of strings accepted by an
automaton A, in a position inside a given interval [i, j]: This is computed by the
function CA# : DFA/⌘ ⇥ Ints! DFA/⌘, defined in the following.
CA#(A, [i, j]) ,
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
F
k2[i,j] SS#(A, [k, k], [k+ 1, k+ 1]) i, j 2 Z
CA#(A, [0, j]) tDFA Min({e}) i =  •, j 2 Z, j   0
Min({e}) i =  •, j 2 Z, j < 0
FA(SU(A, i)) uDFA Min(S1) i 2 Z, i   0, j = +•
FA(A) uDFA Min(S1) i =  • or i 2 Z, i < 0, j = +•
When the interval index [i, j] is finite, we rely on the already defined function SS#.
When l < 0 or l =  • and h 2 Z is positive, we restrict the interval recursively
calling CA# only on the positive values of the interval, addingMin({e}) as the result
of the negative cases. A particular case is when [i, j] ✓ [ •, 1], where no valid
index is inside the interval. In this case, we simply return Min({e}). When i 2
Z, j = +•, we return the automaton recognizing any character starting from i of
A. Note that also the empty string is recognized by the resulting automaton (since
for any L 2 }(S⇤), e 2 FA(L )). In the last case, when i =  • or negative and
j = +•, we return the automaton recognizing any substring of A (computed by FA)
of length less or equal than 1. Let CA(L , [i, j]) , { SS(s, k, k+ 1) | s 2 L , k 2 [i, j] }
be the collecting semantics of charAt.
Theorem 6.4. CA# is sound and complete: 8A 2 DFA/⌘, [i, j] 2 Ints,
CA(L (A), [i, j]) = L (CA#(A, [i, j]))
Abstract semantics of length. The abstract semantics of length should return the
interval of all the possible string lengths in an automaton, i.e., it is LE# : DFA/⌘ !
Ints computed by Algorithm 10, where minPath,maxPath : DFA/⌘ ⇥Q⇥Q! }(Q)
return the minimum and the maximum paths between two states of the input au-
tomaton, respectively. len : }(Q) ! N returns the size of a path, and hasCycle :
DFA/⌘ ! {true, false} checks whether the automaton contains cycles. The idea
is to compute the minimum and the maximum path reaching each final state in the
automaton (in Figure 6.2a, we obtain 3 and 5). Then, we abstract the set of lengths
obtained so far into intervals (in the example, [3, 5]). Problems arise when the au-
tomaton contains cycles. In this case, we simply return the undefined interval start-
ing from the minimum path, to a final state, to +•. For example, in the automaton
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Algorithm 10: LE# : DFA/⌘ ! Ints algorithm
Data: A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi
Result: LE#(A)
1 P_len 0; p_len •
2 if hasCycle(A) then
3 foreach q f 2 F do
4 p minPath(A, q0, q f );






11 foreach q f 2 F do
12 p minPath(A, q0, q f );
13 P maxPath(A, q0, q f );
14 if len(p) < p_len then
15 p_len len(p)
16 end






in Figure 6.2b, the length interval is [3,+•]. Let LE(L ) , { |s| | s 2 L } be the
collecting semantics of length.
Theorem 6.5. LE# is sound but not complete. Formally,
8A 2 DFA/⌘. LE(L (A)) ⇢ LE#(A)
Abstract semantics of indexOf. The abstract semantics of indexOf is captured by
the function IO# : DFA/⌘ ⇥DFA/⌘ ! Ints and should return the interval of any pos-
sible positions of strings in a language inside strings of another language. Consider
for instance the automaton A in Figure 6.3a and suppose to call IO#(A, A0) where A0 =
Min({bc}). The idea is that of building, for each state q in A, the automaton Aq which
is A where all the states are final and the initial state is q. Hence, we check whether
Aq uDFA A0 is non empty and we collect the size of the maximum path from q0 to q in A.
If there exists at least one state from which any string accepted by A0 cannot be read,
we collect -1. In the example, Aq0 adds {0}, Aq1 adds {1}, while all the other states
add { 1}. Finally, we return the interval [min{ 1, 1, 0},max{ 1, 1, 0}] = [ 1, 1].
The full algorithm is reported in Algorithm 11.
Theorem 6.6. IO# is sound but not complete. Formally,
8A, A0 2 DFA/⌘. IO(L (A),L (A0)) ⇢ IO(A, A0)














FIGURE 6.2: (a) A1, L (A1) = {abc, hello}. (b) A2, L (A2) =
{abc, hello} [ { (abb)n | n > 0 }.
As a counterexample to completeness, consider the automaton A0 in Figure 6.3b
and the automaton A00 = Min({b}): IO#(A0, A00) = [ 1, 3] 6⇢ IO(L (A0),L (A00)) =
{0, 3}. The interval [ 1, 3] contains also indexes where the string b is not recognized
(e.g., 2), but it also contains the information ( 1) meaning that there exists at least
one accepted string without b as substring, which is not true.
Abstract semantics of concat. The abstract semantics of string concatenation is
CC# : DFA/⌘ ⇥ DFA/⌘ ! DFA/⌘ and returns the concatenation between two au-
tomata. Since regular languages are closed under concatenation, the property also
holds on automata. In Figure 6.4, we report an example of concatenation between
two automata. Hence, CC# exactly implements the standard concatenation opera-
tion between automata. Let CC(L ,L 0) , { ss0 | s 2 L , s0 2 L 0 } be the collecting
semantics of concat. Given the closure property on automata w.r.t. concatenation,
the following result holds.
Theorem 6.7. CC# is sound and complete. Formally,
8A, A0 2 DFA/⌘ .CC(L (A),L (A0)) = CC#(A, A0)
Proof. Soundness and completeness follow from the fact that finite state automata
and regular languages are closed under finite concatenation (see Theorem 2.50).
Abstract implicit type conversion. Here we discuss the abstraction of the implicit
type conversion functions reported in Figure 3.2. We will focus only on the con-
version of automata into intervals and booleans and viceversa, being the other con-
versions straightforward. In the definition of the semantics of implicit type conver-












FIGURE 6.3: (a) A,L (A) = {ddd, abc, bc}. (b) A0,L (A0) = {bcd, aaab}
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Algorithm 11: IO# : DFA/⌘ ⇥ DFA/⌘ ! Ints algorithm
Data: A = hQ,S, d, q0, Fi, A0 = hQ0,S, d0, q00, F0i
Result: IO#(A, A0)
1 indexesOf  ?
2 foreach q 2 Q do
3 Aq  hQ,S, d, q,Qi;
4 if Aq uDFA A0 6= ? then
5 indexesOf  indexesOf [ {len(maxPath(A, q0, q))};
6 if 9p = path(q0, q) s.t. hasCycle(p) then
7 indexesOf  indexesOf [ {+•}
8 end
9 else
10 indexesOf  indexesOf [ { 1};
11 end
12 end





String to boolean conversion. The function toBool# : Dyn ! Bool is the function
that handles the conversion from boolean values to other type values. Let this func-
tion be applied to A 2 DFA/⌘. The abstract function toBool# is defined as follows.
toBool#(A) =
8><>:
true if AuDFA Min({e}) = Min(?)
false if A = Min({e})
>Bool otherwise
String to integer conversion. Unlike boolean-to-string conversion, converting in-
tervals to FA is more tricky. The function toInt# : Dyn ! Ints [ {NaN} handles
conversion to intervals. Given an automaton A, we split the behavior of toInt# in the
following cases:
• A uDFA Min(SZ) = ?: in this case, A does not recognize any numerical string,
hence the automaton is precisely converted to NaN, namely toInt#(A) = NaN;
• A vDFA Min(SZ): it means that A recognizes only numerical strings. For the sake
of precision, we check whether A recognizes positive numeric strings (checking















FIGURE 6.4: (a) A, L (A) = { an | n > 0 } [ {b} (b) A0, L (A0) =
{ cdn | n 2 N } (c) A00 = CC#(A, A0)
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Input abstract value Appliedconversion Result
[0,+•] toString# q0 q1 q2
+ {0 . . . 9}
{0 . . . 9}
{0 . . . 9}
[ •, 0] toString# q0 q1 q2- {0 . . . 9}
{0 . . . 9}
Min({"12abc", "15"}) toInt# [0,+•]
Min({"12abc", "hello"}) toInt# [0,+•] tDyn NaN
Min({e, "hello"}) toBool# {false, true}
Min({"asd", "false"}) toBool# true
TABLE 6.4: Examples of abstract implicit type conversions.
(checking if the initial state reads only   or 0 symbols) or both. In the first
case, the function toInt# returns [0,+•], in the second [ •, 0] and in the last
[ •,+•].
• in the remaining cases, A can recognize both numerical and non-numerical
strings, hence toInt# should return an interval containing the values expressed
by numerical strings recognized by A together with NaN. Hence, toInt# returns
>Dyn, being the most precise abstract value containing both the interval and
NaN in Dyn.
Boolean and integer to string conversion. Implicit type conversion to DFA/⌘ is
handled by the function toString# : Dyn ! DFA/⌘. If the input is the boolean
value true (false) it returns Min({true}) (Min({false})), otherwise it returns the
automaton Min({true, false}). As far as interval-to-automata conversion is con-
cerned, several cases arises depending on the value of the input interval [i, j]. If
i, j 2 Z, it means that the interval is finite and the conversion to automata of the
interval [i, j] is
F
n2[i,j]Min({S(n)}), recalling that S converts a numerical string to
the corresponding integer value. In this case, since [i, j] is bounded, the function
toString# converts any integer in the interval to its corresponding automaton and
afterward joins them all. The interval-to-automaton conversion for [0,+•] and
[ •, 0] are the automata A+ and A , respectively shown in Table 6.4 in the sec-
ond and third rows. Other unbounded intervals, [k,+•] and [ k,+•] (with k >
0), are converted in toString#(A+)rDFA/⌘ toString#([0, k  1]) and toString#([ k, 1]) t
toString#(A+), respectively. Conversions of intervals [ •, k] and [ •, k] (with k >
0) are similar and in particular are converted to toString#(A ) tDFA toString#([1, k])
and toString#(A )rDFA/⌘ toString#([ (k  1), 0]). The last case is toString#([ •,+•])
=Min(SZ).
Theorem 6.8. The abstract implicit type conversion methods toBool#, toInt# and toString#
are sound.
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vd, ac, la = "";
v = "wZsZ"; m = "AYcYtYiYvYeYXY ";
tt = "AObyaSZjectB ";
l = "WYSYcYrYiYpYtY.YSYhYeYlYlY ";
while (i+=2 < v.length)
vd = vd + v.charAt(i);
while (j+=2 < m.length)
ac = ac + m.charAt(j);
ac += tt.substring(tt.indexOf ("O"), 3);
ac += tt.substring(tt.indexOf ("j"), 11);
while (k+=2 < l.length)
la = la + l.charAt(k);
d = vd + "=new " + ac + "(" + la + ")";
eval(d);
FIGURE 6.5: A potentially malicious obfuscated JavaScript program.
Example: Obfuscated malware The abstract interpreter for the abstract semantics
so far defined has been tested by means of the implementation of an automata li-
brary, available at https://github.com/SPY-Lab/java-fsm-library. The library is
suitable and easily pluggable into existing static analyzers, such as [Jensen, Møller,
and Thiemann, 2009; Lee et al., 2012; Kashyap et al., 2014]. It is worth noting that, as
reported in Theorem 5.3, }(S⇤) (string concrete domain) and DFA/⌘ (string abstract
domain) do not form a Galois connection but, nevertheless, this is not a concern. We
have shown, for the core language we adopted, that the abstract semantics we have
defined for string operations guarantee soundness hence, if the abstract interpreter
starts from regular initial conditions (i.e., constraints expressible as finite state au-
tomata) it will always compute regular invariants. Indeed, it is sound to start from
> initial condition that, in our string abstract domain, is expressible byMin(}(S⇤)),
which is regular. Consider the fragment reported in Figure 6.5. By abstractly execut-
ing this code, we obtain that the abstract value of d, at the eval call, is the automaton
Ad in Figure 6.6. The cycles are caused by the widening application in the while
computation. From this automaton we are able to retrieve some important and non-
trivial information. For example, we are able to answer to the following question:
May Ad contain a string corresponding to an assignment to an ActiveXObject? We can sim-
ply answer by checking the predicate Ad uDFA Min(ID · {new ActiveXObject(} · STR ·




n e w b j e c tO
A, c, t, i, v, e,X, Y
(
W,S, c, r, i, p, t, h, e, l, Y
)
FIGURE 6.6: Ad abstract value of d before eval call of the program in
Figure 6.5
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identifier with the string new ActiveXObject, followed by any possible string. In the
example, the predicate returns true. Another interesting information could be: May
Ad contain eval string? We can answer by checking whether Ad uDFA Min({eval}) 6= ?,
that is false and guarantees that no explicit call to eval can occur.
We observe that such analysis may lose precision during fix-point computations,
causing the cycles in the automaton in Figure 6.6, due to the widening application.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that this result is obtained without any precision
improvement on fix-point computations, such as loop unrolling or widening with
thresholds. We think these analyses will drastically decrease false positives of the
proposed string analysis but we will address this topic in future work.
6.3 Towards an analysis for dynamic code
At this point, we are able to compute a static analysis of strings, where strings are
abstracted to finite state automata. In the concrete semantics, eval turns strings into
executable code, hence, in the abstract, we need to approximate the sub-language of
only executable strings. The abstract semantics of eval is
L eval(s) M# # = G
c2C
L c M# # where C , L (L s M# #)e µJS
Example 6.9. Consider the following µJS program. For the sake of readability, we
omit the else empty branches.
1while (x < 3) {
2os = concat(os ,"xA:=Bx+1B;y:=1A0;x:=Bx+1A;");
3x = x + 14
};5
if (x > 10) {
6os = "whiAleB(x>5A)A{x:A=x+1;y:=x};B"7
};8
if (x == 5) {
9os = "hello{"10
};11





The statement ds = deobf(os) is syntactic sugar for the string transformer that re-
moves the chars "A" and "B" from the string. In Figure 6.7 we depict the automaton
Ads, namely the abstract value of ds at the program point 15, computed analyzing the
corresponding control-flow graph using the Dyn abstract domain, w.r.t. the widen-
ing rnDyn, with n = 3.
Since Ads is used as input of eval, we need to extrapolate a control-flow graph
from the automaton. In particular, we first need to remove from the FA all the non-
executable strings. This corresponds to perform the intersection between the regu-
lar language computed as the abstract value of ds (denoted by L (L ds M# # ) for
a given memory # ) and the (context-free) µJS language (also denoted by µJS):
L (L ds M# # ) e µJS. Note that, the intersection between a context-free language
and a regular language (which is our case) is always a context-free language. This
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FIGURE 6.7: FA Ads abstract value of ds at line 14 of Example 6.8.
FIGURE 6.7: FA Ads abstract value of ds at line 15 of Example 6.9.
means that we could remove the non-executable strings accepted by the input au-
tomaton by performing an intersection such the one above, but unfortunately the
computation of this intersection could be costly in practice due to the size of a real
language grammar.
6.4 The analyzer architecture
In this section, we have to characterize the sub-language of executable strings of a
FA in a constructive way. Moreover, eval turns strings into executable code, hence,
once we have the FA of the sub-language of executable strings in the abstract do-
main, we need to turn FA into executable code. Namely, we have to synthesize from
the FA an approximation of a µJS program that is a sound approximation of the
code that may be executed in the concrete execution. Hence, we provide an algo-
rithmic approach for approximating in a decidable way the test L (L s M# #) e µJS,
by building a control-flow graph that soundly approximates the executable µJS pro-
grams inL (L s M# #), i.e., whose semantics soundly approximates the semantics of
the code that may be executed by eval. This allows us to recursively call the abstract
interpreter on the synthesized control-flow graph.
This original approach works by steps: Let L eval(s) M# # be the semantics the
analyzer has to compute
1. First, we have to clean up the language L (L s M# # ) from all the strings that
are surely not executable. This is obtained by visiting the FA As = L s M# #
and by keeping only those paths that can be executable. It should be clear that
a FA cannot recognize precisely a context free language, hence we still keep in
the resulting FA not executable strings, in particular those that do not respect
the balanced bracketing. Let us denote the resulting FA ApStms , StmSyn(As);
2. From the regular expression corresponding to ApStms , namely Regex(A
pStm
s ), we
build a control-flow graph, over-approximating the executable strings in the
FA, i.e., Gs , CFGGen(Regex(ApStms )). Then on this control-flow graph the ana-
lyzer can be recursively called.
The whole architecture is given in Figure 6.8, where the procedure Exe# encapsulates
(1) and (2) and their details are in the next sections. In particular, in the next sections,
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GP,
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Gc, sm
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s, s# 1




<latexit sha1_base64="hATivI0JSMKWRaN fJFfDfB6GmCM=">AAACMHicbVG7TsNAEDzzxrwClDQnAiI0kZ0GGqRENJSgkBApMdb5soQT5 7N1t0aKLH8CPwMt/AdUiJaSL8AOKUhgmxvN7Gp254JYCoOO82bNzM7NLywuLdsrq2vrG6XNrb aJEs2hxSMZ6U7ADEihoIUCJXRiDSwMJFwFd6eFfnUP2ohIXeIwBi9kAyVuBGeYU37pwLb3eiH DW8S04acmu07jJoYZPaH50xyqSsM3h9meXyo7VWdU9C9wx6BMxnXul756/YgnISjkkhnTdZ0 YvZRpFFxCZvcSAzHjd2wA3RwqFoLx0tFBGd1PDMOIxqCpkHREwu+JlIXGDMMg7yx2N9NaQf6n dRO8OfZSoeIEQfHCCIWEkZHhWuRJAe0LDYis2ByoUJQzzRBBC8o4z8kkj27CsPgmoQYmy0Nyp yP5C9q1qutU3YtauV4Zx7VEdsguqRCXHJE6OSPnpEU4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vuffy0zljjmW0yU dbnN3XoqYg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hATivI0JSMKWRaN fJFfDfB6GmCM=">AAACMHicbVG7TsNAEDzzxrwClDQnAiI0kZ0GGqRENJSgkBApMdb5soQT5 7N1t0aKLH8CPwMt/AdUiJaSL8AOKUhgmxvN7Gp254JYCoOO82bNzM7NLywuLdsrq2vrG6XNrb aJEs2hxSMZ6U7ADEihoIUCJXRiDSwMJFwFd6eFfnUP2ohIXeIwBi9kAyVuBGeYU37pwLb3eiH DW8S04acmu07jJoYZPaH50xyqSsM3h9meXyo7VWdU9C9wx6BMxnXul756/YgnISjkkhnTdZ0 YvZRpFFxCZvcSAzHjd2wA3RwqFoLx0tFBGd1PDMOIxqCpkHREwu+JlIXGDMMg7yx2N9NaQf6n dRO8OfZSoeIEQfHCCIWEkZHhWuRJAe0LDYis2ByoUJQzzRBBC8o4z8kkj27CsPgmoQYmy0Nyp yP5C9q1qutU3YtauV4Zx7VEdsguqRCXHJE6OSPnpEU4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vuffy0zljjmW0yU dbnN3XoqYg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hATivI0JSMKWRaN fJFfDfB6GmCM=">AAACMHicbVG7TsNAEDzzxrwClDQnAiI0kZ0GGqRENJSgkBApMdb5soQT5 7N1t0aKLH8CPwMt/AdUiJaSL8AOKUhgmxvN7Gp254JYCoOO82bNzM7NLywuLdsrq2vrG6XNrb aJEs2hxSMZ6U7ADEihoIUCJXRiDSwMJFwFd6eFfnUP2ohIXeIwBi9kAyVuBGeYU37pwLb3eiH DW8S04acmu07jJoYZPaH50xyqSsM3h9meXyo7VWdU9C9wx6BMxnXul756/YgnISjkkhnTdZ0 YvZRpFFxCZvcSAzHjd2wA3RwqFoLx0tFBGd1PDMOIxqCpkHREwu+JlIXGDMMg7yx2N9NaQf6n dRO8OfZSoeIEQfHCCIWEkZHhWuRJAe0LDYis2ByoUJQzzRBBC8o4z8kkj27CsPgmoQYmy0Nyp yP5C9q1qutU3YtauV4Zx7VEdsguqRCXHJE6OSPnpEU4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vuffy0zljjmW0yU dbnN3XoqYg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hATivI0JSMKWRaN fJFfDfB6GmCM=">AAACMHicbVG7TsNAEDzzxrwClDQnAiI0kZ0GGqRENJSgkBApMdb5soQT5 7N1t0aKLH8CPwMt/AdUiJaSL8AOKUhgmxvN7Gp254JYCoOO82bNzM7NLywuLdsrq2vrG6XNrb aJEs2hxSMZ6U7ADEihoIUCJXRiDSwMJFwFd6eFfnUP2ohIXeIwBi9kAyVuBGeYU37pwLb3eiH DW8S04acmu07jJoYZPaH50xyqSsM3h9meXyo7VWdU9C9wx6BMxnXul756/YgnISjkkhnTdZ0 YvZRpFFxCZvcSAzHjd2wA3RwqFoLx0tFBGd1PDMOIxqCpkHREwu+JlIXGDMMg7yx2N9NaQf6n dRO8OfZSoeIEQfHCCIWEkZHhWuRJAe0LDYis2ByoUJQzzRBBC8o4z8kkj27CsPgmoQYmy0Nyp yP5C9q1qutU3YtauV4Zx7VEdsguqRCXHJE6OSPnpEU4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vuffy0zljjmW0yU dbnN3XoqYg=</latexit>
r = Regex(ApStms )
<latexit sha1_base64="kNCx+/DBWdiz9M4 3W/XkLPXxURY=">AAAE8nicbVPNchtFEN4kAuLlz4EjlxGWq5zUlq11UhUuWyTFBXIKGCep0 gozO+qVpjQzuzXTa0dMTV6BOzeKKxcOXOE5eBt6pLWRHeayvV//f91dtUo6HI//uXX7zuCdd9 +7u5O+/8GHH328e++TF67prIBT0ajGvqq4AyUNnKJEBa9aC1xXCl5Wy6+i/uU5WCcb8z2uWph qPjeyloIjQWe790el5rhA9Dawgl3+fAdzeH3w9Mz94NsT1OF+GJ3t7o0Px+vH3hbyXthL+vf 87N6dP8pZIzoNBoXizk3ycYtTzy1KoSCkZeeg5WLJ5zAh0XANburXPQW23zmODWvBMqnYGoRt D8+1cytdkWWs2d3URfD/dJMO6y+mXpq2QzAiJkKpYJ3ICSuJLGAzaQGRx8qBScMEtxwRrGRcC AI7Yu9awjgpaebuWlPeoeZ2ZWfX0U2DaVoqhzOoaXCKm3kXVc9OQurZElYXjZ25wp9zm7G6M yIOK2NxgE1N34V0GevMxnuWsZZbB98YzNjFgprJmCQrUA5Clu40uAD7X8wI0cZI4XCloChpd0 Bg3RgsEWuupVqRxaX9xqaqHTUPrlzX7ivVrSPTzJxEoqyoOSUjRDQ6kta7bazbzrYKho/Gw0o RBWvHRXPhiA9wV57IKyd/giInWUnimiMUzL8JvkR4jbSTZbvgBhvtdQghZ/7H4EdXuv0witi X29goYhnbj0FGpZN6FHweWJ8ebRzYdhGg20XhH4aNQSyoQNvF4jQtX99aMVFTf3QUbqK0uUcP gn9wpdkkKCbVNBJON7mMN3oVco1IGiE558ctpv1GOEB/uQ/Fs5OMUb2m0xXdcGEaE137322O4 0SGxz3Dw4fj4dwCmFDSUq62x1qBotaXsi1y0NlOusOr5hwugTTQkec3T/pt4cXxYT4+zL893 nty0J/73eSz5PPkIMmTx8mT5OvkeXKaiOTn5M/kr+TvAQ5+Gfw6+G1jevtW7/Npcu0Nfv8X58 Soxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kNCx+/DBWdiz9M4 3W/XkLPXxURY=">AAAE8nicbVPNchtFEN4kAuLlz4EjlxGWq5zUlq11UhUuWyTFBXIKGCep0 gozO+qVpjQzuzXTa0dMTV6BOzeKKxcOXOE5eBt6pLWRHeayvV//f91dtUo6HI//uXX7zuCdd9 +7u5O+/8GHH328e++TF67prIBT0ajGvqq4AyUNnKJEBa9aC1xXCl5Wy6+i/uU5WCcb8z2uWph qPjeyloIjQWe790el5rhA9Dawgl3+fAdzeH3w9Mz94NsT1OF+GJ3t7o0Px+vH3hbyXthL+vf 87N6dP8pZIzoNBoXizk3ycYtTzy1KoSCkZeeg5WLJ5zAh0XANburXPQW23zmODWvBMqnYGoRt D8+1cytdkWWs2d3URfD/dJMO6y+mXpq2QzAiJkKpYJ3ICSuJLGAzaQGRx8qBScMEtxwRrGRcC AI7Yu9awjgpaebuWlPeoeZ2ZWfX0U2DaVoqhzOoaXCKm3kXVc9OQurZElYXjZ25wp9zm7G6M yIOK2NxgE1N34V0GevMxnuWsZZbB98YzNjFgprJmCQrUA5Clu40uAD7X8wI0cZI4XCloChpd0 Bg3RgsEWuupVqRxaX9xqaqHTUPrlzX7ivVrSPTzJxEoqyoOSUjRDQ6kta7bazbzrYKho/Gw0o RBWvHRXPhiA9wV57IKyd/giInWUnimiMUzL8JvkR4jbSTZbvgBhvtdQghZ/7H4EdXuv0witi X29goYhnbj0FGpZN6FHweWJ8ebRzYdhGg20XhH4aNQSyoQNvF4jQtX99aMVFTf3QUbqK0uUcP gn9wpdkkKCbVNBJON7mMN3oVco1IGiE558ctpv1GOEB/uQ/Fs5OMUb2m0xXdcGEaE137322O4 0SGxz3Dw4fj4dwCmFDSUq62x1qBotaXsi1y0NlOusOr5hwugTTQkec3T/pt4cXxYT4+zL893 nty0J/73eSz5PPkIMmTx8mT5OvkeXKaiOTn5M/kr+TvAQ5+Gfw6+G1jevtW7/Npcu0Nfv8X58 Soxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kNCx+/DBWdiz9M4 3W/XkLPXxURY=">AAAE8nicbVPNchtFEN4kAuLlz4EjlxGWq5zUlq11UhUuWyTFBXIKGCep0 gozO+qVpjQzuzXTa0dMTV6BOzeKKxcOXOE5eBt6pLWRHeayvV//f91dtUo6HI//uXX7zuCdd9 +7u5O+/8GHH328e++TF67prIBT0ajGvqq4AyUNnKJEBa9aC1xXCl5Wy6+i/uU5WCcb8z2uWph qPjeyloIjQWe790el5rhA9Dawgl3+fAdzeH3w9Mz94NsT1OF+GJ3t7o0Px+vH3hbyXthL+vf 87N6dP8pZIzoNBoXizk3ycYtTzy1KoSCkZeeg5WLJ5zAh0XANburXPQW23zmODWvBMqnYGoRt D8+1cytdkWWs2d3URfD/dJMO6y+mXpq2QzAiJkKpYJ3ICSuJLGAzaQGRx8qBScMEtxwRrGRcC AI7Yu9awjgpaebuWlPeoeZ2ZWfX0U2DaVoqhzOoaXCKm3kXVc9OQurZElYXjZ25wp9zm7G6M yIOK2NxgE1N34V0GevMxnuWsZZbB98YzNjFgprJmCQrUA5Clu40uAD7X8wI0cZI4XCloChpd0 Bg3RgsEWuupVqRxaX9xqaqHTUPrlzX7ivVrSPTzJxEoqyoOSUjRDQ6kta7bazbzrYKho/Gw0o RBWvHRXPhiA9wV57IKyd/giInWUnimiMUzL8JvkR4jbSTZbvgBhvtdQghZ/7H4EdXuv0witi X29goYhnbj0FGpZN6FHweWJ8ebRzYdhGg20XhH4aNQSyoQNvF4jQtX99aMVFTf3QUbqK0uUcP gn9wpdkkKCbVNBJON7mMN3oVco1IGiE558ctpv1GOEB/uQ/Fs5OMUb2m0xXdcGEaE137322O4 0SGxz3Dw4fj4dwCmFDSUq62x1qBotaXsi1y0NlOusOr5hwugTTQkec3T/pt4cXxYT4+zL893 nty0J/73eSz5PPkIMmTx8mT5OvkeXKaiOTn5M/kr+TvAQ5+Gfw6+G1jevtW7/Npcu0Nfv8X58 Soxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kNCx+/DBWdiz9M4 3W/XkLPXxURY=">AAAE8nicbVPNchtFEN4kAuLlz4EjlxGWq5zUlq11UhUuWyTFBXIKGCep0 gozO+qVpjQzuzXTa0dMTV6BOzeKKxcOXOE5eBt6pLWRHeayvV//f91dtUo6HI//uXX7zuCdd9 +7u5O+/8GHH328e++TF67prIBT0ajGvqq4AyUNnKJEBa9aC1xXCl5Wy6+i/uU5WCcb8z2uWph qPjeyloIjQWe790el5rhA9Dawgl3+fAdzeH3w9Mz94NsT1OF+GJ3t7o0Px+vH3hbyXthL+vf 87N6dP8pZIzoNBoXizk3ycYtTzy1KoSCkZeeg5WLJ5zAh0XANburXPQW23zmODWvBMqnYGoRt D8+1cytdkWWs2d3URfD/dJMO6y+mXpq2QzAiJkKpYJ3ICSuJLGAzaQGRx8qBScMEtxwRrGRcC AI7Yu9awjgpaebuWlPeoeZ2ZWfX0U2DaVoqhzOoaXCKm3kXVc9OQurZElYXjZ25wp9zm7G6M yIOK2NxgE1N34V0GevMxnuWsZZbB98YzNjFgprJmCQrUA5Clu40uAD7X8wI0cZI4XCloChpd0 Bg3RgsEWuupVqRxaX9xqaqHTUPrlzX7ivVrSPTzJxEoqyoOSUjRDQ6kta7bazbzrYKho/Gw0o RBWvHRXPhiA9wV57IKyd/giInWUnimiMUzL8JvkR4jbSTZbvgBhvtdQghZ/7H4EdXuv0witi X29goYhnbj0FGpZN6FHweWJ8ebRzYdhGg20XhH4aNQSyoQNvF4jQtX99aMVFTf3QUbqK0uUcP gn9wpdkkKCbVNBJON7mMN3oVco1IGiE558ctpv1GOEB/uQ/Fs5OMUb2m0xXdcGEaE137322O4 0SGxz3Dw4fj4dwCmFDSUq62x1qBotaXsi1y0NlOusOr5hwugTTQkec3T/pt4cXxYT4+zL893 nty0J/73eSz5PPkIMmTx8mT5OvkeXKaiOTn5M/kr+TvAQ5+Gfw6+G1jevtW7/Npcu0Nfv8X58 Soxw==</latexit>
Gc = CFGGen(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="bz+i6M4QADD/Zxz 96hf41IixB0I=">AAAFQ3icbVTdbtRGFDawbcmWtkl7BzezzUZKkZusA1K5sUBCIi1XVBBAW q/CePZ4d7TjsTVzHFhGg3gabtuX4CH6DL2relupZ7xOuhvqC3v8nfnO33dm8lpJi6PRH1euXu t99vkX17f6X9746utvtne+fW6rxgg4EZWqzMucW1BSwwlKVPCyNsDLXMGLfPEw2F+cgbGy0s9 wWcOk5DMtCyk4EnS6fXOYlRzniO74VLCUPXx0fAx63/zgh6fbu6ODUfuwTxdJt9iNuufJ6U5 vJ5tWoilBo1Dc2nEyqnHiuEEpFPh+1liouVjwGYxpqXkJduLaIjzbayzHitVgmFSsBWGd4Xhp 7bLMaWfI2F62BfD/bOMGi3sTJ3XdIGgRAqFU0AaywkjqDrCpNIDIQ+bApGaCG44IRjIuBIENt WsjYJBG6pndKKorZQNCuXj7o5iuwPCjZG64WTo75zXYuJDo2WYtxvDlphOLJVFM8KIsTqEgt RXXsyYYHz/1fccWsHxdmalN3Rk3MSsaLYLCMQuqVwV959LGrNEr9jRmNTcWftEYM0lmOOOK3s qCj/tbFc7B/OcyQDRlUlhcKkizotJo5VtwQWDvkiN6ZzSEIDCYMsSCl1ItiXbuZEXMC0tNBZu 1nXK5atpwNAtWIkmRFpwyIERUZRCjo612142pFQzujga5osa0xHn12lKXwF4wkechtTShtZK kIUdImXvnXYbwBmnSs3rONValK733CXOvvBte2Pb8MGD317FhwGK2F5wMMyvLIdVMqq3CowmD sJ4ElPU8dXdCRKmXzK82hsRSNE1IsqTh7kpMx2riDg/9ZZROxuFt725fWFaB0nE+CWrQIV+EQ 3/hskUkyUvkIEjf99tpoalz57OSPn4aM8pbN2VOl0KqKx2o3e96r4Myg6Ou04M7o8HMAGjfF rQubw6KWrCQdZpAGW/1t3hencE50Pd0iSSXr4xPF8+PDpLRQfLr0e6D/e46uR7dir6P9qMk+i l6EP0cPYlOIhG9jz5Ev0W/9z72/uz91ft7tfXqlY7zXbTx9P75FzFjyLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bz+i6M4QADD/Zxz 96hf41IixB0I=">AAAFQ3icbVTdbtRGFDawbcmWtkl7BzezzUZKkZusA1K5sUBCIi1XVBBAW q/CePZ4d7TjsTVzHFhGg3gabtuX4CH6DL2relupZ7xOuhvqC3v8nfnO33dm8lpJi6PRH1euXu t99vkX17f6X9746utvtne+fW6rxgg4EZWqzMucW1BSwwlKVPCyNsDLXMGLfPEw2F+cgbGy0s9 wWcOk5DMtCyk4EnS6fXOYlRzniO74VLCUPXx0fAx63/zgh6fbu6ODUfuwTxdJt9iNuufJ6U5 vJ5tWoilBo1Dc2nEyqnHiuEEpFPh+1liouVjwGYxpqXkJduLaIjzbayzHitVgmFSsBWGd4Xhp 7bLMaWfI2F62BfD/bOMGi3sTJ3XdIGgRAqFU0AaywkjqDrCpNIDIQ+bApGaCG44IRjIuBIENt WsjYJBG6pndKKorZQNCuXj7o5iuwPCjZG64WTo75zXYuJDo2WYtxvDlphOLJVFM8KIsTqEgt RXXsyYYHz/1fccWsHxdmalN3Rk3MSsaLYLCMQuqVwV959LGrNEr9jRmNTcWftEYM0lmOOOK3s qCj/tbFc7B/OcyQDRlUlhcKkizotJo5VtwQWDvkiN6ZzSEIDCYMsSCl1ItiXbuZEXMC0tNBZu 1nXK5atpwNAtWIkmRFpwyIERUZRCjo612142pFQzujga5osa0xHn12lKXwF4wkechtTShtZK kIUdImXvnXYbwBmnSs3rONValK733CXOvvBte2Pb8MGD317FhwGK2F5wMMyvLIdVMqq3CowmD sJ4ElPU8dXdCRKmXzK82hsRSNE1IsqTh7kpMx2riDg/9ZZROxuFt725fWFaB0nE+CWrQIV+EQ 3/hskUkyUvkIEjf99tpoalz57OSPn4aM8pbN2VOl0KqKx2o3e96r4Myg6Ou04M7o8HMAGjfF rQubw6KWrCQdZpAGW/1t3hencE50Pd0iSSXr4xPF8+PDpLRQfLr0e6D/e46uR7dir6P9qMk+i l6EP0cPYlOIhG9jz5Ev0W/9z72/uz91ft7tfXqlY7zXbTx9P75FzFjyLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bz+i6M4QADD/Zxz 96hf41IixB0I=">AAAFQ3icbVTdbtRGFDawbcmWtkl7BzezzUZKkZusA1K5sUBCIi1XVBBAW q/CePZ4d7TjsTVzHFhGg3gabtuX4CH6DL2relupZ7xOuhvqC3v8nfnO33dm8lpJi6PRH1euXu t99vkX17f6X9746utvtne+fW6rxgg4EZWqzMucW1BSwwlKVPCyNsDLXMGLfPEw2F+cgbGy0s9 wWcOk5DMtCyk4EnS6fXOYlRzniO74VLCUPXx0fAx63/zgh6fbu6ODUfuwTxdJt9iNuufJ6U5 vJ5tWoilBo1Dc2nEyqnHiuEEpFPh+1liouVjwGYxpqXkJduLaIjzbayzHitVgmFSsBWGd4Xhp 7bLMaWfI2F62BfD/bOMGi3sTJ3XdIGgRAqFU0AaywkjqDrCpNIDIQ+bApGaCG44IRjIuBIENt WsjYJBG6pndKKorZQNCuXj7o5iuwPCjZG64WTo75zXYuJDo2WYtxvDlphOLJVFM8KIsTqEgt RXXsyYYHz/1fccWsHxdmalN3Rk3MSsaLYLCMQuqVwV959LGrNEr9jRmNTcWftEYM0lmOOOK3s qCj/tbFc7B/OcyQDRlUlhcKkizotJo5VtwQWDvkiN6ZzSEIDCYMsSCl1ItiXbuZEXMC0tNBZu 1nXK5atpwNAtWIkmRFpwyIERUZRCjo612142pFQzujga5osa0xHn12lKXwF4wkechtTShtZK kIUdImXvnXYbwBmnSs3rONValK733CXOvvBte2Pb8MGD317FhwGK2F5wMMyvLIdVMqq3CowmD sJ4ElPU8dXdCRKmXzK82hsRSNE1IsqTh7kpMx2riDg/9ZZROxuFt725fWFaB0nE+CWrQIV+EQ 3/hskUkyUvkIEjf99tpoalz57OSPn4aM8pbN2VOl0KqKx2o3e96r4Myg6Ou04M7o8HMAGjfF rQubw6KWrCQdZpAGW/1t3hencE50Pd0iSSXr4xPF8+PDpLRQfLr0e6D/e46uR7dir6P9qMk+i l6EP0cPYlOIhG9jz5Ev0W/9z72/uz91ft7tfXqlY7zXbTx9P75FzFjyLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bz+i6M4QADD/Zxz 96hf41IixB0I=">AAAFQ3icbVTdbtRGFDawbcmWtkl7BzezzUZKkZusA1K5sUBCIi1XVBBAW q/CePZ4d7TjsTVzHFhGg3gabtuX4CH6DL2relupZ7xOuhvqC3v8nfnO33dm8lpJi6PRH1euXu t99vkX17f6X9746utvtne+fW6rxgg4EZWqzMucW1BSwwlKVPCyNsDLXMGLfPEw2F+cgbGy0s9 wWcOk5DMtCyk4EnS6fXOYlRzniO74VLCUPXx0fAx63/zgh6fbu6ODUfuwTxdJt9iNuufJ6U5 vJ5tWoilBo1Dc2nEyqnHiuEEpFPh+1liouVjwGYxpqXkJduLaIjzbayzHitVgmFSsBWGd4Xhp 7bLMaWfI2F62BfD/bOMGi3sTJ3XdIGgRAqFU0AaywkjqDrCpNIDIQ+bApGaCG44IRjIuBIENt WsjYJBG6pndKKorZQNCuXj7o5iuwPCjZG64WTo75zXYuJDo2WYtxvDlphOLJVFM8KIsTqEgt RXXsyYYHz/1fccWsHxdmalN3Rk3MSsaLYLCMQuqVwV959LGrNEr9jRmNTcWftEYM0lmOOOK3s qCj/tbFc7B/OcyQDRlUlhcKkizotJo5VtwQWDvkiN6ZzSEIDCYMsSCl1ItiXbuZEXMC0tNBZu 1nXK5atpwNAtWIkmRFpwyIERUZRCjo612142pFQzujga5osa0xHn12lKXwF4wkechtTShtZK kIUdImXvnXYbwBmnSs3rONValK733CXOvvBte2Pb8MGD317FhwGK2F5wMMyvLIdVMqq3CowmD sJ4ElPU8dXdCRKmXzK82hsRSNE1IsqTh7kpMx2riDg/9ZZROxuFt725fWFaB0nE+CWrQIV+EQ 3/hskUkyUvkIEjf99tpoalz57OSPn4aM8pbN2VOl0KqKx2o3e96r4Myg6Ou04M7o8HMAGjfF rQubw6KWrCQdZpAGW/1t3hencE50Pd0iSSXr4xPF8+PDpLRQfLr0e6D/e46uR7dir6P9qMk+i l6EP0cPYlOIhG9jz5Ev0W/9z72/uz91ft7tfXqlY7zXbTx9P75FzFjyLY=</latexit>
FIGURE 6.8: Analyzer architecture and call execution structure.
we suppose that the FA As is such that any cycle of As accepts only executable strings
of µJS. We say that a FA A satisfying this property is cycle-executable. For example,
the FA that accepts the language { (x=x+1;)n | n > 1 } is cycle-executable, while
the one accepting { x=(1)n; | n > 1 } is not. In Section 6.6.1 we will discuss this
constraint on the input automaton of eval.
6.5 Approximating eval executable code
In this section, we go into the details of how the synthesis of the control-flow graph
executed by an eval works, i.e., how Exe# works. The abstract interpreter reported
in Figure 6.8, when an eval is met, calls Exe# on the FA approximating the eval
input. Let us consider Example 6.9. At line 15, we need to execute Exe# on A. In
particular, Exe# goes through two steps: (1) extract from a FA the sub-language of
executable strings (procedure StmSyn); (2) generate from the FA of the sub-language
of executable strings a control-flow graph (procedure CFGGen). In the following, we
describe these two sub-modules of Exe#.
6.5.1 StmSyn: Extracting the executable language
The first step consists in reducing the number of states of the FA, by (over) approx-
imating every string recognized as a statement, or partial statement, in µJS. The
idea is to derive, starting from the original FA As (generated by the string analysis),
whose alphabet is the set of characters S, a new FAwhose alphabet is a set of strings.
These strings are obtained by collapsing consecutive edges, in As, up to any punctu-
ation symbol in Punct , {; , {, }, (, )}. In particular, any executable statement ends
with a semicolon by language definition, while the braces allow us to split strings
when the body of a while or of an if either begins or ends, finally the parentheses
recognize the begin and the end of a parenthesized expression (the guard of an if
or a while). In particular, we define a set of partial statements, that is a regular over-
approximation of the µJS grammar, which will be the alphabet of the resulting FA.
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Algorithm 12: StmSyn function, building the FA.
Input: A = hQ, d, q0, F,Si
Output: A0 = hQ0, d0, q0, F0,SpStmi
1 function StmSyn(A):
2 Q0  {q0};
3 F0  F \ {q0};




2 B Build(A, q);
3 Visited Visited [{q};
4 Q0  Q0 [ { p | (a, p) 2 B };
5 F0  Q0 \ F;
6 d0  d0 [ { (q, a, p) | (a, p) 2 B };
7 W  { p | (a, p) 2 B }rVisited;
8 whileW 6= ? do
9 select p inW;
10 W  W r {p};
11 StmSynTr(p);
12 end





x is a maximal substring of a µJS statement
between two punctaction symbols
(first punctaction symbol excluded)
9>>>=>>>;
Lemma 6.10. Let S be the function mapping any sequence (S⇤)⇤ on its string coun-
terpart on S⇤ (and, abusing notation, also its additive lift to sets of sequences), then
µJS ✓ S((SpStm)⇤), namely any statement c 2 µJS can be written as a sequence of
partial statements in SpStm. Formally,
8P 2 µJS .9k 2 N .{si}i2[0,k] 2 SpStm .c = S(s0s1 . . . sk).
At this point, the idea is that of transforming the FA As on the alphabet S in the
FA ApStms on the alphabet SpStm, removing any string recognized by As which will be
surely not executable. The soundness constraint obviously consists in guaranteeing
that any executable string is not lost by this transformation.
In order to derive the FA ApStms , we design the procedure StmSyn (Algorithm 12)
taking as input a FA on S (i.e., As for eval(s)) and returning the FA on a finite sub-
set of SpStm. In particular, the idea of Algorithm 12 is to perform, starting from the
state q0, a visit of the states recursively identified by Algorithm 13, that is the states
reached by q0 reading partial statements, and to recursively replace the sequences
of edges that recognize a symbol in SpStm with a single edge labeled by the corre-
sponding string. Algorithm 13 scans the edges of the original FA As and, when a
punctuation symbol occurs or a final state is reached, it verifies whether the string
read so far is in SpStm, otherwise it is discarded: This executability check is performed
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Algorithm 13: Statements recognized from a state q.
Input: A = hQ, d, q0, F,Si
Output: Iq set of all pairs (partial statement,reached state)
1 function Build(A):
2 Iq  ?;
3 BuildTr(q, #,?);
4 return Iq;
1 function BuildTr(q, word, Mark):
2 Dq  { (s, p) | d(q, s) = p } ;
3 while Dq 6= ? do
4 select (s, p) in Dq;
5 Dq  Dq r {(s, p)};
6 if (q, p) /2Mark then
7 if s /2 Punct ^ p /2 F then
8 BuildTr(p, word.s, Mark[{(q,p)});
9 if s 2 Punct^ word.s 2 SpStm then
10 Iq  Iq [ {(word.s, p)};
11 if p 2 F^ word.s 2 SpStm then
12 Iq  Iq [ {(word.s, p)};
13 end
at lines 9 and 11 and ensures, for any state q of the FA As, that Iq contains only (partial)
statements of µJS. In particular, from the state q0 we reach the states computed by
Build(q0), and the corresponding read words. Recursively, we apply Build to these
states, following only those edges that we have not already visited. For instance, in
Figure 6.9 we have the FA ApStmds = StmSyn(Ads). Note that the string hello{, that it is
recognized by Ads, is not recognized by A
pStm
ds since it is discarded by Algorithm 12,
because it does not belong to SpStm. Instead, the string while(y; is still recognized
by the resulting FA even if it is not executable (this is due to the fact that FA cannot
recognize the balanced parenthesisation).
Lemma 6.11. Let A be a cycle-executable finite state automaton. Then, 8s 2 S⇤pStm.
S(s) 2 L (A)) s 2 L (ApStm).
Next theorem tells us that any executable string collected during computation is
kept in the transformed FA, guaranteeing soundness.
Theorem 6.12. Let s 2 SE, let As be the FA recognizing the strings associated with s, and
ApStms , StmSyn(As), then 8s 2 L (As)e µJS. 9d 2 L (ApStms ) s.t. code(S(d)) = s.
Proof. Given s 2 L (As)e µJS, from Lemma 6.10, 9d 2 S⇤pStm such that code(S(d)) =
s and from Lemma 6.11, d 2 L (ApStm).
We can observe that the procedure Build(A, q) executes a number of recursive-
call sequences equal to the number of maximal acyclic paths starting from q on A.
The number of these paths can be computed as Âq2Q(out(q)  1) + 1, where out(q)
is the number of outgoing edges from q. The worst case depth of a recursive-call
sequence is |Q|. Thus, the worst case complexity of Build (when out(q) = |Q|⇥ |S|
for all q 2 Q) is O(|Q|3). Concerning StmSyn, we can observe that in the worst case
we keep in StmSyn(A) all the |Q| states of A, hence in this case we launch |Q| times
the procedure Build. Hence, the worst case complexity of StmSyn is O(|Q|4).
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FIGURE 6.9: FA ApStmds = StmSyn(Ads).
6.5.2 CFGGen: Control-flow graph generation
At this point, the idea is to use the so far obtained FA over SpStm to generate a
control-flow graph approximating the program executed in eval(s). In particular,
in this section we design the procedure CFGGen, that works by several steps. It is
well known that a FA A can be equivalently rewritten as a regular expression r, s.t.
L (A) = L (r) [Brzozowski, 1964]. Let RE be the domain of the regular expressions
over SpStm, and Regex : FA ! RE be such an extractor. In the running example,
rds = Regex(A
pStm
ds ) is the following regular expression:
rds = x=x+1; || while(y;|| while(x>5){x=x+1;y=x};|| x=x+1;(y=10;x=x+1;)
⇤
The analyzer implements the Brzozowski algebraic method [Brzozowski, 1964] to
convert a FA to an equivalent regular expression. It is worth noting that several reg-
ular expression simplifications are applied (e.g., the ones reported in Section 2.6.1).
One important rearrangement is when wemeet a concatenation d1d2: when d1 d2 are
ground terms (i.e., elements of SpStm), concatenation is removed and a single ground
term is created. Hence, any executable regular expression d1d2 cannot be such that
d1 and d2 are not executable.2
The idea is to exploit the inductive structure of regular expressions to generate a
µJS program that can be converted to a control-flow graph over-approximating the
executable program contained in s. In particular, we introduce a special symbol to
the boolean expressions of µJS:
b 2 BE ::= · · · | ~
The special symbol ~ is used in the following to generate, from a regular expres-
sion over SpStm, a µJS program augmented with ~. We abuse notation denoting
by µJS the language taking into account also ~. This symbol is only used to la-
bel the boolean guards of an if or a while statements, during the translation from
regular expressions to our code intermediate representation. The special symbol ~
must be intended only as a placeholder and it will be never executed neither in the
concrete nor the abstract semantics. In particular, we augment the Edges function,
namely the one that generates the edges of a control-flow graph, for if and while
2Moreover, since concatenation is distributive w.r.t. ||, the conversion algorithm always dis-
tributes, in this case. For instance, x=(1; || 2;) is converted to (x=1;) || (x=2;).
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Finally, we can exploit the inductive structure of regular expression for synthesizing a cfg over-approximating
the executable program contained in s and which can be analyzed by the analyzer. In the example we use
Rds = Regex(ApStmds ) = Regex(StmSyn(Ads)).
Given a control-￿ow graph G, we refer to its nodes with N (G), to its edges with E(G) and to its entry and
exit points with I (G) and O(G). We de￿ne the procedure CFGGen consisting in the function * · + : RE   CFG
that, given a regular expression r   RE, translates it into a control-￿ow graph of a program in DImp. Given a
DImp statement c, its standard control-￿ow graph it is denoted with CFGDImp(c) and can be build with standard
techniques. The function * · + is inductively de￿ned on the structure of regular expressions.
*d+ =  CFGDImp(d) if d   DImp
CFGDImp(skip) otherwise*r1r2+ =  Nodes(G1)   Nodes(G2), Edges(G1)   Edges(G2)     (o, true, i)    o   Out(G1), i   In(G2)   ,
In(G1),Out(G2)  where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2+*r1+r2+ =  Nodes(G1)   Nodes(G2)   {  }, Edges(G1)   Edges(G2)     (  , true, i)    i   In(G1)   In(G2)   ,
{  },Out(G1)   Out(G2)  where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2 + and    is a fresh node*(r) + =  Nodes(G)   {  ,   },
Edges(G)     (o, true,   )    o   Out(G)       (  , true, i), (i, true,   )    i   In(G)   ,
{  }, {  } 
where G = *r + and    and    are fresh nodes
In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely on the function CFGDImp to build
the corresponding control-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node    that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link    to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r) +: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes,    and   , that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from    to the entry points of*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to   , labeled with true. Finally, we link    to   , emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e.,Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of   ·  . Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by   ·  .
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Finally, we can exploit the inductive structure of regular expression for synthesizing a cfg over-approximating
the executable program contained in s and which can be analyzed by the analyzer. In the example we use
Rds = Regex(ApStmds ) = Regex(StmSyn(Ads)).
iven a control-￿ow graph G, we refer to its nodes with N (G), to its edges with E(G) and to its entry and
exit points with I (G) and O(G). We de￿ne the procedure CFGGen consisting in the function * · + : RE   CFG
that, given a regular expression r   RE, translates it into a control-￿ow graph of a program in DImp. Given a
DImp statement c, its standard control-￿ow graph it is denoted with CFGDImp(c) and can be build with standard
techniques. The function * · + is inductively de￿ned on the structure of regular expressions.
*d+ =  CFGDImp(d) if d   DImp
CFGDImp(skip) otherwise*r1r2+ =  Nodes(G1)   Nodes(G2), Edges(G1)   Edges(G2)     (o, true, i)    o   Out(G1), i   In(G2)   ,
In(G1),Out(G2)  where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2+*r1+r2+ =  Nodes(G1)   Nodes(G2)   {  }, Edges(G1)   Edges(G2)     (  , true, i)    i   In(G1)   In(G2)   ,
{  },Out(G1)   Out(G2)  where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2 + and    is a fresh node*(r) + =  Nodes(G)   {  ,   },
Edges(G)     (o, true,   )    o   Out(G)       (  , true, i), (i, true,   )    i   In(G)   ,
{  }, {  } 
where G = *r + and    and    are fresh nodes
In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely on the function CFGDImp to build
the corresponding control-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting co trol-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the i ductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply c ncatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node    that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link    to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r) +: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ w graph creati g two new nodes,    and   , that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from    to the entry points of*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to   , labeled with true. Finally, we link    to   , emulating the false-branch
of a while l op.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of con rol-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In ur running example, the synthesis fr m the regular expression Rexp, i.e.,Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxErr r is raised duri g the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp stateme t, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of   ·  . Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by   ·  .
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permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node    that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link    to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r) +: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes,    and   , that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from    to the entry points of*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to   , labeled with true. Finally, we link    to   , emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e.,Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of   ·  . Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by   ·  .
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guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes,    and   , that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from    to the entry points of*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to   , labeled with true. Finally, we link    to   , emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e.,Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to t e control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If on of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of   ·  . Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
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(B)
FIGURE 6.10: (a) CFGµJS(*a:=a+1; || b:=b+1;+), (b)
CFGµJS(*(a:=a+ ;)+)
statements whe their boolean guard is ~.
Ed es(`1if(~){ `2st1`3 }else{ `4st2`5 }`6) = {h`1, true, `2i, h`1, true, `4i, }
[ {h`3, tru , `6i, h`5, tru , `6i}
[ Edg s(`2st1`3) [ Edges(`4st2`5)
Edg s(`1while(~){ `2st`3 }`4) = {h`1, true, `2i, h`1, true, `4i}
[ {h`3, true, `1i} [ Edges(`2st`3)
The special guard ~ i used as a non-d terminist c boolean guard. For example, let
us consid r foll wing program:
if(~){ a=a+1 }else{ b=b+1 };
Its control-flow graph, generated with the augmented version of Edges, is r port d
in Figure 6.10a, where the true and false branches are both labeled with true. In
this way, the static analysis algorithm (namely Algorithm 9) must take into account
both branches, similarly to an if abstract execution where the boolean guard is stat-
ically unknown, namely it evaluates to {true, false}. Similarly, let us consider the
while case:
while(~){ a=a+1 };
The corresponding control-flow graph is reported in Figure 6.10b, where, both the
true branch and the false branch (that exits from the body) are labeled with true.
In this way, we emulate a while loop where the boolean guard is statically unknown,
namely it evaluates to {true, false}. We abuse notation denoting by CFGµJS the
control-flow graph generator that takes into account the novel special guard ~ and
the corresponding Edges definition.
At this point, we have all the ingredients to generate a µJS program from a reg-
ular expression. In particular, we define the function * · + : RE ! µJS that, given
r 2 RE, translates r to a µJS program augmented with the special boolean symbol
~. The function * · + is inductively defined on the structure of regular expressions,
where d 2 SpStm.
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*d+ = (code(S(d)) if code(S(d)) 2 SpStm
skip otherwise*r1r2+ = *r1 + *r2+*r1||r2+ = if(~){ *r1+ 2 µJS ? * r1 + : skip }else{ *r2+ 2 µJS ? * r2 + : skip }*(r)⇤+ = while(~){ *r+ 2 µJS ? * r + : skip }
In the base case (first line), we check if d is a partial statement, namely if d 2 SpStm. If
so, it is returned as code (abusing notation of code), otherwise skip statement is re-
turned. In the case of *r1r2+, the function concatenates the two programs inductively
generated.
In the case of *r1||r2+, we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of
both operands. Here comes to play the special symbol ~, previously introduced. In
particular, we return an if statement where the if-true body is replaced with *r1+
if it is executable, skip otherwise, and the if-false body is replaced with *r2+, if it is
executable, skip otherwise. The boolean guard of the if statement is ~. It is worth
noting that we need to check the executability of *r1+ and *r2+, since the true and
false bodies must be µJS executable. For example, let us consider the following
regular expression:
while( || a=a+1;
Clearly, while( is not executable, hence, following the definition of * · +, it is replaced
with skip (i.e., no-op) without affecting the abstract semantics of other potentially
statements (e.g., a=a+1;). Indeed, the resulting program is
if(~){ skip }else{ a=a+1 };
We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)⇤+: in order to guarantee soundness, the
µJS program *r+ must be executed an undefined number of times, hence, we build
a while loop program, where the boolean guard is ~. Hence, the final function to
transform a regular expression over partial statements into a µJS program, using the
function * · + is *r+P , *r+ 2 µJS ? * r + : skip, that uses the rules defined above and
just explained. In the following, we abuse notation denoting * · +P as * · +.
In our running example, the code synthesis from the regular expression rds is the
augmented µJS program reported in Figure 6.11.
Finally, we need to generate a control-flow graph on which we can recursively
call our abstract interpreter. Hence, the last step corresponds to call CFGµJS on the
synthesized code, namely CFGGen(r) = CFGµJS(*r+). In our running example, the
synthesis from the regular expression rds is the control-flow graph Gds = CFGGen(rds)
reported in Figure 6.12, where the labels true are omitted. From here on, for the
sake of readability, consecutive edges labeled with trues are omitted. Note that
the control-flow graph of while(y; corresponds to the control-flow graph of skip
(right-most path in Figure 6.12).
Finally, we have to prove soundness, proving that the output control-flow graph
contains the computation of all the executable strings that are in the starting FA. In
particular, the next lemma shows that the control-flow graph generated by CFGGen(r)
contains all the computations of executable strings recognized by r.
Lemma 6.13. Given r 2 RE, let Gr , CFGGen(r), then 8d 2 L (r), 8 # 2 M#. 9P ✓
Paths(Gr) s.t. L code(S(d)) M# # ✓ Sp2PL p M# #
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1 if (~) {
2 if (~) {
3 if (~) {
4 x = x + 1
5 } else {
6 skip
7 }
8 } else {
9 while (x > 5) {
10 x = x + 1;
11 y = x
12 }
13 }
14 } else {
15 x = x + 1;
16 while (~) {
17 y = 10;
18 x = x + 1
19 }
20 }
FIGURE 6.11: µJS program of *rds+.
Finally, next theorem tells us that any executable string collected by the analysis
is kept in the final generated control-flow graph.
Theorem 6.14 (Soundness). Let s 2 SE, let As be the FA recognizing the strings associated
with s, then 8s 2 L (As)e µJS, 8 # 2M#
9P ✓ Paths(Gs). Gs , CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(As))). L s M# # ✓ [
p2P
L p M# #
Proof. By Theorem 6.12, we have that 8s 2 L (As) e µJS 9d 2 L (StmSyn(As))
such that code(S(d)) = s, hence any string collected in As corresponding to ex-
ecutable code, is kept in the transformed automaton ApStms = StmSyn(As). Then,
L (StmSyn(As)) = L (Regex(StmSyn(As))), hence d 2 L (Regex(StmSyn(As))). Fi-
nally Lemma 6.13 we have that 8 # 2 M#. L s M# # = L code(S(d)) M# # ✓S
p2PL p M# # .
6.5.3 Abstracting sequences of eval nested calls
We have previously described the architecture of the analysis, which recursively
calls the analysis on the synthesized control-flow graphwhen an eval occurs. Due to
unpredictability of the code that can be generated, it is impossible to foresee from the
program code whether the recursive sequence of calls will terminate. In particular,
this kind of divergence comes directly from the meaning of dynamically generated
code from strings and cannot be controlled by the semantics (namely with standard
techniques such as in the case of loop computations or recursive function calls) once
we execute the string-to-code statement. At the beginning of Section 6.1, we have
seen a quite simple example with a divergent recursion, but in general this kind of
situations may be hard to detect and is clearly out of the scope of the abstraction
made on data (and of its widening). If the program using eval terminates, then
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Finally, we can exploit the inductive structure of regular expression for synthesizing a cfg over-approximating
the executable program contained in s and which can be analyzed by the analyzer. In the example we use
Rds = Regex(ApStmds ) = Regex(StmSyn(Ads)).
Given a control-￿ow graph G, we refer to its nodes with N (G), to its edges with E(G) and to its entry and
exit points with I (G) and O(G). We de￿ne the procedure CFGGen consisting in the function * · + : RE   CFG
that, given a regular expression r   RE, translates it into a control-￿ow graph of a program in DImp. Given a
DImp statement c, its standard control-￿ow graph it is denoted with CFGDImp(c) and can be build with standard
techniques. The function * · + is inductively de￿ned on the structure of regular expressions.
*d+ =  CFGDImp(d) if d   DImp
CFGDImp(skip) otherwise*r1r2+ =  Nodes(G1)   Nodes(G2), Edges(G1)   Edges(G2)     (o, true, i)    o   Out(G1), i   In(G2)   ,
In(G1),Out(G2)  where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2+*r1+r2+ =  Nodes(G1)   Nodes(G2)   {  }, Edges(G1)   Edges(G2)     (  , true, i)    i   In(G1)   In(G2)   ,
{  },Out(G1)   Out(G2)  where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2 + and    is a fresh node*(r) + =  Nodes(G)   {  ,   },
Edges(G)     (o, true,   )    o   Out(G)       (  , true, i), (i, true,   )    i   In(G)   ,
{  }, {  } 
where G = *r + and    and    are fresh nodes
In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely on the function CFGDImp to build
the corresponding control-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node    that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link    to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r) +: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes,    and   , that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from    to the entry points of*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to   , labeled with true. Finally, we link    to   , emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e.,Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of   ·  . Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by   ·  .
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x=x+1
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x=x+1
<latexit sha1_b ase64="bSd60+fPxKKHDQIqSHQhImO ladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPV VdelmsAgFoSTd6EYouHFZwT4gDWUyv a1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AK TmIVtPavDOfdyLuf6kRQGbfvLWlvf2 NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ 9nxmQQkEbBUroRRpY4Evo+pObzO8+g jYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej2 9cOaDStWu2znoKnEKUiUFWoPKd38Y8 jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPi EjcFNqWIBGC/JT57T89gwDGkEmgpJc xH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxj i68hKhohhB8SwIhYQ8yHAt0i6ADoUG RJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPU KosclKcpYrWSWdRt2x685do9qsFXWV yCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj 1Zb9a79fE7umYVOydkAdbnDxHeno4= </latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="bSd60+fPxKKHDQIqSHQhImO ladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPV VdelmsAgFoSTd6EYouHFZwT4gDWUyv a1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AK TmIVtPavDOfdyLuf6kRQGbfvLWlvf2 NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ 9nxmQQkEbBUroRRpY4Evo+pObzO8+g jYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej2 9cOaDStWu2znoKnEKUiUFWoPKd38Y8 jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPi EjcFNqWIBGC/JT57T89gwDGkEmgpJc xH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxj i68hKhohhB8SwIhYQ8yHAt0i6ADoUG RJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPU KosclKcpYrWSWdRt2x685do9qsFXWV yCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj 1Zb9a79fE7umYVOydkAdbnDxHeno4= </latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="bSd60+fPxKKHDQIqSHQhImO ladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPV VdelmsAgFoSTd6EYouHFZwT4gDWUyv a1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AK TmIVtPavDOfdyLuf6kRQGbfvLWlvf2 NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ 9nxmQQkEbBUroRRpY4Evo+pObzO8+g jYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej2 9cOaDStWu2znoKnEKUiUFWoPKd38Y8 jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPi EjcFNqWIBGC/JT57T89gwDGkEmgpJc xH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxj i68hKhohhB8SwIhYQ8yHAt0i6ADoUG RJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPU KosclKcpYrWSWdRt2x685do9qsFXWV yCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj 1Zb9a79fE7umYVOydkAdbnDxHeno4= </latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="bSd60+fPxKKHDQIqSHQhImO ladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPV VdelmsAgFoSTd6EYouHFZwT4gDWUyv a1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AK TmIVtPavDOfdyLuf6kRQGbfvLWlvf2 NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ 9nxmQQkEbBUroRRpY4Evo+pObzO8+g jYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej2 9cOaDStWu2znoKnEKUiUFWoPKd38Y8 jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPi EjcFNqWIBGC/JT57T89gwDGkEmgpJc xH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxj i68hKhohhB8SwIhYQ8yHAt0i6ADoUG RJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPU KosclKcpYrWSWdRt2x685do9qsFXWV yCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj 1Zb9a79fE7umYVOydkAdbnDxHeno4= </latexit>
x=x+1
<latexit sha1_base64="bSd60+fP xKKHDQIqSHQhImOladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgFoSTd6E YouHFZwT4gDWUyva1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AKTmIVtPavDOfdyLu f6kRQGbfvLWlvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ9nxmQQkEbBUroRR pY4Evo+pObzO8+gjYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej29cOaDStWu2znoKn EKUiUFWoPKd38Y8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPiEjcFNqWIBGC/JT5 7T89gwDGkEmgpJcxH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxji68hKhohhB8SwIh YQ8yHAt0i6ADoUGRJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPUKosclKcpYrWSWdR t2x685do9qsFXWVyCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj1Zb9a79fE7umYVO ydkAdbnDxHeno4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSd60+fP xKKHDQIqSHQhImOladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgFoSTd6E YouHFZwT4gDWUyva1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AKTmIVtPavDOfdyLu f6kRQGbfvLWlvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ9nxmQQkEbBUroRR pY4Evo+pObzO8+gjYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej29cOaDStWu2znoKn EKUiUFWoPKd38Y8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPiEjcFNqWIBGC/JT5 7T89gwDGkEmgpJcxH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxji68hKhohhB8SwIh YQ8yHAt0i6ADoUGRJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPUKosclKcpYrWSWdR t2x685do9qsFXWVyCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj1Zb9a79fE7umYVO ydkAdbnDxHeno4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSd60+fP xKKHDQIqSHQhImOladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgFoSTd6E YouHFZwT4gDWUyva1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AKTmIVtPavDOfdyLu f6kRQGbfvLWlvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ9nxmQQkEbBUroRR pY4Evo+pObzO8+gjYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej29cOaDStWu2znoKn EKUiUFWoPKd38Y8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPiEjcFNqWIBGC/JT5 7T89gwDGkEmgpJcxH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxji68hKhohhB8SwIh YQ8yHAt0i6ADoUGRJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPUKosclKcpYrWSWdR t2x685do9qsFXWVyCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj1Zb9a79fE7umYVO ydkAdbnDxHeno4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSd60+fP xKKHDQIqSHQhImOladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgFoSTd6E YouHFZwT4gDWUyva1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AKTmIVtPavDOfdyLu f6kRQGbfvLWlvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ9nxmQQkEbBUroRR pY4Evo+pObzO8+gjYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej29cOaDStWu2znoKn EKUiUFWoPKd38Y8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPiEjcFNqWIBGC/JT5 7T89gwDGkEmgpJcxH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxji68hKhohhB8SwIh YQ8yHAt0i6ADoUGRJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPUKosclKcpYrWSWdR t2x685do9qsFXWVyCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj1Zb9a79fE7umYVO ydkAdbnDxHeno4=</latexit>
x=x+1
<latexit sha1_base64="bSd60+fP xKKHDQIqSHQhImOladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgFoSTd6E YouHFZwT4gDWUyva1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AKTmIVtPavDOfdyLu f6kRQGbfvLWlvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ9nxmQQkEbBUroRR pY4Evo+pObzO8+gjYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej29cOaDStWu2znoKn EKUiUFWoPKd38Y8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPiEjcFNqWIBGC/JT5 7T89gwDGkEmgpJcxH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxji68hKhohhB8SwIh YQ8yHAt0i6ADoUGRJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPUKosclKcpYrWSWdR t2x685do9qsFXWVyCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj1Zb9a79fE7umYVO ydkAdbnDxHeno4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSd60+fP xKKHDQIqSHQhImOladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgFoSTd6E YouHFZwT4gDWUyva1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AKTmIVtPavDOfdyLu f6kRQGbfvLWlvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ9nxmQQkEbBUroRR pY4Evo+pObzO8+gjYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej29cOaDStWu2znoKn EKUiUFWoPKd38Y8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPiEjcFNqWIBGC/JT5 7T89gwDGkEmgpJcxH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxji68hKhohhB8SwIh YQ8yHAt0i6ADoUGRJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPUKosclKcpYrWSWdR t2x685do9qsFXWVyCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj1Zb9a79fE7umYVO ydkAdbnDxHeno4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSd60+fP xKKHDQIqSHQhImOladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgFoSTd6E YouHFZwT4gDWUyva1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AKTmIVtPavDOfdyLu f6kRQGbfvLWlvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ9nxmQQkEbBUroRR pY4Evo+pObzO8+gjYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej29cOaDStWu2znoKn EKUiUFWoPKd38Y8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPiEjcFNqWIBGC/JT5 7T89gwDGkEmgpJcxH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxji68hKhohhB8SwIh YQ8yHAt0i6ADoUGRJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPUKosclKcpYrWSWdR t2x685do9qsFXWVyCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj1Zb9a79fE7umYVO ydkAdbnDxHeno4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSd60+fP xKKHDQIqSHQhImOladI=">AAACEnicbVHLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgFoSTd6E YouHFZwT4gDWUyva1DJ5MwcyMtoX+hW/0Pd+LWH/A3/AKTmIVtPavDOfdyLu f6kRQGbfvLWlvf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8cdE8aaQ5uHMtQ9nxmQQkEbBUroRR pY4Evo+pObzO8+gjYiVPc4i8AL2FiJkeAMU8lN+oh0ej29cOaDStWu2znoKn EKUiUFWoPKd38Y8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJczL/dhAxPiEjcFNqWIBGC/JT5 7T89gwDGkEmgpJcxH+biQsMGYW+OlkwPDBLHuZ+J/nxji68hKhohhB8SwIh YQ8yHAt0i6ADoUGRJZdDlQoyplmiKAFZZynYpyWsxCYPUKosclKcpYrWSWdR t2x685do9qsFXWVyCk5IzXikEvSJLekRdqEk5A8kxfyaj1Zb9a79fE7umYVO ydkAdbnDxHeno4=</latexit>
x<5
<latexit sha1_b ase64="Z5XbB4q9r71l9eFnshguWzj pBZs=">AAACEHicbVG7TsNAEDzzDOE VoKQ5ESGliuxICAqKSDSUQSIPlETR+ bIJp9ydrbs1IrLyE9DCf9AhWv6A3+A LsI0LkjDVaGZXs5r1Qyksuu6Xs7K6t r6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bNogMhyYPZGA 6PrMghYYmCpTQCQ0w5Uto+5Or1G8/g LEi0Lc4DaGv2FiLkeAME+ku7iHSx8u z2aBUdqtuBrpMvJyUSY7GoPTdGwY8U qCRS2Zt13ND7MfMoOASZsVeZCFkfML G0E2oZgpsP84OntHTyDIMaAiGCkkzE f5uxExZO1V+MqkY3ttFLxX/87oRji 76sdBhhKB5GoRCQhZkuRFJE0CHwgAi Sy8HKjTlzDBEMIIyzhMxSqqZC0zfIP TYpiV5i5Usk1at6rlV76ZWrlfyugrk mJyQCvHIOamTa9IgTcKJIs/khbw6T8 6b8+58/I6uOPnOEZmD8/kDujKd2g== </latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="Z5XbB4q9r71l9eFnshguWzj pBZs=">AAACEHicbVG7TsNAEDzzDOE VoKQ5ESGliuxICAqKSDSUQSIPlETR+ bIJp9ydrbs1IrLyE9DCf9AhWv6A3+A LsI0LkjDVaGZXs5r1Qyksuu6Xs7K6t r6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bNogMhyYPZGA 6PrMghYYmCpTQCQ0w5Uto+5Or1G8/g LEi0Lc4DaGv2FiLkeAME+ku7iHSx8u z2aBUdqtuBrpMvJyUSY7GoPTdGwY8U qCRS2Zt13ND7MfMoOASZsVeZCFkfML G0E2oZgpsP84OntHTyDIMaAiGCkkzE f5uxExZO1V+MqkY3ttFLxX/87oRji 76sdBhhKB5GoRCQhZkuRFJE0CHwgAi Sy8HKjTlzDBEMIIyzhMxSqqZC0zfIP TYpiV5i5Usk1at6rlV76ZWrlfyugrk mJyQCvHIOamTa9IgTcKJIs/khbw6T8 6b8+58/I6uOPnOEZmD8/kDujKd2g== </latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="Z5XbB4q9r71l9eFnshguWzj pBZs=">AAACEHicbVG7TsNAEDzzDOE VoKQ5ESGliuxICAqKSDSUQSIPlETR+ bIJp9ydrbs1IrLyE9DCf9AhWv6A3+A LsI0LkjDVaGZXs5r1Qyksuu6Xs7K6t r6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bNogMhyYPZGA 6PrMghYYmCpTQCQ0w5Uto+5Or1G8/g LEi0Lc4DaGv2FiLkeAME+ku7iHSx8u z2aBUdqtuBrpMvJyUSY7GoPTdGwY8U qCRS2Zt13ND7MfMoOASZsVeZCFkfML G0E2oZgpsP84OntHTyDIMaAiGCkkzE f5uxExZO1V+MqkY3ttFLxX/87oRji 76sdBhhKB5GoRCQhZkuRFJE0CHwgAi Sy8HKjTlzDBEMIIyzhMxSqqZC0zfIP TYpiV5i5Usk1at6rlV76ZWrlfyugrk mJyQCvHIOamTa9IgTcKJIs/khbw6T8 6b8+58/I6uOPnOEZmD8/kDujKd2g== </latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="Z5XbB4q9r71l9eFnshguWzj pBZs=">AAACEHicbVG7TsNAEDzzDOE VoKQ5ESGliuxICAqKSDSUQSIPlETR+ bIJp9ydrbs1IrLyE9DCf9AhWv6A3+A LsI0LkjDVaGZXs5r1Qyksuu6Xs7K6t r6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bNogMhyYPZGA 6PrMghYYmCpTQCQ0w5Uto+5Or1G8/g LEi0Lc4DaGv2FiLkeAME+ku7iHSx8u z2aBUdqtuBrpMvJyUSY7GoPTdGwY8U qCRS2Zt13ND7MfMoOASZsVeZCFkfML G0E2oZgpsP84OntHTyDIMaAiGCkkzE f5uxExZO1V+MqkY3ttFLxX/87oRji 76sdBhhKB5GoRCQhZkuRFJE0CHwgAi Sy8HKjTlzDBEMIIyzhMxSqqZC0zfIP TYpiV5i5Usk1at6rlV76ZWrlfyugrk mJyQCvHIOamTa9IgTcKJIs/khbw6T8 6b8+58/I6uOPnOEZmD8/kDujKd2g== </latexit>
y=x
<latexit sha1_b ase64="hCkOvFI9Ozjqo368CWUDpwm hNgs=">AAACEHicbVG7TsNAEDyHVwi vACXNiQgpVWSngQYpEg1lkMgDJVF0v mzCKXdn626NiKz8BLTwH3SIlj/gN/g CbOOCJEw1mtnVrGb9UAqLrvvlFNbWN za3itulnd29/YPy4VHbBpHh0OKBDEz XZxak0NBCgRK6oQGmfAkdf3qV+p0HM FYE+hZnIQwUm2gxFpxhIt3FfUQ6u3y cD8sVt+ZmoKvEy0mF5GgOy9/9UcAjB Rq5ZNb2PDfEQcwMCi5hXupHFkLGp2w CvYRqpsAO4uzgOT2LLMOAhmCokDQT4 e9GzJS1M+Unk4rhvV32UvE/rxfh+G IQCx1GCJqnQSgkZEGWG5E0AXQkDCCy 9HKgQlPODEMEIyjjPBGjpJqFwPQNQk 9sWpK3XMkqaddrnlvzbuqVRjWvq0hO yCmpEo+ckwa5Jk3SIpwo8kxeyKvz5L w5787H72jByXeOyQKczx8rvZ4f</la texit><latexit sha1_b ase64="hCkOvFI9Ozjqo368CWUDpwm hNgs=">AAACEHicbVG7TsNAEDyHVwi vACXNiQgpVWSngQYpEg1lkMgDJVF0v mzCKXdn626NiKz8BLTwH3SIlj/gN/g CbOOCJEw1mtnVrGb9UAqLrvvlFNbWN za3itulnd29/YPy4VHbBpHh0OKBDEz XZxak0NBCgRK6oQGmfAkdf3qV+p0HM FYE+hZnIQwUm2gxFpxhIt3FfUQ6u3y cD8sVt+ZmoKvEy0mF5GgOy9/9UcAjB Rq5ZNb2PDfEQcwMCi5hXupHFkLGp2w CvYRqpsAO4uzgOT2LLMOAhmCokDQT4 e9GzJS1M+Unk4rhvV32UvE/rxfh+G IQCx1GCJqnQSgkZEGWG5E0AXQkDCCy 9HKgQlPODEMEIyjjPBGjpJqFwPQNQk 9sWpK3XMkqaddrnlvzbuqVRjWvq0hO yCmpEo+ckwa5Jk3SIpwo8kxeyKvz5L w5787H72jByXeOyQKczx8rvZ4f</la texit><latexit sha1_b ase64="hCkOvFI9Ozjqo368CWUDpwm hNgs=">AAACEHicbVG7TsNAEDyHVwi vACXNiQgpVWSngQYpEg1lkMgDJVF0v mzCKXdn626NiKz8BLTwH3SIlj/gN/g CbOOCJEw1mtnVrGb9UAqLrvvlFNbWN za3itulnd29/YPy4VHbBpHh0OKBDEz XZxak0NBCgRK6oQGmfAkdf3qV+p0HM FYE+hZnIQwUm2gxFpxhIt3FfUQ6u3y cD8sVt+ZmoKvEy0mF5GgOy9/9UcAjB Rq5ZNb2PDfEQcwMCi5hXupHFkLGp2w CvYRqpsAO4uzgOT2LLMOAhmCokDQT4 e9GzJS1M+Unk4rhvV32UvE/rxfh+G IQCx1GCJqnQSgkZEGWG5E0AXQkDCCy 9HKgQlPODEMEIyjjPBGjpJqFwPQNQk 9sWpK3XMkqaddrnlvzbuqVRjWvq0hO yCmpEo+ckwa5Jk3SIpwo8kxeyKvz5L w5787H72jByXeOyQKczx8rvZ4f</la texit><latexit sha1_b ase64="hCkOvFI9Ozjqo368CWUDpwm hNgs=">AAACEHicbVG7TsNAEDyHVwi vACXNiQgpVWSngQYpEg1lkMgDJVF0v mzCKXdn626NiKz8BLTwH3SIlj/gN/g CbOOCJEw1mtnVrGb9UAqLrvvlFNbWN za3itulnd29/YPy4VHbBpHh0OKBDEz XZxak0NBCgRK6oQGmfAkdf3qV+p0HM FYE+hZnIQwUm2gxFpxhIt3FfUQ6u3y cD8sVt+ZmoKvEy0mF5GgOy9/9UcAjB Rq5ZNb2PDfEQcwMCi5hXupHFkLGp2w CvYRqpsAO4uzgOT2LLMOAhmCokDQT4 e9GzJS1M+Unk4rhvV32UvE/rxfh+G IQCx1GCJqnQSgkZEGWG5E0AXQkDCCy 9HKgQlPODEMEIyjjPBGjpJqFwPQNQk 9sWpK3XMkqaddrnlvzbuqVRjWvq0hO yCmpEo+ckwa5Jk3SIpwo8kxeyKvz5L w5787H72jByXeOyQKczx8rvZ4f</la texit>
y=10
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FIGURE 6.12: Control-flow graph Gds generated by CFGGenmodule
there must be a maximal depth of nested calls to eval, and therefore we can ensure
enough precision until a max mal degree of n ted alls to eval. Howev r, to x ract
this maximal depth is in general undecidable.
In order to approximate this maximal depth of nested val call, w can introduc
a nested call widening, which consists in fixing a threshold of allowed height of th
nested eval calls. Once we reach the threshold, the only way to keep soundness con-
sists in approximating the collection of values for any variable to the top, when the
threshold is overcome, meaning that after the threshold anything can be computed.
In this way, we guarantee soundness by fixing a degree of precision in observing the
nesting of eval statements.
6.6 Evaluating the analyze
We have implemented the µJS static analyzer (available at https://github.com/
SPY-Lab/mujs-analyzer) described in this chapter, testing it on some significant
eval programs in order to highlight the strengths and the weaknesses of the pre-
sented analyzer. In this section, we report the most significant cases in order to
evaluate our approach. Moreover, we are currently integrating our approach upon
TAJS static analyzer [Jensen, Møller, and Thiemann, 2009]. The proposed prototype
shows that it is possible to design and implement an efficient sound-by-construction
static analyzer based on abstract interpretation for self modifying code. In order
to measure quality and precision of our abstract interpreter we tackle the follow-
ing questions:
Q1: Does the analyzer handle string-to-code statements (eval), even in presence of
join points?
Q2: Does the analyzer handle nested calls to eval?
In order to answer to Q1 and Q2, we evaluate the precision of our approach dis-
cussing, in the next sections, several eval usages inspired by real-world JavaScript
applications. Finally, we conclude the evaluation by comparing our analyzer with
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Code fragment Exe# output
str = "x=";
if (B)
str = str + "f";
else
































x < 3 x++;
true
str = "a=0;b=0;";
while (i++ < 100) {
if (B)
str = str + "a++;";
else























TAJS [Jensen, Møller, and Thiemann, 2009; Jensen, Jonsson, and Møller, 2012](ver-
sion 0.9-8).
eval of dynamic-generated string (Q1). As observed before, the proposed archi-
tecture allows the analyzer to handle non-standard uses of eval, where the eval
input string is dynamically manipulated. In the following, we describe three signif-
icant witnesses, allowing us to discuss about the precision of the analyzer.
Consider the first row of Table 6.5, supposing that the boolean guard B is un-
known; hence both branches must be taken into account, implying that the state-
ments executed by eval may be either x=f() or x=g(). We approximate the code
potentially executed by eval with the control-flow graph reported in the first row,
second column, in Table 6.5 (Exe# output). Concerning precision, the synthesized
control-flow graph is precise since it precisely contains the two possible executions.
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Consider a more challenging example, provided in the second row of Table 6.5.
The boolean value of the guard is unknown, hence eval may execute either an if
or a while statement. In this case, the code that will be potentially executed is not a
simple combination of syntactic language structures. Hence, we think (and we have
found) that this is a harder case to tackle for existing analysis tools. The approxima-
tion of the potentially executed code is reported in the second row. As before, the
generated control-flow graph is precise since it contains the two possible programs
to execute.
Finally, in the last row of Table 6.5, the eval input string is built after a while
statement join point. In this case, we also need to approximate the while loop exe-
cution, in order to avoid divergence. The number of loop iterations is unknown due
to the unknown value of i before the loop. Hence, we need to apply the widening
operatorrnDyn, to ensure termination. In the example, we fix n = 5, using the DFA/⌘
widening operator r5DFA/⌘ , allowing us to over-approximate the value of str by the
regular expression a=0;b=0;(a++;||b++;)⇤. It is possible to tune string approxima-
tion precision, and therefore to obtain different code approximations, by changing
the widening operator used in the analysis. The corresponding control-flow graph,
over-approximating the code executed by eval, is shown in the last row. In this case,
the control-flow graph generation process adds further imprecision due to both the
widening (generating cycles in the FA) and the way a control-flow graph is gener-
ated starting from a Kleene-star regular expression.
Nested eval calls (Q2). As explained in Section 6.5.3, the soundness and termi-
nation of our approach is guaranteed by nested call widening. Note that different
results can be obtained from the analysis by tuning this parameter. In order to show
how the analysis behaves in these situations, let us consider two significant exam-
ples: the first example is a terminating sequence of nested eval calls, while the sec-
ond one is an infinite one. Consider the fragment below.
a=0;
str = "a++;if(a < 3){eval (\"a++;\" + str);}";
eval(str);
As long as a is less than 3, the program concatenates "a++;" with str, while, when
a becomes greater then or equal to 3, the eval call returns, closing the sequence
of nested calls. Clearly, the analysis result depends on the value of the nested call
widening: if it is greater than or equal to 3, no loss of precision occurs during the
analysis, handling precisely and efficiently the whole sequence of nested eval calls.
Otherwise, the analysis gives up, returning the > abstract state (i.e., all the possible
variables evaluated to >) as explained in Section 6.5.3. In this way, while preserv-
ing soundness, the analysis may continue on the code after the eval call causing
the nested call sequence, still able to get significant information about the program.
Indeed, the > abstract string value is modeled by the FA recognizing S⇤, making
the analyzer able to trace string manipulations also of unknown (set to >) variables.
Next code fragment shows an example of non-terminating sequence of nested eval
calls. In this case, independently from the choice of the nested call widening, the
static analyzer has to give up because the program diverges.
a=0;
str = "a++;"
str = str + "if(a<3){str = \"a++\" + str;} eval(str);";
eval(str);
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str = "x=5";








FIGURE 6.13: Astr s.t. L (Astr) = {x = 5n; | n > 0}
In order to be sound, a > abstract state is returned. Some techniques to detect as
precisely as possible the presence of infinite nested eval call sequences can be stud-
ied and involved into the analyzer. This would define a smart widening technique
for approximating nested eval calls for tuning the precision of the analysis in these
situations, and it surely deserves further investigation.
6.6.1 Limitations
As shown in the previous sections, the proposed abstract interpreter is able to pre-
cisely answer about several eval patterns, even in presence of join points. Any-
way, for some cases, even our abstract interpreter is not able to derive a control-flow
graph that over-approximates the eval input string. Consider the fragment reported
in Figure 6.13a, assuming that the value of i is unknown. Moreover, consider to ap-
ply r2DFA/⌘ in the while-loop. In Figure 6.13b, we report the FA abstracting the eval
input, where the cycle in the FA is caused by the application of the widening r2DFA/⌘
to ensure termination. In this case, our analyzer cannot return a control-flow graph
that over-approximates the code that may be concretely executed: the hypothetical
control-flow graph could be infinite since it should consider any possible assignment
to x of any possible number formed by sequences of 5 (i.e., x=5;,x=55;,x=555;. . . ).
In general, our analyzer fails to construct a control-flow graph that approximates the
code that may be concretely executed when the cycles in the FA abstracting the in-
put value of eval do not repeat valid statements, namely when the automaton is not
a cycle-executable automaton, as in the example. In order to preserve soundness,
when an eval statement occurs, our analyzer checks whether the input FA contains
cycles that do not repeat a valid statement; if so, top abstract state is returned. It
is worth noting that these cases occur only when the FA contains cycles that do not
repeat valid statements. Nevertheless, we are currently investigating how to handle
even these cases, trying to propose a solution to integrate into our analyzer.
6.6.2 Comparison with TAJS
In [Jensen, Jonsson, and Møller, 2012], the authors introduce an automatic code
rewriting technique removing eval constructs in JavaScript applications, showing
that, in some cases, eval can be replaced by an equivalent JavaScript code without
eval. This work has been inspired by [Richards et al., 2011] showing that eval is
widely used. In particular, the authors integrate a refactoring of the calls to eval
into TAJS. It performs inter-procedural data-flow analysis capturing whether eval
input expressions evaluate to constant values. If so, eval call can be replaced with
an eval-free alternative code. It is clear that code refactoring is possible only when
the string analysis recognizes that the arguments of eval are constants. Moreover,
they handle the presence of nested eval by fixing a maximal degree of nesting, but
in practice they set this degree to 1, since, as they claim, it is not often encountered
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while (x < 3) {













TABLE 6.6: Comparison with TAJS
in practice. The solution we propose allows us to go beyond constant values and
refactor code also when the arguments of eval are not constants. We have identi-
fied three particular classes of eval programs depending on some features of the
analyzed program which allow us to underline the differences between TAJS and
our approach. We report three significant examples in Table 6.6, where we summa-
rize the comparison with TAJS. The first class of tests consists in programs where
the string variables collect only one value during execution, i.e., they are constant
strings. A witness of this class of programs is provided in the first row of Table 6.6,
where the string value contained in y is constant. In this case, both, TAJS and our
analyzer, are precise since no loss of information occurs during both the analyses.
By using the value of y as input of eval, we obtain exactly the statement x=x+1;
since Exe#, in this case, behaves as the identity function. TAJS performs the uneval
transformation and executes the same statement.
The second class of tests consists in programswhere there are no constant strings,
namely strings whose value before eval is not precisely known and it is approxi-
mated by a set of potential string values. An example of this class is reported in
the second row of Table 6.6. In this case, since we do not have any information
about x, we must consider both branches, meaning that before eval we only know
that y is one value between "a=a+1" and "b=b+1". If we analyze this program in
TAJS, the value of y before the eval call is identified as a string, and when it loses
the constant information it loses the whole value, leading to an exception in TAJS
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analysis when eval is met. On the other hand, our analyzer keeps the least upper
bound between the stores computed in each branch, obtaining the abstract value
for y modeled by the FA Ay recognizing the language expressed by the regular ex-
pression a=a+1;||b=b+1;. Afterwards, our analyzer returns and analyzes the sound
approximation of the program passed to eval reported in the second row.
In the last class of examples, the string that will be executed is dynamically built
at run-time. In the example provided in Table 6.6, the dynamically generated string
is x=x+1;(x=x+1;)⇤. In this case, as it happened before, TAJS loses the value of y
and can only identify y as a string. This means that, again, eval makes the analysis
stuck, throwing an exception. On the other hand, our analyzer performs a sound
over-approximation of the set of values computed in y. In particular, the analysis,
in order to guarantee termination, computes widening instead of least upper bound
between FA, inside the loop. This clearly introduces imprecision, since it makes us
lose the control on the number of iterations. In particular, applying r3DFA/⌘ , we com-
pute a FA Ay strictly containing the concrete set of possible string values, recognizing
the regular expression x = x+ 1; (x = x+ 1; )⇤. The presence of possible infinite se-
quences of x=x+1; is due to the over-approximation induced by the use of widening
operator on FA. Nevertheless, the widening parameter can be tuned in order to get
the desired precision degree of the analysis: The higher the parameter, the more pre-
cise and costly the analysis is. The control-flow graph extracted from Ay is reported
in the third row.
Final remarks. The novel approach presented in this chapter attacks an extremely
hard problem in static program analysis: Analyzing dynamically mutating code
in a meaningful and sound way. This provides the very first proof of concept in
sound static analysis for self-modifying code based on bounded reflection for a
high-level script-like programming language. The main contribution of this chap-
ter is in proposing an innovative approach for designing sound static analyzer for
dynamic code, i.e., for code that may change during execution. The main idea is
to analyze strings by approximating them as regular languages, i.e., by using fi-
nite state automata. When a string-to-code instruction is met, the automata mod-
eling the string-to-code instruction input is analyzed in order to approximate its
executable sub-language, namely the sub-language of all the executable statements
at that program point. This approximated sub-language is then used for building a
control-flow graph whose semantics soundly approximates the semantics of what is
concretely executed by the string-to-code statement. In this way we can recursively
call the same abstract interpreter on the synthesized control-flow graph. Once the
recursive call returns we continue the standard analysis. The approach we propose
is, in this sense, a truly dynamic static analyzer, keeping the analysis going even when
code is dynamically built.
We have implemented the analyzer for µJS and it is available at https://github.
com/SPY-Lab/mujs-analyzer. As far as the string analysis is concerned, in the thesis
we have shown the abstract semantics of five popular string operations. Neverthe-
less, the static analyzer we have implemented provide several other string opera-
tions contained into the built-in JavaScript global object String, such as, for exam-
ple slice, startsWith or repeat. We have decided to omit these other operations to
do not burden the presentation, since their abstract semantics can be seen as corner
cases of the abstract semantics reported in this chapter (e.g., slice for substring).
Moreover, we are currently integrating the finite state automata abstract domain
and the dynamic code analysis reported in this chapter upon TAJS. The prototype
is available at https://github.com/SPY-Lab/tajs_automata. The result, is still a
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prototype and it cannot be considered a real tool for several reasons. For example,
high-order functions and JavaScript prototype inheritance are, at the moment, par-
tially supported, as well as some standard built-in global objects. Moreover, we have
implemented only one string-to-code statement, i.e., eval. It is well known that there
are other ways for dynamically executing code built out of strings, but it is clear that
the same approach used for eval can be easily applied to any other string-to-code




An abstract domain for objects in
dynamic languages
In this last chapter, we present a preliminary approach that tries to face another
problem in dynamic programming languages. As we have already mentioned more
than once, dynamic languages such as JavaScript or PHP have gained a huge suc-
cess in a very wide range of applications and this mainly happened due to the sev-
eral features that such languages provide to developers. One of this features is the
way strings may be used to interact with programs objects. Unlike strongly-typed
object-oriented languages, where the structure of an object (i.e., its class) is known at
compile-time and cannot change during program execution, usually in dynamic lan-
guages it is possible to create, manipulate, and delete object properties at run-time,
interacting with them using strings. If, on the one hand, this may help developers to
simplify coding and to build applications faster, on the other hand, this may lead to
misunderstandings and bugs in the produced code. Furthermore, because of these
dynamic features, reasoning about dynamic programs by means of static analysis is
quite hard, producing very often imprecise results.
For instance, let us consider the simple yet expressive example reported in Fig-
ure 7.1, supposing that the value of the if guard is statically unknown. The value of
idx is indeterminate after line 6 and it is updated at each iteration of the while loop
(line 10). The while guard is also statically unknown and at each iteration we access
obj with idx, incrementally saving the results in n. The goal is to statically retrieve
the value of idx and n at the end of the program. It is worth noting that a crucial
role here is played by the string abstraction used to approximate the value of idx,
that is used to access obj. Indeed, adopting finite abstract domains, such as [Jensen,
Møller, and Thiemann, 2009; Kashyap et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2012], will lead to in-
fer that idx could be any possible string. Consequently, when idx is used to access
obj, in order to guarantee soundness, we need to access all properties of obj. For
instance, we also have to consider the property ac, which is never used to access obj
during the execution of the program. This ends up in an imprecise approximation
of idx and, in turn, of n.
In this chapter, we further augment the µJS syntax and semantics in order to
make it able to handle also object expressions. Since we do not model important
object-related features such as encapsulation or inheritance, it would be more ap-
propriate to refer to our model as associate arrays [Hauzar and Kofron, 2015a] nev-
ertheless, in this chapter, for the sake of simplicity, we will refer to it as objects.
We exploit again the finite state automata abstract domain presented in Chap-
ter 5. We still abstract strings values to the finite state automata abstract domain and
we use it also to define a novel abstract domain for objects. The idea is to abstract
the objects properties in the same domain used to abstract string values, namely
the finite state automata abstract domain. We show that exploiting finite automata
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1 if (?) {
2 idx = "a"
3 }
4 else {
5 idx = "b"
6 };
7 n = 0; obj = new {a:1, aa:2, ab:3, ac:"world "};
8 while (?) {
9 n = n + obj[idx];
10 idx = concat(idx , "a")
11 }
12 obj[idx] = n; // value of idx and n ?
FIGURE 7.1: Motivating example.
to abstract string values and objects properties produces precise results in abstract
computations, in particular in object properties lookup and in object manipulations
inside iterative constructs. We define the necessary semantic transformers for objects
to be integrated in the static analysis algorithm on control-flow graph but, differently
from what we have done until this chapter, for the sake of simplicity, all the exam-
ples of the abstract computations shown here are done directly on the µJS program
we aim to analyze and not on its corresponding control-flow graph.
7.1 Object concrete semantics
In this section, we extend the µJS syntax with object expressions. An object is a
comma-separated collection (potentially empty) of property-value associations.
o 2 OE ::= { } | {s0 : e0, s1 : e1, . . . , sn : en}
For example, a µJS object may be {a:1, b:2, c:3}. Afterwards, we also introduce
object construction, object-property lookup and object-property update, as follows.
e 2 E ::= · · · | x[s] st 2 STMT ::= · · · | x = new o | x[s] = e
For the sake of simplicity, it is worth noting that object properties cannot recursively
contain other objects. Anyway, this choice is not restrictive and in [Arceri, Pasqua,
and Mastroeni, 2019] we have taken into account also objects that can recursively
contain other object properties.
The set of the possible values associated with a variable must take into account
also objects. We recall that VAL is defined as VAL , INT[BOOL[ STR[ {NaN}[ {"}.
Hence, we define the set VALP as
VALP , VAL [OBJ
An object o 2 OBJ is represented as a map that associates strings to primitive val-
ues, namely OBJ , STR ! VAL. It is worth noting that there is no order relation
between object properties, as it happens in standard programming languages. At
this point, we are ready to extend the expression and statement big-step seman-
tics defined in Chapter 3. The evaluation of an object takes each association string-
expression and it recursively evaluates the expressions, returning as result a map
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containing the string-value associations. Hence, we extend the expressions seman-
tics JeK : STATE ! VALP as follows.
J{s0 : e0, s1 : e1, . . . sn : en}Kx , [sn 7! JenKx] • . . . • [s1 7! Je1Kx] • [s0 7! Je0Kx]
where f • g(s) , g(s) if g(s) 6=" ^ f (s) =" and f • g(s) , f (s) otherwise. For
example, the expression {a:1, b:length("foo"), c:5+3} evaluates to the object
[a 7! 1 b 7! 3 c 7! 8]. Following the JavaScript semantics, it is worth noting that, for
instance, {a:1, a:2} evaluates to [a 7! 2], saving only the last association with the
same property a.
The semantics of objects properties lookup x[s] checks whether the string result-
ing from the evaluation of s is a property of the object stored in x. If so, the as-
sociated value is returned. Hence, its definition is the following, supposing thatJsKx = s 2 STR:
Jx[s]Kx , (x(x)(s) if x(x) 2 OBJ ^ s 2 dom(x(x))" otherwise
In our core language, we allow only to access already stored objects. Moreover, it
is worth noting that when we try to access a property s not present in the object
contained in x, then " is returned.
Finally, we augment the statement semantics JstK : STATE ! STATE, defining
the semantics of object construction and object property update. The semantics of
x = new o stores into the states the evaluation of OBJ.
Jx = new oKx , x[x  JoKx]
The semantics of x[s] = e stores in the object stored by x, at the property expressed
by the evaluation of s, the evaluation of e. In the following, we suppose that o = JxKx.
Jx[s] = eKx , x[x  o • [JsKx 7! JeKx]]
Note that, as it happens in dynamic languages, if the property is not contained in
the object stored by x, a new association is created and added. As a final remark,
we point out that in our extension of µJS we do not model features such as pointer
arithmetic, objects comparisons and object-related implicit type conversion.
At this point, since we perform static analysis of the control-flow graph of a µJS
program, we need to slightly change the collecting semantics defined in Section 3.2
taking into account also object values. First, the set of the possible collecting value
associated with a variable contains also sets of object and hence it is extended as
˙VALP , ˙VAL [ }(OBJ)
where ˙VAL has been defined in Chapter 3 and it is ˙VAL = }(INT) [ }(BOOL) [
}(STR) [ }({NaN}) [ }({"}). We recall that collecting memoriesM : ID ! ˙VALP,
ranged over , associate with each variable a set of values. Also the language of
edge labels of a control-flow graph µJS-CFG changes as follows.
µJS-CFG 3 l ::= · · · | x = new o | x[s] = e
since a control-flow graph edge can be also labeled with object constructor and
object-property update statements. Next, we need to define how these new state-
ments act on a collectingmemory, extending the collecting semantics L st M :M !M
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as follows.
L x = new o M , [x  L o M ]L x[s] = e M , [x  { o • [s 7! v] | o 2 L x M , s 2 L s M , v 2 L e M ] }
We also augment the expression collecting semantics for the novel introduced ex-
pressions, as follows.
L {s0 : e0, s1 : e1, . . . sn : en} M ,
8<:[sn 7!vn] • . . . • [s1 7!v1] • [s0 7!v0]
       8i 2 [0, n]vi 2 L ei M
9=;
L x[s] M ,[{ o[s] | o 2 L x M , s 2 L s M , s 2 props(o) }
Above, we use the notation props(o) ✓ S⇤ to denote the set of the properties of
an object o. In the following, we will present the abstract domain for objects OBJ#
and the abstract semantics of the object-related statements and expressions added to
µJS. In particular, we will focus on augmenting the abstract function L · M#, that is
the semantic transformer of edges labels of a control-flow graph.
7.2 An abstract domain for objects
Similarly to what we have already done for strings, integers and booleans, we need
also to finitely represent an infinite set of concrete objects, namely we need to design
an abstract domain for concrete objects. We start here with our representation of
infinite sets of objects, namely we define an abstract domain approximating }(OBJ).
In particular, we first have a non-relational abstraction between objects-properties
and values, i.e., we abstract }(OBJ) in }(STR)  ! ˙VAL. Then, we abstract }(STR) to
the finite state automata abstract domain DFA/⌘ and ˙VAL in the coalesced abstract
domain Dyn defined in Section 6.2 (see Equation 6.1). Finally, we can abstract values
of ˙VALP in the DynP abstract domain, defined as follows.
DynP , Dyn OBJ#
where the new object abstract domain is OBJ# , DFA/⌘ ! Dyn. The partial order
vObj for OBJ# is the point-wise ordering between functions, i.e., o#1 vObj o#2 , (8A 2
DFA/⌘ . o#1(A) vDyn o#2(A)). This order is not optimal but it does not harm the analysis
since, as we can see in Section 7.2.1, the order can be strengthen.
Similarly, the least upper bound for OBJ# is defined as
F
ObjX , lA 2 DFA .
F
Dyn
{o#(A) | o# 2 X}. We can similarly define the greatest lower bound for OBJ#. It is
straightforward to see that hOBJ#,vObji is a lattice, with minimum mapping every
automaton to ?Dyn, and maximum mapping every automaton to >Dyn. The con-
cretization gO 2 OBJ#  ! }(OBJ) is defined as:
gO(o#) ,
8<:o 2 OBJ
       8s 2 STR 9A 2 DFA/⌘ . s 2 gDFA(A) ^ o(s) 2 gDyn(o#(A)) _ o(s) =" 
9=;
In order to show how our object abstract domain works, we consider a simple
yet expressive µJS example (Figure 7.2, where we suppose that the boolean guards
of while and if statements are statically unknown). The fragment declares the ob-
ject o at line 1, and its abstract value at lines 1-9 is reported in Figure 7.3a. Then,
it indefinitely iterates over the string variable idx at lines 3-6 appending either the
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1 o = new {x:1, y:2, z:3};
2 idx = "x";
3 while (?) {
4 if (?) {
5 idx = concat(idx , "x")
6 } else {
7 idx = concat(idx , "y")
8 }
9 };
10 o[idx] = 7;
FIGURE 7.2: µJS program example.
strings "x" or "y". Finally, idx is used to access the object o at line 7. Let us suppose
to statically analyze the above program with the abstract domain previously pre-
sented. Since the number of iterations of the while-loop is statically unknown, the
computation of the value of idx, abstracted as a finite state automaton, may diverge.
In order to enforce termination, the automata widening rnDFA/⌘ is applied. TuningrnDFA/⌘ with n = 3, the abstract value of idx at line 10, after the while computation,
corresponds to the automaton expressed by the regular expression x(x || y)⇤. Since
idx does not represent just a single string, when we analyze o[idx]we may have to
overwrite an object property (e.g., x) and add new properties to o (e.g., xyy). Since
the abstract value of idx expresses an infinite number of object properties, we call
this property summary property. The abstract value of o after line 10 is depicted in
Figure 7.3b, where the summary property x(x || y)⇤ is added to the object reported
in Figure 7.3a. Note that in the abstract object updated at line 10, the abstract prop-
erties x and x(x || y)⇤ share the common concrete property x. In particular, the value
of o["x"] may be either 1 or 7. We aim at an objects representation where every
property does not share any property with the others, namely when objects are in
normal form.
7.2.1 Normalization
We now formally define the notion of abstract object normal form. Given an ab-
stract object o# 2 OBJ#, we abuse notation denoting by props(o#) ✓ DFA/⌘ the set



















x(x || y)+ 7! [7,7]
37777775
(C)
FIGURE 7.3: (a) Abstract value of o after line 1 of the fragment re-
ported in Figure 7.2 (b) Abstract value of o after line 10. (c) Normal
form of o after line 10.
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props(o#) , {p 2 DFA/⌘ | o#(p) 6="}. Abstract properties represent sets of con-
crete properties. Since abstract properties are represented as finite state automata,
we can refer to the set of the concrete properties captured by the abstract one. Hence,
given an abstract property p 2 props(o#), we abuse notation denoting by L (p) the
language of the concrete properties captured by p.
Definition 7.1 (Abstract object normal form). An abstract object o# 2 OBJ# is in nor-
mal form when:
8p 2 props(o#) . |L (p)| 2 {1,w} ^ 8p1, p2 2 props(o#) .L (p1) \L (p2) = ?
Informally speaking, we say that an abstract object is in normal form when each
property p represents only a single string (i.e., |L (p)| = 1) or an infinite language
(i.e., |L (p)| = w) and it does not share any concrete property with other abstract
properties. Hence, a normal form abstract object has two kinds of properties: p is
a non-summary property, if |L (p)| = 1, and p is a summary property, if |L (p)| = w.
For instance, the abstract object in Figure 7.3a is in normal form, since any abstract
property expresses concrete properties that are not expressed by other abstract prop-
erties and it only contains non-summary properties. Instead, the abstract object in
Figure 7.3b is not in formal form, despite it has only summary and non-summary
properties, since the string x is expressed by the non-summary property x and by
the summary property x(x || y)⇤.
During abstract computations, it may happen that abstract objects are not in nor-
mal form, so we need to normalize them. We rely on the function Norm : OBJ#  !
OBJ# that normalizes an abstract object and its behavior is captured by the algorithm
reported by Algorithm 14.
The first part of the algorithm, namely lines 1-6, checks if any property of o# is
summary or non-summary. If it finds a property p such thatL (p) /2 {1,w} then the
algorithm first removes that property from the object, and then looks at its language
(that is finite) and adds any single property captured by pwith its old corresponding
value. For example, let us consider the object [x || y 7! [5, 5]], the algorithm returns
as result the normal form abstract object [x 7! [5, 5], y 7! [5, 5]]. The idea of the
second part of Algorithm 14 (lines 7-17) is to check, for any p1 2 props(o#), if it
shares at least a concrete property with any other p2 2 props(o#) (lines 11-16). This
boils down to check whether the intersection between p1 and p2 is not empty. If so,
three new abstract properties are created in o# (note that p1 is removed at line 8 and
p2 will be removed at line 16). In particular:
• the property p1 uDFA p2 points to the join of the previous values of p1 and p2
and the previous value (if present) of p1 uDFA p2 in o# (line 16);
• the property p1 rDFA/⌘ p2 points to the join of the previous value of p1 and the
previous value (if present) of p1rDFA/⌘ p2 in o# (line 17);
• the property p2 rDFA/⌘ p1 points to the join of the previous value of p2 and the
previous value (if present) of p2rDFA/⌘ p1 in o# (line 18);
Otherwise, if p1 does not share any property with other abstract properties of o#,
the association [p1 7! o#(p1)] is simply added to o# (line 17). For example, let us
consider again the abstract object reported in Figure 7.3b. The result obtained by
applying Algorithm 14 is the abstract object reported in Figure 7.3c.
Proposition 7.2. Given o# 2 OBJ#, the abstract object Norm(o#), computed by Al-
gorithm 14, is in normal form (Definition 7.1). Moreover, we have that gO(o#) =
gO(Norm(o#)).
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Algorithm 14: Norm 2 OBJ#  ! OBJ# algorithm
Data: o# 2 OBJ#
Result: Norm(o#)
1 foreach p 2 props(o#) do
2 v#  o#(p);
3 if |L (p)| /2 {1,w} then
4 remove p from o#;
5 foreach s 2 L (p) do




10 foreach p1 2 props(o#) do
11 v#1  o#(p1); remove p1 from o#; normalized false;
12 foreach p2 2 props(o#) do
13 v#2  o#(p2);
14 if p1 uDFA p2 6= Min(?) ^ p1 6= p2 then
15 normalized true;
16 o#  o# • [p1 uDFA p2 7! o#(p1 uDFA p2) tDyn v#1 tDyn v#2];
17 o#  o# • [p1rDFA/⌘ p2 7! o#(p1rDFA/⌘ p2) tDyn v#1];
18 o#  o# • [p2rDFA/⌘ p1 7! o#(p2rDFA/⌘ p1) tDyn v#2];
19 remove p2 from o#;
20 end
21 end
22 if !normalized then o#  o# • [p1 7! v#1] ;
23 end
24 return o#;
As we have previously mentioned in this section, normalization strengthens the ab-
stract order between objects. For example, the objects [a 7! [1, 1], b 7! [1, 1]] and
[a || b 7! [1, 2]] are not comparable, but, if we normalize the second object (i.e., in
[a 7! [1, 2], b 7! [1, 2]]), then we have [a 7! [1, 1], b 7! [1, 1]] vObj Norm([a || b 7!
[1, 2]]).
7.2.2 Objects-related abstract semantics
In this section, we focus on defining the abstract semantics of the novel objects-
related statements and expressions we have added to µJS. In particular, we define
the abstract semantics of an object expression, an object-access property (x[s]), object
constructor (x = new o) and object-property update (x[s] = e).
The object evaluation is straightforward and follows the concrete semantics re-
ported in the previous section.
L {s0 : e0, s1 : e1, . . . sn : en} M# # , [sn 7! L en M# #] • . . . [s1 7! L e1 M# #] • [s0 7! L e0 M# #]
The abstract semantics of an object property x[s] is reported in the following, sup-
posing that A = L s M# # and o# = #(x)
L x[s] M# # ,G
Dyn
{ o#(A0) | A0 2 props(o#), A0 uDFA A 6= Min(?) }














FIGURE 7.4: Example of materialization.
Since we abstract both strings and object properties to finite state automata, po-
tentially recognizing more than a string (because of summary properties), the result
of the least upper bound of any value corresponding to a property stored in xwhose
intersection with the automaton A is non-empty. For example, if we want to access
the object [a  [1, 1], b  [2, 2], c  [3, 3]] with the automaton recognizing the
language {a, b}, the results would be [1, 2].
As far as the statement x = new o is concerned, we need to store a novel ab-
stract object into x and its semantics is straightforward and follows the concrete one.
Formally:
L x = new o M# # , #[x  L o M# #]
The case when we have the abstract semantics of object-property update, namely
x[s] = e, is where materialization occurs. As we have already mentioned before, we
allow to update only the objects that have been already stored into the memory.
Suppose that v# = L e M# #, A = L s M# # and o# = L x M# #:
L x[s] = e M# # , #[x  Norm(o# • [A o#(A) tDyn v#])]
The abstract semantics of x[s] = e needs to update properties of abstract objects stored
into the variable x. In particular, the object stored into x must be updated at the
property A, corresponding to the evaluation of the expression s, with the least upper
bound between v# (i.e., the abstract evaluation of the expression s) and the previous
value stored at o#(A). Before storing the updated abstract object in #, the latter is
normalized. It is worth noting that here we perform a weak update of the object con-
tained in x [Balakrishnan and Reps, 2006]. We could improve the precision of the
analysis performing a must-may analysis (as it has been done in [Fromherz, Ouad-
jaout, and Miné, 2018] for Python) in order to distinguishing between properties
that certainly point to some value and properties that may point to others. This can
be done improving the proposed analysis using standard techniques, such as the
ones reported in [Balakrishnan and Reps, 2006; Nielson, Nielson, and Hankin, 1999;
Wilhelm, Sagiv, and Reps, 2000].
For example, let us suppose that #(x) is the object reported in Figure 7.4a and
we want to update the property a, with the interval [1, 1]. Applying these values
to the previously defined abstract semantics, we obtain the abstract object reported
in Figure 7.4b, that it is stored into the variable x. We say that the property a has
been materialized, since, before the update, it was part of a summary property, and
after the update it is a non-summary property. We say that a (concrete) property is
materialized when a string of an abstract object passes, during the update, from a
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1 o = new {a:1};
2 key = "a";
3 while (?) {
4 key = concat(key , "a");










FIGURE 7.5: (a) µJS fragment, (b) Value of o after while-loop.
summary property to a non-summary property. It is worth noting that normaliza-
tion takes care of materialization. The abstract semantics is sound w.r.t. the concrete
collecting semantics, i.e., it computes an over-approximation of state invariants at
any statement.
Theorem 7.3 (Soundness). The abstract semantics of object assignment, object update and
object expressions is sound, namely 8 # 2M#
L st Mg # ( #) ✓ g # (L st M# #) L e Mg # ( #) ✓ gDyn(L e M# #)1
7.2.3 Widening
Note that, the augmented abstract domains DynP defined in this section is not ACC,
because of the intervals abstract domain, the automata abstract domain and the
novel objects abstract domain. Hence, fix-point computations may diverge with-
out introducing an extrapolation operator. We have already defined the widening
operator for finite state automata and for intervals. Here, we define the widening
operator also for the novel object abstract domain.
In particular, OBJ# is not ACC because wemodel objects properties with the finite
state automata domain, which is not ACC. Anyway, a slight extension of the least up-
per bound tObj is enough to guarantee termination of computations, exploiting the
widening of the finite state automata domain. Informally speaking, abstract string
values, in while-loop computations, always converge since finite state automata do-
main is equipped with a widening. Consequently, since the object properties are
finite state automata, properties also converge. For this reason, we cannot have in-
finite ascending chains depending on the objects properties, but only depending on
the values that are associated with them.
Let us consider the µJS fragment reported in Figure 7.5a and suppose that the
boolean guard value is statically unknown. At each iteration on the while-loop,
the string "a" is concatenated to the string value of key and then it is used to add
a new property to the object o. If the DFA/⌘ were not equipped with a widening,
the computation of the value of key would diverge. Since convergence of string
computations is enforced by the widening rnDFA/⌘ (with n = 3), the computations of
object properties of o converge. Indeed, the while-loop converges and the abstract
values of the variable o is the (normalized) object reported in Figure 7.5b. Clearly,
the simple object join is enough for objects properties convergence but it is not for
the associated value. For example, let us consider the µJS fragment reported in
Figure 7.6a. In this case, the number of properties of the object o does not increase
in the while-loop but the value of the property a increases at each iteration. The
1g # is the concretization function on Dyn abstract memories defined as g # ( #) , { x 7!
gDyn(v) | x 7! v 2 # }
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1 o = new {a:1};
2 while (?) {
3 o["a"] = o["a"] + 1
4 };
(A)




FIGURE 7.6: (a) µJS fragment, (b) Value of o after while-loop.
idea behind the widening for objects is to apply the widening of values point-wisely
between the properties of the two objects. Hence, we define the widening on OBJ#
as: o#1 rObj o#2 , lp . o#1(p)rnDyn o#2(p). Coming back to the example, applying the
widening defined above, the abstract value of o after the while-loop is reported in
Figure 7.6b. At this point, we can integrate this widening into the one for abstract
memories and abstract stores.
Example. We now illustrate the so far defined analysis on the example reported in
the introduction (Figure 7.1). It is worth noting that, in this example, objects widen-
ing does not occur. We have already commented it with the fragments reported in
Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. The goal of the analysis is to reason about the value of idx
(and, in turn, of n) at the end of the execution. At the beginning of the first iteration
of the while loop, the value of n is [0, 0] and the value of idx is the automaton ex-
pressed by the regular expression a k b. The latter is used during the first iteration
to access obj and then the result is stored in n (line 9). Since the property b is not
present in obj, only the property a is accessed by idx, and the value of n is [1, 1].
Before starting the next iteration, idx is updated at line 10 and its value becomes the
automaton recognizing aa k ba.
Widening is applied before starting new iterations. Supposing to apply thewiden-
ing rnDFA/⌘ , with n = 1, and the widening for intervals, the values of the variables
before the second iteration are: n = [0,+•], idx = a k b k aa k ab since, in
this case, the widening for automata coincides with the automata join. In the sec-
ond iteration idx accesses the properties a and aa, hence n gets the value [1,+•] =
[0,+•] + ([1, 1] tInts [2, 2]). Similarly to the previous iteration, idx becomes aa k
ba k aaa k aba. Before starting the new iteration we apply the widening, obtaining
the values n = [0,+•] and idx = (a k b) a?. The third iteration does not change the
values of n and idx, hence the fixpoint is reached.
Finally, at line 12, the value of n is assigned to obj[idx], updating the abstract ob-
ject obj as follows: [a, aa 7! [0,+•], ab 7! [3, 3], ac 7! Min({"world"}), (a || b) a⇤ r
{a, aa} 7! [0,+•]]. The summary property (a || b) a⇤ r {a, aa} is added and only
the properties a and aa are modified. Properties already present in obj remain unal-
tered (e.g., ab and ac).
Final remarks. In this chapter we have presented a preliminary approach for an-
alyzing objects in dynamic languages, exploiting again finite state automata to ab-
stract objects properties. We have proposed an abstract domain suitable for the anal-
ysis of objects properties in dynamic programming languages. The novelty consists
in exploiting finite state automata, in order to approximate objects properties. This
leads to a better precision (less false positives), compared to state-of-the-art domains
approximating strings (for instance, [Costantini, Ferrara, and Cortesi, 2015]). A key
aspect of our abstract domain is the normal form for objects and we have presented
a normalization algorithm: it transforms objects in their normal form. An object is
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in normal form if and only if it has only two kind of properties: summary and non-
summary. The idea behind summarization, and hence materialization, is not new in
static analysis, and comes from the well-known shape analysis [Nielson, Nielson,
and Hankin, 1999]. For example, this idea has been adopted in [Hauzar and Kofron,
2015a], where the authors present a static analyzer for PHP that also involve heap
analysis, where the heap, in their abstraction, is made of summary heap identifiers
and non-summary heap identifiers. In particular, in [Hauzar and Kofron, 2015a],
a summary heap identifier summarizes all the elements of the heap that could be
updated by statically unknown assignments. We have adopted the same idea with
the difference that we may have more summary properties, expressed by automata
recognizing infinite languages, rather than a single summary property that merges
together heap elements updated by statically unknown assignments. The idea of
summarization has been also taken into account in [Balakrishnan and Reps, 2006],
where the authors propose the recency abstraction, which consists in representing
each abstract allocation site with two memory regions, namely the most recently allo-
cated block and the not most recently allocated blocks. The latter is basically a summary
memory region, since more than one block may be allocated. Recency abstraction
has been implemented also in TAJS [Jensen, Møller, and Thiemann, 2009], showing
that such abstraction outperforms other abstract allocation-based techniques. As fu-
ture work, we aim to implement our objects abstract domain upon TAJS. We believe
that the combination of our abstract domain and the recency abstraction can pro-
duce good results, w.r.t. analysis precision, and it would be interesting to make a
comparison with TAJS and other JavaScript static analyzers, such as SAFE [Lee et
al., 2012] and JSAI [Kashyap et al., 2014]. Finally, a similar work has been proposed
in [Ko, Rival, and Ryu, 2019], where the authors propose a weakly sensitive analy-
sis for objects manipulated into loops and fix-point computations, in the context of
JavaScript. The authors build their analysis upon SAFE and focuses more on im-
proving precision on loop computations and seem to have, in the object abstraction,
a single summary property. As future work, it will be interesting to study the re-
lation between the work proposed in this chapter and the work proposed in [Ko,





In this thesis, we made a little step towards a sound abstract interpreter for dynamic
string manipulation languages. In particular, we first have tackled the problem of
analyzing strings, showing a novel abstract domain for strings by means of finite
state automata. On this domain, we have designed a sound abstract interpreter for
string-to-code statements such as eval, treating the code as any other data type and
treating the abstract interpreter as any other abstract function. We have shown our
approach for a core dynamic language, namely µJS. The language has been defined
to precisely contain the string features we faced in the thesis. Hence, for example,
the language does not contain several important features of JavaScript, such as func-
tions, object prototypal inheritance or built-in objects. At the end of the thesis, we
have exploited again finite state automata to abstract object properties. This contri-
bution must be intended as a proof of concept, since the object extension we made
for µJS still misses important JavaScript object features (e.g., property deletion or
inheritance).
In this chapter we conclude the thesis, reporting the most related work concern-
ing string analysis, analysis of dynamic languages and dynamic code. Then, we will
show the future directions of the work presented here.
8.1 Related works
Static analysis of strings. The issue of analyzing strings is a widely studied prob-
lem, and it has been tackled in the literature from different points of view. For this
reason, the analysis of strings is nowadays a relatively common practice in program
analysis due to the widespread use of dynamic scripting languages. Examples of
analyses for string manipulation are in [Doh, Kim, and Schmidt, 2009; Christensen,
Møller, and Schwartzbach, 2003; Yu, Alkhalaf, and Bultan, 2011; Thiemann, 2005;
Minamide, 2005; Kim, Doh, and Schmidt, 2013; Loring, Mitchell, and Kinder, 2019].
The use of symbolic (grammar-based) objects in abstract domains is also not new
(see [Cousot and Cousot, 1995; Heintze and Jaffar, 1994; Venet, 1999]) and some
works explicitly use transducers for string analysis in script sanitisation ([Hooimei-
jer et al., 2011] and [Yu, Alkhalaf, and Bultan, 2011]), all recognizing that specifying
the analysis in terms of abstract interpretation makes it suitable to potential com-
binations with other analyses, providing a better potential in tuning accuracy and
costs. In [Yu et al., 2008], the authors propose a symbolic string verifier for PHP
based on finite state automata, represented by a particular form of binary decision
diagrams, the MBDD. Even if it could be interesting to understand whether this
representation of DFAs may be used also for improving our algorithms, their work
only considers operations exclusively involving strings (not also integers such as
substring) and therefore it provides a solution for different string manipulations.
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In [Choi et al., 2006], the authors propose an abstract interpretation-based string an-
alyzer approximating strings into a subset of regular languages, called regular strings
and they define the abstract semantics for four string operations of interest together
with a widening. As far as our string analysis based on finite state automata is con-
cerned, this is the most related work, but our approach is strictly more general, since
we do not introduce any restriction to regular languages and we abstract integers on
intervals instead of on constants (meaning that our domain is strictly more precise).
In [Park, Im, and Ryu, 2016], the authors propose a scalable static analysis for jQuery
that relies on a novel abstract domain of regular expressions. The abstract domain
in [Park, Im, and Ryu, 2016] contains the finite state automata one but pursues a dif-
ferent task and does not provide semantics for string manipulations. Surely it may
be interesting to integrate our library for string manipulation operators into SAFE.
The authors of [Midtgaard, Nielson, and Nielson, 2016] propose a lattice-based gen-
eralization of regular expression, formally illustrating a parametric abstract domain
of regular expressions starting from a complete lattice of reference. However, this
work does not tackle the problem of analyzing string manipulations, since it instan-
tiates the parametric abstract domain in the network communication environment,
analyzing the exchanged messages as regular expressions.
Finite state machines (transducer and automata) have found a critical application
also in model checking both for enforcing string constraints and to model infinite
transition systems [Lin and Barceló, 2016]. For example, the authors of [Abdulla et
al., 2014] define a sound decision procedure for a regular language-based logic for
verification of string properties. The authors of [Bouajjani, Habermehl, and Vojnar,
2004] propose an automata abstraction in the context of regular model checking to
tackle the well-known problem of state space explosion. Moreover, other formal sys-
tems, similar to DFA, have been proposed in the context of string analysis [Bouajjani
et al., 2008; Alur and Madhusudan, 2004; Holík et al., 2018]. As future work, it can
be interesting to study the relation between standard DFA and the other existing
formal models, such as logics or other forms of FA.
Static analysis of dynamic languages. During the years both the programming
language research community and the industry have spent much effort in analyz-
ing dynamic languages. For PHP language several tools and analyses have been
proposed with the common purpose of detecting or mitigating vulnerabilities and
security holes on web applications [Hauzar and Kofron, 2015b; Hauzar and Kofron,
2014; Wilhelm, Sagiv, and Reps, 2000; Jovanovic, Krügel, and Kirda, 2006; Dahse
and Holz, 2014; Kneuss, Suter, and Kuncak, 2010; Saxena et al., 2010]. Nevertheless,
none of them faced the problem of analyzing programs that dynamically generated
code. Even for JavaScript, very few static analyzers tried to face the problem of
statically analyzing eval and its variants. For example, some analyses are based
on JavaScript subsets that do not include eval, forbid its usage [Anderson, Gian-
nini, and Drossopoulou, 2005] or simply ignore its effects [Guarnieri et al., 2011],
making the analysis drastically imprecise or even unsound. In the following, we
briefly present some of the most important JavaScript static analyzers that have in-
spired this thesis, with the goal of improving the precision of JavaScript analyses,
especially in the case of dynamic code generation.
We have already introduced TAJS [Jensen, Jonsson, and Møller, 2012], but other
static analyzers for JavaScript, based on abstract interpretation, have been devel-
oped, such as JSAI [Kashyap et al., 2014] and SAFE [Lee et al., 2012]. They aim
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at a flexible, configurable and tunable tool focusing on context-sensitiveness, heap-
sensitiveness [Kashyap et al., 2014] and loop-sensitiveness [Lee et al., 2012]. Never-
theless, they do not explicitly mention solutions to analyze dynamically generated
code by eval. TamiFlex [Bodden et al., 2011] also synthesizes a program at every
eval call by considering the code that has been executed during some (dynamically)
observed execution traces. The static analysis can then proceed with the so obtained
code without eval. It is sound only with respect to the considered execution traces,
producing a warning otherwise. Similarly, in [Loring, Mitchell, and Kinder, 2019],
the authors relies on regular expressions proposing in dynamic symbolic execution
for JavaScript, modeling the complete regular expression language of ECMAScript
6.
Static analysis for a static subset of PHP (i.e., ignoring eval-like primitives) has
been developed in [Biggar and Gregg, 2009]. Static taint analysis keeping track of
values derived from user inputs has been developed for self-modifying code by par-
tial derivation of the control-flow graph [Wang et al., 2008]. The approach is limited
to taint analysis, e.g., for limiting code-injection attacks. Staged information flow for
JavaScript in [Chugh et al., 2009] with holes provides a conditional (a la abduction
analysis in [Giacobazzi, 1998]) static analysis of dynamically evaluated code. Sym-
bolic execution-based static analyses have been developed for scripting languages,
e.g., PHP, including primitives for code reflection, still at the price of introducing
false negatives [Xie and Aiken, 2006].
We are not aware of effective general purpose sound static analyses handling
self-modifying code for high-level scripting languages. On the contrary, a huge ef-
fort was devoted to bring static type inference to object-oriented dynamic languages
(e.g., see [An et al., 2011] for an account in Ruby) but with a different perspective:
Bring into dynamic languages the benefits of static ones – well-typed programs don’t go
wrong. Our approach is different: Bring into static analysis the possibility of handling
dynamically mutating code. A similar approach is in [Anckaert, Madou, and Boss-
chere, 2006]. The idea is that of extracting a code representation which is descriptive
enough to include most code mutations by a dynamic analysis, and then reform
analysis on a linearization of this code. On the semantics side, since the pioneer-
ing work on certifying self-modifying code in [Cai, Shao, and Vaynberg, 2007], the
approach to self-modifying code consists in treating machine instructions as regu-
lar mutable data structures, and to incorporate a logic dealing with code mutation
within a la Hoare logics for program verification.
8.2 Future directions
The approach of the thesis has been provided for a running core dynamic language,
namely µJS. Clearly, this is not a real-world programming language. Anyway, we
are already integrating finite state automata and the eval analysis upon TAJS, in
order to analyze real JavaScript programs.
As far as string analysis is concerned, we have presented the abstract semantics
of five popular string operations, but the static analyzer implementation also con-
tains other string operations taken from the built-in JavaScript global object String,
as we have previously discussed. Nevertheless, we still miss some string operation,
such as replace, and, more important, there is no support for JavaScript regular
expressions. We are already working to fully cover the operations offered by the
String global object, providing also support for JavaScript regular expressions. The
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finite state automata domain is equipped with a widening in order to enforce con-
vergence in fix-point computations. As we have mentioned in Section 2.5, abstract
interpreters only equipped with widening may lead to a big loss of precision. For
this reason, other investigations will be addressed in order to provide a narrowing
for automata.
We are strongly confident the proposed approach for analyzing string-to-code
statements places an important starting point for analyzing real-world programs
that dynamically change their own code at run-time. We think that an important
application is for analyzing JavaScript malware. As shown in the introduction, hid-
ing the malicious intent into strings to be later converted to executable code seems
to be a common practice in malware, also because of the lack of analyzers for such
programs and the difficulty behind analyzing self-modifying code.
We have discussed the limitations of the analysis of eval in Section 6.6.1. In
particular, problems arise when the cycles inside the automaton from which an ex-
ecutable program must be extracted do not read executable statements. Cycles in
automaton occurs because of widening application in fix-points computations. We
have already mentioned narrowing to mitigate this problem but also smarter tech-
niques to improve precision of loop computations may be integrated in order to re-
move cycles in the automata constructed by fix-point computations. For instance, we
think widenings with threshold and loop unrolling may decrease, in certain cases,
the number of false positive values, obtaining automata without cycles. Also loop
analysis techniques such as the one reported in [Park and Ryu, 2015] may help to
obtain more precise string abstract values in loop computations. Further investiga-
tions will address our future works in order to improve the string analysis proposed
here.
Rather than improving the underlying string analysis, we are currently investi-
gating another (and more general) solution trying to answer about those eval pat-
terns such that their inputs are abstracted to non-cycle executable automata. In this
work-in-progress investigation, the idea is to formally relate semantic and syntactic
abstractions. In the thesis we have focused only of semantic abstractions, acting on
data abstraction (e.g., finite state automata) and standard control-flow graphs. We
are currently studying how to involve syntactic abstraction, namely code abstrac-
tion, that does not interfere with the semantic one. Informally speaking, the aim
is to abstract the syntax of the language of interest without changing the abstract
interpreter we want to involve for answering about programs written in that lan-
guage. The non-interference relation between syntactic and semantic abstractions is
formalized in terms of forward completeness. In order to give the flavor of what it is
our goal, let us consider the example reported in Section 6.6.1. As we have already
mentioned before, our eval analysis fails to synthesize, to a control-flow graph, the
automaton recognizing the language L = { x=(5)n; | n > 0 }, since the automa-
ton is non cycle-executable. Supposing to perform a sign analysis, it is worth noting
that any executable string of L is not distinguishable for the sign analysis, since
the abstract execution of any executable string would assign the positive abstract
value to x. Hence, the idea is to abstract the language syntax adding an abstract
statement x=+; such that its concretization contains any statement that assigns pos-
itive values to x. Namely, the syntactic abstraction merges statements that cannot
be distinguished by the semantic abstraction. In this sense, we say that the syntax
abstraction does not interfere with the semantic one, ensuring to still preserving the
property we want to analyze (e.g., signs in the above example).
Finally, in the thesis we have reported several µJS examples showing that our
approach is promising for analyzing more complex JavaScript programs but we are
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aware of the fact that further comparisons with existing static analyzers must be take
into account in futureworks in order to validate our approach, also inmore challeng-
ing real world JavaScript test cases. The absence of a more advanced comparison is
due to the absence of a static analyzer for JavaScript, but only for a dynamic core
language. Nevertheless, as we have already mentioned, we are integrating finite
state automata abstract domain, the corresponding string analysis and the analysis
of eval upon TAJS. This would permits us to better validate the approach by show-





In this appendix we report all the long proofs of the results presented in the thesis.
The proofs are listed in order of appearance. Some other theorems and lemmas,
which are needed by the proofs, are also presented here.
Theorem 4.2
Proof sketch of Theorem 4.2. Following Theorem 2.40, the result of the procedure to
obtain the absolute complete shell of rSF with respect to the concat operation is
given below. In particular, we obtain the greatest fix-point after one step, computing:
rSF = M(rSF [ (
[
z2}(S⇤),y2rSF




max({ x 2 }(S⇤) | Jconcat(x, z)K ✓ y }) does not add new ab-
stract points to the complete shells.
Table A.1 shows how the abstract points of the complete shell are added (in
particular, the ones reported in Figure 4.4 in the dashed boxes). The points in the
standard boxes are added by Moore closure of the other points. In Table A.1, it is
possible to check, for each cell, that no other string values are added to the ones re-
ported inside the cell, since they would violate the dominance relation expressed by
Theorem 2.40.
Theorem 4.4
Proof sketch of Theorem 4.4. Following Theorem 2.39, the result of the procedure to
obtain the complete shell of rT J relative to rT JN with respect to the toNum operation
is given below.
rTJ = M(rT J [ (
[
y2rT JN
max({ z 2 }(S⇤) | JtoNum(z)K ✓ y })))
Since >T J and ?T J trivially belongs to rTJ, and the singleton strings do not add any
novel abstract value in the complete shell, the only points we need to add to rT J are
the ones reported in the following. Note that the concretization of the abstract value
NotUnsignedInt in T J are all the float strings and the non-numerical strings.
max({ z 2 }(S⇤) | JtoNum(z)K ✓ gT JN(UnsignedInt) })
= max({ z 2 }(S⇤) | JtoNum(z)K ✓ { n | n 2 N } })
= { s 2 S⇤ | s is not numeric } [ { s 2 S⇤ | s is unsigned integer string }





































































































































































































































TABLE A.1: SAFE completion
= concretization of UnsignedOrNotNumeric
Any other string is not contained in the maximum set of strings whose image of
toNum is dominated by elements of UnsignedInt, since toNum operation on signed
number strings (i.e. "f" 2 S⇤ s.t. f is a float or signed number) return either signed
numbers of float numbers, that are not dominated by elements of UnsignedInt.
max({ z 2 }(S⇤) | JtoNum(z)K ✓ gT JN(NotUnsignedInt) })
= max({ z 2 }(S⇤) | JtoNum(z)K ✓ { s 2 S⇤ | s is signed or float string } })
= { s 2 S⇤ | s is a float string or a signed number string }
= concretization of SignedOrFloat
Any other string is not contained in the maximum set of strings whose image of
toNum is dominated by elements of NotUnsignedInt, since toNum operation on un-
signed strings (i.e. "n" s.t. n is a natural) or not-numerical strings return 0, that is
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not dominated by elements of NotUnsignedInt
Hence, the complete shell of rT J relative to rT JN w.r.t. toNum is obtained as
rTJ = M(rT J [ UnsignedOrNotNumeric[ SignedOrFloat)
that is the abstract domain reported in Figure 4.6, where NotNumeric is obtained by
Moore closure, namely by the intersection between the concretization ofNotUnsigned
and the concretization of SignedOrFloats.
Theorem 6.8
Proof of Theorem 6.8. Here we need to prove soundness of the abstract implicit type
conversion methods toBool#, toInt# and toString#. As mentioned in Section 6.2.1, we
focus on the implicit type conversion concerning strings, since the other cases are
straightforward.
B toBool#
We abuse notation denoting by toBool : }(S⇤) ! }(BOOL) the collecting semantics
of the implicit boolean conversion function concerning strings, obtained lifting the
definition of toBool on strings reported in Figure 3.2, namely
toBool(L ) , { toBool(s) | s 2 L }
Here we show that toBool# is complete (and hence sound), formally 8A 2 DFA/⌘
holds
toBool(gDyn(A)) = gDyn(toBool#(A))
We have three cases:
• A = Min({e})
toBool(gDyn(A)) = toBool(L (A)) = toBool({e}) = {false} = gDyn(toBool#(A))
• A uDFA Min({e}) 6= Min(?). Since any non-empty string is converted to true,
the thesis holds.
toBool(gDyn(A)) = toBool(L (A)) = {true} = gDyn(true) = gDyn(toBool#(A))
• In the remaining case, A recognizes both the empty string and at least a non
empty string, hence toBool(L (A)) returns {true, false}
toBool(gDyn(A)) = toBool(L (A)) = {false, true}
= gDyn(>Bool) = gDyn(toBool#(A))
B toInt#
We abuse notation denoting by toInt : }(S⇤) ! }(INT) [ }({NaN}) the collecting
semantics of the implicit integer conversion function on strings obtained lifting the
definition of toInt on strings reported in Figure 3.2, namely
toInt(L ) , { toInt(s) | s 2 L }
Hence, in order to prove soundness we need to prove 8A 2 DFA the following fact.
toInt(L (A)) vDyn gDyn(toInt#(A))
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We have three cases:
• A uDFA Min(SZ). This means that A does not recognize any numerical string,
consequently any string ofL (A) is converted to NaN
toInt(L (A)) = {NaN} = gDyn(toInt#(A)) = gDyn(NaN)
• A vDFA Min(SZ). This means that A only recognizes numerical strings. In this
case, the abstract function toInt# checks if A either reads, from the initial state,
only digits or + symbol, or only the   symbol. In the first case, it means
that L (A) only contains numerical non-negative strings, that are converted,
by toInt, only to non-negative numbers, hence
toInt(L (A)) ✓ { n | n   0 } ✓ gDyn(toInt#(A)) = gDyn([0,+•])
In the second case, it means that L (A) only contains numerical non-positive
strings, that are converted, by toInt, only to non-positive numbers, hence
toInt(L (A)) ✓ { n | n  0 } ✓ gDyn(toInt#(A)) = gDyn([ •, 0])
If the automaton both reads, from the initial state, digits or + symbol and
  symbol, it means that that L (A) contains numerical positive and negative
strings, hence the thesis holds.
toInt(L (A)) ✓ Z ✓ gDyn(toInt#(A)) = gDyn([ •,+•])
• In the last case, A can recognize both numerical and non-numerical strings and
toInt# returns >Dyn, hence the thesis trivially holds.
B toString#
We abuse notation denoting by toString : ˙VAL ! STR the collecting semantics of the
implicit string conversion function obtained lifting the definition of toString reported
in Figure 3.2, namely
toString(S) , { toString(v) | v 2 S }
Hence, in order to prove soundness we need to prove 8v 2 Dyn the following fact.
toString(gDyn(v)) ✓ gDyn(toString#(v))
We split the proof in the following cases, depending on the type of v.
• v 2 Bool
– if v = true:
toString({true}) = {true} = gDyn(Min({true})) = gDyn(toString#(v))
– if v = false:
toString({false}) = {false} = gDyn(Min({false})) = gDyn(toString#(v))
– if v = >Bool:
toString({false, true}) = {false, true}
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= gDyn(Min({false, true})) = gDyn(toString#(v))
• v 2 Ints: we split the proof in several cases, depending on the value of the
input interval v.
– if v = [i, j], with i, j 2 Z:









Min(S(n))) = gDyn(toString#([i, j]))
– if v = [0,+•] or v = [ •, 0]: in the first case, toString(v) = { S(i) | i  
0 }, containing only non-negative numerical strings. In this case, toString#
returns the automaton A+ reported in Table 6.4 (second row), recognizing
only non-negative numerical strings, hence toString(v) = gDyn(A+) =
L (A+). In the second case, toString(v) = { S(i) | i  0 }, containing
only non-positive numerical strings. The corresponding abstract seman-
tics toString# returns the automaton A  reported in Table 6.4 (third row),
recognizing only non-positive numerical strings, hence the thesis holds
since toString(v) = gDyn(A ) = L (A ).
– if v = [k,+•], with k > 0:
toString(v) = { S(i) | i   k } = { S(i) | i   0 }r {S(0), . . . ,S(k  1)}
= L (Min(A+))rL (Min({S(0), . . . ,S(k  1)}))
= L (toString#([0,+•]))rL (toString#([0, k  1]))
= L (toString#([0,+•])rDFA/⌘ toString#([0, k  1]))
= gDyn(toString
#([k,+•]))
– if v = [ k,+•], with i > 0:
toString(v) = { S(i) | i    k } = {S( k), . . . ,S(1)} [ { S(i) | i   0 }
= L (Min({S( k), . . . ,S(1)})) [L (Min(A+))
= L (toString#([ k, 1])) [L (toString#([0,+•]))
= L (toString#([ k, 1]) tDFA toString#([0,+•]))
= gDyn(toString
#([ k,+•]))
– v = [ •, k] or v = [ •, k], with k > 0: the proof is analogous to the
previous two cases.
– v = [ •,+•]:
toString(v) = { S(n) | n 2 Z } = { n | n  0 } [ { n | n   0 }
= L (toString#([ •, 0]) tDFA toString#([0,+•]))
= L (Min(SZ)) = gDyn(toString#([ •,+•]))
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Lemma A.1. Let A 2 DFA/⌘ and l 2 N. The following result holds
SS(L (A), [l,+•], [l,+•]) = L (SS$(A, l))
Proof. In the proof we will use the following result on suffixes. Given the regular
languageL the following result holds:
8<:y 2 S⇤
       9z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L )
z 2 SU(L )
9=; = ny 2 S⇤    9z 2 S⇤. yz 2 SU(L ) o (A.1)
SS(L (A), [l,+•], [l,+•]) =
= PSS(L (A), [l,+•], [l,+•]) [NSS(L (A), [l,+•], [l,+•]) *Def. 5.14+
=
8<:y
       9x, z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), a)
z 2 SU(L (A), b), a, b 2 [l,+•]
9=;
[ { y | y 2 SU(L (A), a) \ Sb a, a, b 2 [l,+•] } [ {e} *Defs. 5.6, 5.7+
=
8<:y
       9x, z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(SU(L (A), l))
z 2 SU(SU(L (A), l))
9=;
[ { y | y 2 SU(SU(L (A), l)) } [ {e} *Eq. 2.1+
= { y | 9x, z 2 S⇤. yz 2 SU(SU(L (A), l)) }
[ { y | y 2 SU(SU(L (A), l)) } [ {e} *Eq. A.1+
= PR(SU(SU(L (A), l))) [ SU(SU(L (A), l)) [ {e} *L ✓ PR(L )+
= PR(SU(SU(L (A), l))) [ {e} *Def. 2.42+
= FA(SU(L (A), l)) *e 2 FA(L )+
= L (FA(SU(A, l))) *Thm. 2.50+
= L (SS$(A, l)) *Def. 5.16+
Theorem 6.3
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Without loss of generality, we suppose that any integer value
is positive. Indeed, when a negative value is met, it is treated as 0. For the same
reason, when an interval that is fully contained in [ •, 1] is met, it is rewritten as
the interval [0, 0], and when an interval [ •, i], with i   0, is met, it is rewritten as
the interval [0, i], following the SS semantics (any negative index is treated as 0)
B Table 6.1
Second row of Table. 6.1
• i, j, l, k 2 Z (second row, second column): completeness follows from Theo-
rem 5.14.
• i, j 2 Z, j =  •, k 2 Z (second row, third column)
SS(L (A), [i, j], [ •, k]) *i  l+
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= SS(L (A), [i, j], [ •, 1])
[ SS(L (A), [i, j], [0, k])
= SS(L (A), [i, j], [0, 0]) [ SS(L (A), [i, j], [0, k]) *Def. of SS+
= SS(L (A), [i, j], [0, k]) *[ -left-most ✓ [-right-most+
= L (SS#(A, [i, j], [0, k])) *2sd-row, 2sdcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [i, j], [ •, k])) *Def. of SS#+
• i, l 2 Z, j, k = +•, with i  l: (second row, forth column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [l,+•])
= SS(L (A), [i, l], [l, l]) [ SS(L (A), [l,+•], [l,+•]) *i  l+
= L (SS#(A, [i, l], [l, l]) *2sd-row, 2sdcol.+
tDFA SS$(A, l)) *Lemma A.1+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [l,+•]))
• i, j 2 Z, l =  •, k =  • (second row, fifth column)
SS(L (A), [i, j], [ •,+•])
= SS(L (A), [i, j], [ •, 1])
[ SS(L (A), [i, j], [0,+•]) *Def. of SS+
= SS(L (A), [i, j], [0,+•]) *[ left-most ✓ [  right-most+
= L (SS#(A, [i, j], [0,+•])) *2sd-row, 3rdcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [i, j], [ •,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
Third row of Table. 6.1
• i =  •, j 2 Z, l, k 2 Z (third row, second column)
SS(L (A), [ •, j], [l, k])
= SS(L (A), [0, j], [l, k]) *Def. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [0, j], [l, k])) *2sd-row, 2ndcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [ •, j], [l, k])) *Def. of SS#+
• i =  •, j 2 Z, l =  •, k 2 Z (third row, third column)
SS(L (A), [ •, j], [ •, k])
= SS(L (A), [0, j], [0, k]) *Def. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [0, j], [0, k])) *2sd-row, 2ndcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [ •, j], [ •, k])) *Def. of SS#+
• i =  •, j 2 Z, l 2 Z, k = +• (third row, forth column)
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SS(L (A), [ •, j], [l,+•])
= SS(L (A), [0, j], [l,+•]) *Def. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [0, j], [0, k])) *2sd-row, 3rdcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [ •, j], [l,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
• i =  •, j 2 N, l =  •, k = +• (third row, fifth column)
SS(L (A), [ •, j], [ •,+•])
= SS(L (A), [0, j], [0,+•]) *Def. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [0, j], [0,+•])) *2sd-row, 3rdcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [ •, j], [ •,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
Forth row of Table. 6.1
• i 2 Z, j = +•, l, k 2 Z (forth row, second column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [l, k])
= SS(L (A), [i, l], [l, k]) [ SS(L (A), [l,+•], [l, k]) *i  l  k+
= SS(L (A), [i, l], [l, k]) [ SS(L (A), [l, k], [l,+•]) *Def. of SS (SWAPS)+
= L (SS#(A, [i, l], [l, k]) tDFA SS#(A, [l, k], [l,+•])) *2sd-row, 2nd and 3rdcols.+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [l, k])) *Def. of SS#+
• i 2 Z, j = +•, l =  •, k 2 Z (forth row, third column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [ •, k])
= SS(L (A), [i,+•], [0, k]) *Def. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [0, k])) *3rd-row, 2nd-col.+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [ •, k])) *Def. of SS#+
• i 2 Z, j = +•, l 2 Z, k = +• (forth row, forth column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [l,+•])
= SS(L (A), [i, l], [l,+•]) [ SS(L (A), [l,+•], [l,+•]) *Def. of SS, i  l+
= SS(L (A), [i, l], [l,+•]) [L (SS$(L (A), l)) *Lemma A.1+
= SS!(L (A), [i, l], l) [L (SS$(L (A), l)) *Def. 5.18+
= L (SS!(A, [i, l], l) tDFA SS$(A, l)) *Thm. 5.17,5.20+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [l,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
• i 2 Z, j = +•, l =  •, k = +• (forth row, forth column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [ •,+•])
= SS(L (A), [i,+•], [0,+•]) *Def. of SS+
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= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [0,+•]) *4th-row, 4th-col.+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [ •,+•]) *Def. of SS#+
Fifth row of Table. 6.1
• i =  •, j = +•, l, k 2 Z (fifth row, second column)
SS(L (A), [ •,+•], [l, k])
= SS(L (A), [0,+•], [l, k]) *Def. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [0,+•], [l, k])) *4th-row, 2ndcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [ •,+•], [l, k])) *Def. of SS#+
• i =  •, j = +•, l =  •, k 2 Z (fifth row, third column)
SS(L (A), [ •,+•], [ •, k])
= SS(L (A), [0,+•], 0, k]) *Def. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [0,+•], [0, k])) *4th-row, 2ndcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [ •,+•], [ •, k])) *Def. of SS#+
• i =  •, j = +•, l 2 Z, k = +• (fifth row, forth column)
SS(L (A), [ •,+•], [l,+•])
= SS(L (A), [0,+•], [l,+•]) *Def. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [0,+•], [0, k])) *4th-row, 4thcol.+
= L (SS#(A, [ •,+•], [l,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
• i =  •, j = +•, l =  •, k = +• (fifth row, fifth column)
SS(L (A), [ •,+•], [ •,+•])
= SS(L (A), [0,+•], [0,+•]) *Def. of SS+
=
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i)
z 2 SU(L (A), j), i, j 2 N, i  j
9=;
[ { y | y 2 SU(L (A), i) \ Sj i, i, j 2 N, i  j }
[ { e | L (A) \ Si 6= 0, i 2 N } *i 2 N+
=
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i)




       y 2 SU(L (A), i) \ S
j i
i, j 2 N, i  j
9=;
[ {e} *e 2 SU(L (A), i) \ Sj i+
=
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i)
z 2 SU(L (A), j), i, j 2 N, i  j
9=;
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[
8<:y
       y 2 SU(L (A), i) \ S
j i
i, j 2 N, i  j
9=; *i, j 2 N+
=
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i)
z 2 SU(L (A), j), i, j 2 N, i  j




9z 2 S⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), i)
z 2 SU(L (A), j)
i, j 2 N, i  j
9>>>=>>>; *[ left ◆ [  right+
=
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A))
z 2 SU(L (A))








    9x, z 2 S⇤. xyz 2 L (A) o
= FA(L (A)) *Def. of FA+
= L (FA(A)) *Thm. 2.50+
= L (SS#(A, [ •,+•], [ •,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
B Table 6.2
In Table 6.2, the proofs concerning the cases compatible with Table 6.1 (i.e., cells
containing Table 6.1) are identical to the ones reported above. Here we proof the
remaining cases.
Second row of Table. 6.2
• i, j 2 Z,l = +•, k = +• (second row, forth column)
SS(L (A), [i, j], [l,+•])
= SS(L (A), [i, l], [i, j])
[ SS(L (A), [i, j], [j,+•]) *l < i  k+
= L (SS#(A, [i, l], [i, j])
tDFA SS#(A, [i, j], [j,+•])) *Tab.6.1+
= L (SS#(A, [i, j], [l,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
Forth row of Table. 6.2
• i 2 Z, j = +•, l, k 2 Z (forth row, second column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [l, k])
= SS(L (A), [i, l], [i, k])
[ SS(L (A), [l, i], [l,+•])
[ SS(L (A), [i, k], [k,+•]) *l < i  k+
= L (SS#(A, [i, l], [i, k])
tDFA SS#(A, [l, i], [l,+•])
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tDFA SS#(A, [i, k], [k,+•])) *Compl. of Tab.6.1+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [l, k])) *Def. of SS#+
• i 2 N, j = +•, l 2 ints, k = +• (forth row, forth column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [l,+•])
= SS(L (A), [l, i], [i, i])
[ SS(L (A), [i,+•], [i,+•]) *i > l+
= SS(L (A), [l,+•], [i,+•])
= L (SS#(A, [l,+•], [i,+•])) *Tab. 6.1+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [l,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
B Table 6.3
In Table 6.3, the proofs concerning the cases compatible with Table 6.1 (i.e., cells
containing Table 6.1) are identical to the ones reported above. Here we proof the
remaining cases.
Second row of Table. 6.3
• i, j 2 Z,l = +•, k = +• (second row, forth column)
SS(L (A), [i, j], [l,+•])
= SS(L (A), [l, j], [l, j])
[ SS(L (A), [i, l], [l,+•])
[ SS(L (A), [l, j], [j+•]) *i  j ^ j   l+
= L (SS#(A, [l, j], [l, j])
tDFA SS#(A, [i, l], [l,+•])
tDFA SS#(A, [l, j], [j+•])) *Tab. 6.1+
= L (SS#(A, [i, j], [l,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
Forth row of Table. 6.3
• i 2 Z, j = +•, l, k 2 Z (forth row, second column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [l, k])
= SS(L (A), [l, k], [i,+•]) *Def. of SS, i > k+
= L (SS#(A, [l, k], [i,+•]) *Tab. 6.1+
= L (SS#(A, [l, k], [i,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
• i 2 N, j = +•, l 2 ints, k = +• (forth row, forth column)
SS(L (A), [i,+•], [l,+•])
= SS(L (A), [l, i], [i, i])
[ SS(L (A), [i,+•], [i,+•]) *i > l+
= SS(L (A), [l,+•], [i,+•]) *Homom. of SS+
= L (SS#(A, [l,+•], [i,+•])) *Tab.6.1+
= L (SS#(A, [i,+•], [l,+•])) *Def. of SS#+
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Theorem 6.4
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Weproof soundness and completeness ofCA# splitting the proof
based on the values of the input interval [i, j]. We observe that if [i, j] vInts [ •, 1],
then
CA(L , [i, j]) = {e} (A.2)
Moreover, it easy to see that 8L 2 }(S), i, j 2 Z. CA(L , [i, j]) ✓ S1, that is we can
obtain either strings of length 1 or the empty string.
• i, j 2 Z :
CA(L (A), [i, j])












SS(A, [k, k], [k+ 1, k+ 1]))) *Def. of tDFA +
= L (CA#(A, [i, j])) *Def. of CA#+
• i =  •, j 2 Z, j   0 :
CA(L (A), [ •, j])
= CA(L (A), [ •, 1]) [ CA(L (A), [0, j])
= {e} [ CA(L (A), [0, j]) *Eq. A.2+
= {e} [L (CA#(A, [0, j])) *i, j 2 Z case+
= L (Min({e}) tDFA CA#(A, [0, j])) *Def. of tDFA +
= L (CA#(A, [ •, j])) *Def. of CA#+
• i =  •, j 2 Z, j < 0 :
CA(L (A), [ •, j])
= {e} *Eq. A.2+
= L (Min({e}))
= L (CA#(A, [ •, j])) *Def. of CA#+
• i 2 Z, i   0, j = +• :
CA(L (A), [i,+•]) =
= {e} [
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤. yz 2 SU(L (A), k)
z 2 SU(L (A), k+ 1), k 2 [i,+•], |y| = 1
9=; *Def. of SS, |y|  1+
= {e} [
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤. , yz 2 SU(L (A), k)
z 2 SU(L (A), k+ 1), k   i, |y| = 1
9=;




9x, z 2 S⇤.
yz 2 SU(SU(L (A), i))




       9x, z 2 S
⇤.
yz 2 SU(SU(L (A), i))
9=; \ S1 *|y| = 1+
= {e} [ PR(SU(SU(L (A), i))) \ S1 *Def. 2.42+
= PR(SU(SU(L (A), i))) \ S1 *e 2 PR+
= L (PR(SU(SU(A, i))) uDFA Min(S1)) *Thm. 2.50+
= L (FA(SU(A, i)) uDFA Min(S1)) *Def. of FA+
= L (CA#(A, [i,+•])) *Def. of CA#+
• i =  • or i 2 Z, i < 0, j = +•: let consider the case when i =  •. The
remaining case (i.e., i < 0) is identical.
CA(L (A), [ •,+•])
= CA(L (A), [ •, 1]) [ CA(L (A), [0,+•])





9z 2 S⇤. |y| = 1
yz 2 SU(L (A), k)







9z 2 S⇤. |y| = 1
yz 2 SU(SU(L (A), 0))
z 2 SU(SU(L (A), 1))
9>>>=>>>; *|y| = 1, Eq. 2.1+
= {e} [
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤.|y| = 1




       9z 2 S
⇤.|y| = 1
yz 2 SU(L (A))
9=; *|y| = 1+
= {e} [
8<:y
       9z 2 S
⇤.
yz 2 SU(L (A))
9=; \ S1 *Def. of PR+
= {e} [ PR(SU(L (A))) \ S1
= {e} [ FA(L (A)) \ S1 *Def. of FA+
= FA(L (A)) \ S1 *e 2 FA(L )+
= L (FA(A) uDFA Min(S1) *Thm. 2.50+
= L (CA#(A, [ •,+•])) *Def. of CA#+
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Theorem 6.5
Proof of Theorem 6.5. LE] is not complete, i.e. LE#(A) 6⇢ LE(L (A)). As a counterex-
ample, consider the automaton A2 in Figure 6.2b.
LE#(A) = [3,+•] = { n+ 3 | n 2 N } 6⇢ LE(L (A)) = {3, 5} [ { 3n+ 1 | n > 0 }
As far as soundness is concerned, we argue 8s 2 L (A). |s| 2 LE#(A). Let consider
the following cases:
A has cycle : let s be the minimum string accepted by A. Its length is computed by
searching for the minimum path from the initial to final states (lines 4-8). Since
A has cycles, Algorithm 10 returns the intervals [|s|,+•] (line 9), hence any
string length greater than |s| is contained in the resulting interval, since it is
positive unbounded.
A has not cycle : let s be the minimum string accepted by A. Its length is con-
tained in the resulting interval as explained in the previous case. Let s0 be
the maximum string accepted by A. Algorithm 10 searches for the maximum
length path from the initial to final states (lines 11-20). The resulting interval is
[|s|, |s0|] hence the maximum length string is contained in it. Any other string
length trivially belongs to the resulting interval, since the resulting interval
goes from minimum string length and maximum string length.
Lemma 6.10
Proof of Lemma 6.10. The proof is done by structural induction on the structure of µJS
(for the sake of readability we avoid program point labels, since they are not relevant
in the proof). Note that, by definition, P = c;, and all the statements composing c
are separated by ;, hence by trivial induction on c we can prove that any statement
generated by the grammar µJS is in c followed by a ;. Hence, in the following in the
base of the structural induction we consider also c; (we need also c for the induction
in the while and if body). We make the proof by structural induction on c.
Base cases:
• skip and skip;
Since both skip, skip;2 SpStm, by definition and sinceS on sequences already
in S⇤ is the identity, the thesis trivially hold.
• x = e and x = e, with x 2 ID and e 2 E.
Let us prove by cases on e
– If e does not contain punctuation symbols in Punct, both x = e, x = e;2
SpStm and therefore, as in the previous case, we have the thesis.
– If e contains at least one punctuation symbol in Punct.
Let S(e) = se the string counterpart of the expression e, such that |se| =
n. Let k 2 Nr {0} the number of punctuation symbols that occurs in se
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and {pi}i2[0,k 1] the position in the string se where a punctuation symbols
occurs. A representation of the string in SpStm.




2 SpStmz }| {





2 SpStmz }| {
. . . sen
Since p0 is the first position where a punctuation symbol occurs inS(x =
e), the prefix up to sep0 form a partial statement. The following sub-strings,
i.e., all the sub-strings between pi and pi+1, i > 0, form partial statements,
since between pi and pi+1, in se, does not occur any punctuation symbol
by construction. The substring of se after pk + 1 (i.e., the next character
after the last punctuation symbol of se if present) is a partial statement,
since it does not contain other punctuation symbols always by construc-
tion.
• eval(s) and eval(s); with s 2 SE.
Let us prove by cases on s
– s does not contain punctuation symbols. In this case, eval(s) = S(s0s1)
where {si}i2[0,1] ✓ SpStm are s0 = eval( and s1 = s). Instead, eval(s);=
S(s0s1s2) where {si}i2[0,2] ✓ SpStm are s0 = eval(, s1 = s) and s2 = ;.
– s contains at least a punctuation symbol. In this case, s is split similarly to
e in the proof of the assignment case.
Inductive step:
• st1; st2, with st1, st2 2 STMT and st1 not ending with ;
For inductive hypothesis, st1 and st2 can be written as concatenation of partial
statements, i.e., 9k1, k2 2 Nr {0} .{si}i2[0,k1] ✓ SpStm, {di}i2[0,k2] ✓ SpStm .st1 =
S(s0 . . . sk1), st2 = S(d0 . . . dk2). Moreover, by definition ;2 SpStm hence, we
are able to rewrite the statement st1; st2 with the partial statements {si}i2[0,k1]
of st1, ; and {di}i2[0,k2] of st2.
st1;|{z}
s0 . . . s0k1 2 S⇤pStm
d0 . . . dk2 2 S⇤pStmz}|{
st2
where s0k , sk; which is a partial statement since, by hypothesis st1 was not
ending with a semi-colon.
• while(e){ st } and while(e){ st }; with e 2 E, st 2 STMT not ending with ;
Let us prove by cases on e:
– e does not contain punctuation symbols. By inductive hypothesis, the
statement st can be rewritten as sequence of partial statements i.e., 9k 2
Nr {0} .{si}i2[0,k] ✓ SpStm. st = S(s0 . . . sk). Hence, we can compose the
while statement in the following way (consider the case ending with ;,






s0 . . . s0k 2 S⇤pStmz}|{
st} ;|{z}
2 SpStm
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where s0k , sk} which is a partial statement since by hypothesis st does
not end with a semi-colon.
– e contains at least a punctuation symbol. In this case, e is split similarly to
the proof of the assignment.
• if(e){ st1 }else{ st2 } and if(e){ st1 }else{ st2 }; e 2 E, st1, st2 2 STMT and
st1, st2 not ending with a semicolon. The proof is similar to the while statement
case.
Lemma 6.11
Proof of Lemma 6.11. We generalize the above lemma on the language recognized on
a generic state q 2 Q, namely
8s 2 S⇤pStm, 9q 2 Q.S(s) 2 Lq(A)) s 2 Lq(ApStm)
It is worth noting that the transformation from A to ApStm is performed by the pro-
cedure Build (Algorithm 13), computing, given q 2 Q, the set Iq of pairs (partial
statement, reached state), namely the partial statements recognized from q and the
corresponding reached state. The procedure StmSyn (Algorithm 12) does not affect
the set Iq, since it simply builds the desired automaton adding the partial statements
and the corresponding reached states to ApStm (lines 6-8). In particular, the procedure
Build is recursively called on these reached states. Once a generic couple (s, q0)
is added to Iq, the corresponding transition (q, s, q0) is added to ApStm Hence, it is
clear that 9q0 2 Q. (s, q0) 2 Iq , s 2 Lq(ApStm), for some q0 2 QA. For this rea-
son, in order to prove the above lemma, we focus on showing, given q 2 Q, that
9q0 2 Q.S(s) 2 Lq(A) then (S(s), q0) 2 Iq. The proof is conduced by induction on
the length of s.
Base cases: |s| = 1, meaning that s 2 SpStm. Let suppose that 9q 2 Q.S(s) 2 Lq(A).
We can split the base cases as follows.
• s 2 Punct: The first call to Build (line 6 of Algorithm 12) is Build(A, q0), that
calls BuildTr(q0, #,?) (line 3 of Algorithm 13). By definition, any character
of Punct is a single character, meaning that there exists a transition in A from
q0 to q labeled with S(s), namely (q0,S(s), q) 2 dA. The transition is taken
into account at line 2 (i.e. the pair (S(s), q) 2 Dq0 ) and will be eventually
selected at line 4. No states have been already marked, since it is the first call
to BuildTr, hence the execution passes the test at line 6. The test at line 7 fails,
since s 2 Punct while the test at line 9 is successful, since S(s) 2 Punct and
word.(S(s)) = S(s) 2 Punct ✓ SpStm. Hence, the couple (s, q) is added to Iq.
Other transitions may be selected at line 4 of Algorithm 13, without removing
the ones already added.
• s /2 Punct: By definition of SpStm, any single partial statement is a sequence
of some non-punctuation symbols ending with a punctuation symbol (e.g.,
x =5;). Hence, S(s) can be rewritten as S(s) = S(s0p), p 2 Punct, s0 2
(Sr Punct)⇤. Let n = |S(s0)| be the length of S(s0) and ci be the i-th charac-
ter ofS(s0). SinceS(s) 2 Lq(A), there exists a path of A from q0 to q that reads
S(s) = S(s0p), that is 8i 2 [0, n  1]. (qi, ci, qi+1) 2 dA ^ (qn, p, q) 2 dA.
As in the previous case, the first call to Build is Build(A, q0), calling then
BuildTr(q0, #,?) (line 3 of Algorithm 13). The transition (q0, c0, q1), i.e., the
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transition that reads the first symbol of S(s), is taken into account at line 2
and will be eventually selected at line 4. Since no states have been marked yet,
the test at line 6 is successful. c0 is not a punctuation symbol, hence, the cur-
rent call also passes the test at line 7, performing a recursive call to BuildTr,
namely Buildtr(q1, c0, {q0, q1}), accumulating c0 in the second parameter of
the recursive call and searching for the first punctuation symbol. In particu-
lar, for any i 2 [0, |n   1|], when the transition (qi, ci, qi+1) is selected at line
4, any recursive call to BUILDTR on a state qi will fall down in a recursive call
to qi+1, at lines 7-8 of Algorithm 13 and it accumulates the current charac-
ter, namely ci. Hence, when BuildTr is called on the state qn, the parameter
word is S(s0), and this call corresponds to the last recursive call of the path
we are considering, namely BuildTr(qn,S(s0), {q0, q1, . . . , qn}). The transition
(qn, p, q) is added to Dqn at line 2 and it will be eventually selected at line 4.
Since p 2 Punct and s0p 2 SpStm, the pair (s0p, q) = (s, q) is added to Iqn .
Inductive step: Let A be a cycle-executable FA and let consider n 2 N, n > 1. We
suppose that 8s 2 S⇤pStm. |s| < n, 9q 2 Q.S(s) 2 Lq(A) ) s 2 Lq(ApStm). We
prove that 8d 2 S⇤pStm. |d|   n, 9q0 2 Q.S(d) 2 Lq0(A)) d 2 Lq0(ApStm).
Let consider d = ss0, where s0 2 SpStm, and suppose that 9q0 2 Q.S(d) 2 Lq0(A),
meaning that there exists a path in A from q0 to some state q0 that reads d. SinceS(s)
is a prefix of S(d), it is clear that, starting from q0, it will reach some state q of A,
namely 9q 2 Q.S(s) 2 Lq(A). Hence, for inductive hypothesis, s 2 Lq(ApStm).
Let s = s0, s1 . . . sn 1, where si 2 SpStm, for i 2 [0, n  1]. The state q is a reachable
state in ApStm and, in particular, it is reached by the last partial statement of s, namely
(sn 1). For our hypothesis, from q it is possible to readS(s0), hence, Build(A, q)will
be called at line 6 of Algorithm 12. Since the lemma is independent from the state, we
can apply the same cases showed in the base, starting from q and showing that also
the pair (s0, q0) will be added to the set Iq, and consequently to ApStm. Concluding,
since s 2 Lq(ApStm) ^ (s0q0) 2 Iq ) d = ss0 2 Lq0(ApStm) .
Since the generalized lemma has been proved for a generic state q 2 Q, clearly
Lemma 6.11 also holds when q 2 F.




       p 2 Paths(CFGµJS(*r1+))_p 2 Paths(CFGµJS(*r2+))
9=;
Paths(CFGµJS(*(r1)⇤+)) = { true(ptrue)n | p 2 Paths(CFGµJS(*r1+)), n 2 N }
Proposition A.3. Given r 2 RE, 8d 2 L (r), if d /2 µJS then d is replaced by skip
(hence, discarded) by *r+P.
Proposition A.3 follows from the construction of * · +P and * · +, and can be easily
proved by induction of the structure of the regular expressions.
Lemma 6.13
Proof of Lemma 6.13. We recall thatS converts a string of strings (in (S⇤)⇤) in a string
of chars (in S⇤), and code interprets a string of chars as a executable code, if possible.
Let us prove by induction on the structure of r. Let us begin with the base case.
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• let suppose that r = d and code(S(d)) 2 µJS, then Gr = CFGµJS(code(S(d))).
By Equation 6.2we have that 8 # 2M#.9P ✓ Paths(Gr). L code(S(d)) M# # ✓S
p2PL p M# # .
• let suppose that r = d and code(S(d)) /2 µJS, then Gr = CFGµJS(skip). In this
case, L code(S(d)) M# = l # . # since it cannot modify memories not being
a legal statement. By construction, 8p 2 Paths(CFG(skip)) we have that, for
any # 2M# , L code(S(d)) M# = L p M# # = # , hence trivially we have the
thesis.
Let us prove now the inductive steps.
• Let r = r1||r2. Since a string d 2 L (r1||r2) can be either belong to L (r1) or
L (r2), we can split the proof in two cases. We show the proof when d 2 L (r1),
the case d 2 L (r2) is identical. Let d 2 L (r1). For inductive hypothesis, the
thesis holds for r1 and the following fact holds. Let Gr1 , CFGGen(r1), then
8d 2 L (r1). 8 # 2M#
9P1 ✓ Paths(Gr1) s.t. L code(S(d)) M# # ✓ [
p12P1
L p1 M# #
Let Gr , CFGGen(r) and P = { truep1true | p1 2 P1 }. By Proposition A.2,
P ✓ Paths(Gr). Moreover, since L true M# # = # , namely true semantics
does not alter the input memory, the thesis holds.
L code(S(d)) M# #
✓ [
p12P1








L p M# # *Def. of P+
• Let r = r1r2. For inductive hypothesis the following facts hold. Let Gr1 ,
CFGGen(r1) and Gr2 , CFGGen(r2). Then, 8 # 2M#
8d1 2 L (r1). 9P1 ✓ Paths(Gr1) s.t. L code(S(d1)) M# # ✓ [
p12P1
L p1 M# #
8d2 2 L (r2). 9P2 ✓ Paths(Gr2) s.t. L code(S(d2)) M# # ✓ [
p22P2
L p2 M# #
Let Gr , CFGGen(r) = CFGGen(r1r2) and d 2 L (r1r2). Clearly, 9d1 2 L (r1), d2 2
L (r2). d1d2 = d. Without loss of generality, let suppose that d1, d2 2 µJS,
since, by Proposition A.3, any non-executable string would be discarded and
replaced by skip, and the thesis would trivially holds (i.e., Gr would corre-
sponds to the CFG of skip and L code(d) M# # = L skip M# # ). Hence, the
paths of Gr corresponds to the set P = { p1p2 | p1 2 P1,p2 2 P2 }.
L code(S(d)) M# #
= L code(S(d1d2)) M# #
= L code(S(d2)) M#   L code(S(d1)) M# #
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✓ [
p22P2
L p2 M#  [
p12P1








L p M# # *Def. of P+
• Let r = (r1)⇤. For inductive hypothesis the following fact holds. Let Gr1 ,
CFGGen(r1). Then, 8d1 2 L (r1). 8 # 2M#
9P1 ✓ Paths(Gr1) s.t. L code(S(d1)) M# # ✓ [
p12P1
L p1 M# #
Let Gr , CFGGen(r1)⇤ and P = { true(p1true)n | p1 2 P1 }. By Proposi-
tion A.2, P ✓ Paths(G(r1)⇤). Let d1 2 L (r1) and d = (d1)n 2 L ((r1)⇤), for
some n 2 N. Since r is regular expression obtained from a cycle executable
automaton, d1 2 µJS. Then, 8 # 2M#
L code(S(d)) M# # = L code(S((d1)n)) M# #
= (L code(S(d1)) M#)n # *d1 2 µJS+
✓ ( [
p12P1
L p1 M#)n # *Inductive hp.+
= L true M#   ( [
p12P1




L p M# # *Def. of P+
Theorem 7.3
Proof of Theorem 7.3. We need to prove the soundness of the expressions and the
statements concerning objects. For any other expression and statement nor regard-
ing objects, we suppose to have soundness. namely 8 # 2M#
L st Mg # ( #) ✓ g # (L st M# #) L e Mg # ( #) ✓ gDyn(L e M# #) (A.3)
In order to do not clutter the notation, we denote g # as g.
Case {s0 : e0, s1 : e1, . . . sn : en}
Given the following object expression
{s0 : e0, s1 : e1, . . . sn : en}
in the proof, let o# = [Min({sn}) 7! L en M# #] • . . . • [Min({s0}) 7! L e0 M# #].
L {s0 : e0, s1 : e1, . . . sn : en} Mg( #)
=
8<:[sn 7!vn] • . . . [s1 7!v1] • [s0 7!v0]
       8i 2 [0, n]vi 2 L ei Mg( #)
9=; *Def. L · M+
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✓
8<:[sn 7!vn] • . . . [s1 7!v1] • [s0 7!v0]
       8i 2 [0, n]vi 2 g(L ei M# #)
9=; *Eq.A.3+
=
8<:[sn 7!vn] • . . . [s1 7!v1] • [s0 7!v0]
       8i 2 [0, n]vi 2 g(o#(si))
9=; *o](si) = L ei M# # +
=
8>>><>>>:[sn 7!vn] • . . . [s1 7!v1] • [s0 7!v0]
         
8i 2 [0, n]
8s 2 Min({si})
vi 2 g(o#(s))
9>>>=>>>; *|L (Min({si}))| = 1+
= g([Min({sn}) 7! L en M# #] • . . . • [Min({s0}) 7! L e0 M# #]) *Def. of g+
= g(L {s0 : e0, s1 : e1, . . . sn : en} M# #) *Def. of L · M#+
Case L x = new o M
L x = new o Mg( #) =
= g( #)[x  L o Mg( #)] *Def. L · M+
✓ g( #)[x  g(L o M# #)] *Eq. A.3+
= ly.(g( #)[x  g(L o M# #)])(y) *Def. memory+
= ly.(g( #[x  L o M# #])(y) *Def. memory update+
= g( #[x  L o M# #]) *Def. memory update+
= g( #[x  Norm(L o M# #])) *Prop. 7.2+
= g(L x = new o M# #) *Def. L · M#+
Case x[s]
L x[s] Mg( #) =
=
[{ o(s) | o 2 L x Mg( #), s 2 L s Mg( #), s 2 props(o) } *Def. L · M+
✓ [{ o(s) | o 2 g(L x M# #), s 2 g(L s M# #), s 2 props(o) } *Eq.A.3+
=
[{ o(s) | o 2 g( #(x)), s 2 g(L s M# #), s 2 props(o) } *Def. L x M# # +
=
[8<:o(s)
       o 2 g(
#(x)), s 2 g(L s M# #)




       o 2 g(
#(x)), s 2 g(L s M# #)
s 2 g(A), A 2 props( #(x))
9=; *A = L (P) = g(A)+
=
[8<:o(s)
       o 2 g(
#(x)), s 2 g(L s M# #), s 2 g(A)
A 2 props( #(x)),g(A) \ g(L s M# #) 6= ?
9=; *Def. \ +
=
[8<:o(s)
       o 2 g(
#(x)), s 2 g(L s M# #), s 2 g(A)
A 2 props( #(x)), AuDFA L s M# # 6= Min(?)
9=; *Closure props. DFA/⌘+
✓ g(G
8<: #(x)(A)
       A 2 props(
#(x))
AuDFA L s M# # 6= Min(?)
9=;) *Def. g+
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= g(L x[s] M# #) *Def. L · M#+
Case x[s] = e
L x[s] = e Mg( #) =
= g( #)[x  
8>>><>>>:o • [s 7! v]
         
o 2 L x Mg( #)
s 2 L s Mg( #)
v 2 L e Mg( #)
9>>>=>>>;] *Def. L · M+
✓ g( #)[x  
8>>><>>>:o • [s 7! v]
         
o 2 g(L x M# #)
s 2 g(L s M# #)
v 2 g(L e M# #)
9>>>=>>>;] *Eq.A.3+
= g( #)[x  
8>>><>>>:o • [s 7! v]
         
o 2 g( #(x))
s 2 g(L s M# #)
v 2 g(L e M# #)
9>>>=>>>;] *Def. L x M
# # +
✓ g( #)[x  
8<:o • o0
       o 2 g(
#(x))
o0 2 g([L s M# # 7! L e M# #])
9=;]
= g( #)[x  { o | o 2 g( #(x)) • g([L s M# # 7! L e M# #]) }]
= g( #)[x  { o | o 2 g( #(x) • [L s M# # 7! L e M# #]) }] *Def. • +
= g( #)[x  g( #(x) • [L s M# # 7! L e M# #])] *Def. g( #)+
= g( #[x  #(x) • [L s M# # 7! L e M# #]]) *Def. mem. updpate+
✓ g( #[x  #(x) • [L s M# # 7! L e M# # tDyn #(x)(L s M# #)]]) *For tDyn +
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